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Foreword

The changing times warrant curricular changes at various 
levels of education. The N.C.E.R.T.wpjte books for the new 
kyllabi in all subjects including mathematics from standard I 
L standard XII. The topics included in the mathematics syllabi a 
I? plus two level for classes XI and XII are sufficiently 
Ballenging to a teacher because of (a) its abstract nature 
lid (b) extense. The student at this level is at cross roads 
I ,d has to take decision about his career. In order to equip 
rch a student, the teacher’s understanding of the subject 
I 3 to be very sound.

As we met several segments of mathematics teachers at 
e plus two level and discussed their teaching problems,

celt that they need an exposure to an inservice training 
gramme. Accordingly a Qorrespondence-cum-Contact Programme 
designed and the mathematics faculty tookup the task of 

ting correspondence lessons in mathematics. The lessons 
ie been on those units/topics in mathematics which are
fcrally found tobe difficult to transact in the classroom.

■orts have been made by the faculty to focus on the conceptual 
Herstanding of the content besides teaching techniques. It

our hope that the book will be an enrichment material oesides 
rifying the doubts and resolving the difficulties of the

iking mathematics teachers at the plus two level.

G.Ravindra 
Professor and 
Head, Mathematics.



Preface

The selection of the content for the Correspondence-Cum-
Contact Course was based on two important criteria-

| (a) Conceptual difficulties experienced by the teacher and 
I (b) the enrichment needs of a teacher.
I The NCERT mathematics text books for the classes XI and XII 
* contain topics which essentially call for sound understanding
of the subject for able presentation of the same in a classroom 

^Calculus, for instance, is one such topic which calls for 
keeper understanding and appreciation of its concepts. Other
wise its techniques tend to be taken as mechanical thurbrules 
while they need to be employed in problem solving discretely 
land with understanding.

The lessons are divided into two volumes.

first volume covers
(a) Calculus (both differential and integral)
(b) Differential equations
(c) Vectors (including 3 dimensional geometry)

second volume covers
(a) Statistics
(b) Probability
(c) Linear Programming
(d) Numerical methods.

The lessons are tobe studied critically making extensive 
Kies of points which require greater elaboration. To test 
Fhe extent of understanding of the concepts, the reader has to 
vork all the problems of the assignments following each lesson, 
'hose points which remain unclear even after one goes through 
he lessons and the problems which have been earnestly attempted 

>y the reader will be.taken up for discussions during the 
(pntact Programme.

Despite our efforts, typographical errors, misprints and 
>or printing has crept into the material. A working teacher

goes through the material will be able to makeout what is 
be in place of an error. It is expected that the reader

fcrects these and bring them to the notice of the faculty 
wrote the lessons during contact Programme.

We look forward to your rewarding participation and 
lable cooperation in the Contact Programme.

N.B.BADRINARAYAN 
Academic Coordinator 
of the Correspondence-cum- 
Contact Programme 
in Mathematics-1992
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LESSON 1

FREQUENCY TABLES

”• D • -.Ur.Vi vi >

1 .0 Introduction:

In the earlier days, the administration o' "he states 

required the collection of information relating to pc pulation 

..nd material wealth of the country for purposes cf war and 

finance. For comparison and analysis this information hoi been 

expressed in terms of numerical figures so that these numerical 

figures could be used like a measuring stick to know about the 

states. Therefore, some people interpret that the word 

'Statistics’ was emerged as the combination of the words 'Status 

(in Latin which means State) and 'Stick' (as measuring rod).

Thai is why, when it is used in plural, statistics refers to 

numerical statements. For example, unemployed statistics, 

inc ustrial accidents, etc. When the word Statistics is used in 

singular, it refers to the subject of statistics which deals wit 

che methods of collecting, classifying, presenting, comparing, 

analysing and interpreting numerical information regarding an\ 

sphere of enquiry.

Statistics is a consequence of the many problems that 

science and technology have chosen to study and coal v/ith using 

statistical methods. The following saying is well not kJ :

Sciences without Statistics bear no fruit;
Statistics without Sciences has no root.
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Now-a-days, Statistics has become an indispensable tool in all
disciplines, hs a matter of fact, there are millions of people
all over the world who have not heard about statistics end y<t
who make a profuse use of statistical methods in their dar-to-c-y • •
decisions. As a consequence of the ever-present role that 
statistics plays in our lives, it is a virtual requirement that 
we attain some degree of statistical literacy, without such 
knowledge, we will be unable to interpret satisfactorily a 
reasonable number of the statements and situations with statisti
cal content with which we come in contact.

The originally collected meaningful numbers or observations 
are called data. Data consisting of a large number of observa
tions will be in turn grouped or classified into different 
categories for comparison and meaningful purposes. This classified 
data are known as grouped data. The data originally collected, 
before doing such classification are known as raw data. In the 
grouped data we generally indicate that so many individual units 
are belonging to so and so group, etc. This number of individual 
units belonging to a certain group or class is called as the 
frequency of that group or class. The grouped data indicating 
such frequencies are known as frequency data and this distribution 
of the individual units to different classes orgroups is known 
as frequency distribution.

Observations are made on some characteristic or property 
which distinguishes or identifies an individual. For example, 
height, marks secured in a certain paper, boys, etc. The 
observable characteristic or property associated with an individual 
and differing among individuals is known as a variable. A 
variable may be qualitative or quantitative. A qualitative 
variable is one- that leads us to assign an individual to one of 
a set of mutually exclusive or non overlapping categories because 
of a particular quality or attribute. For example - v'e say a person
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is male and so assign him a particular category because ho 

possesses that particular attribute; he is not a female, 

school student may be assigned to the category tenth class 

student or eleventh class student, etc. A auan11 ta.tivc variabl< 

is one where the observations are basically numerical to begin 

with. This variable may be continuous, as when heights or 

weights are measured, or discrete, as when we count the number 

cf students or number of classrooms.

A qualitative variable may be quantified if it serves some

useful purpose, for example, if to the qualitative variable 
* .

/year in school1 with categories, fresher,'junior, senior, we 

assign the discrete values'1,2,3 respectively.

The significance of the large mass of statistical data that 

have been collected cannot be understood unless they are 

arranged in some definite manner. This process of 'arrangement 

is known as classification. No hard and fast ruifcs can be l.id 

down regarding the characteristics of the best classification. 

However, classification should be a) unambiguous, b) stable 

and c) flexible.

Generally classification may be done, in the following four 

ways :

i) spatial or geographical

ii) temporal or chronological

iii) quantitative and

iv) qualitative.
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Classification of data,.based on geographical area is known :s 

geographical classification. Classification based on t inw. and 

-pace is known as time series and spatial series respectively. 

The data obtained after classification on the basis of magnitud 

or quantity are known as frequency distribution dita. If the 

classification is based .. cho Quality of. the observations like 

sex, colour, etc. it is known as qualitative classification.

Now we discuss the way of representing the classified data in 

a frequency table.

1•1 Frequency Tables

The statistical data arranged and classified into a number 

of groups in an orderly manner on the b asis of magnitudes o^ th 

values, constitute a frequency distribution, and a table 

presenting them is known as frequency table. For example, marks 

scored in mathematics by 20 students are presented in the fun 

of the following frequency table.

Marks Number of Students

0- 20 ,5

20- 40 3

• 40- 60 12

|60- 80 5

In the above example, the intervals, 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 60-80 

are known as class intervals. The number of items (here 

students) falling within each class is known as frequency.

For each class-interval, the lower and upper values of the 

interval are known as lower and upper limits of that class- 

interval respectively. In the above example, 0 and 20 are the 

lower and upper limits of 0-20 interval respectively. Tho
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J
'difference between these limits is the width of the class 

interval. The value which lies midway between the lower anc! the 

upper limits of a class is called the ’mid value* or the 

’class mark’ of that class. In ether words,

Mid vjlue = Lower class limit + upper class limit

Now let us discuss the way of preparing the frequency table 

regarding any given statistical data. The main aim of presenting 

the data in a frequency table is to c. ndense the huge data on 

the basis of certain classification based on the magnitude cf 

the observations. Suppose we have the data regarding the 

Mathematics marks of 200 students. ’ To present all these 

individual marks a lot of space is required and no useful ;>u:\.-.,3.. 

is served. But this data can be presented in a f requency t. b’.c- 

and that table can be utilised for useful inferences.

The first factor to be considered while preparing a • 

frequency table is the number of groups or the number of class- 

intervals. The number of class-intervals should not ordinarily 

exceed 20 and should not in general, be less than 5. Once we 

decide the number of class intervals, the next step is to 

define the class-widths. For the sake of computation and 

comparison, all the class intervals should, whenever possible, 

be of equal width. How to find the width cf the class intervals? 

Find the difference between the smallest and the largest values 

in the given data. This difference is known as range. Then 

the width of the class-interval is given by the nearest 

convenient value to the following ratio.



____________ Range___________
Number Cf class intervals

For example, if the range- is 67 and the numbe:-. of class' intervals 

is 10, then the width is 7 (— —- ). This approximate value 

should, be as in the given data (nearer to integer or adjusted, t- 

t.io required decimal). After deciding the class-interval, vhe 

lower limits and upper limits of all the class-intervals should 

be identified. The lower limit of the first class interval is 

generally the integral value which is nearer and smaller than the 

smallest value in the given data. Then the value of the upper 

limit of first class interval becomes the sum of lower limit 

value and the class width (generally an integral value). The 

lower limit of the second interval will be sometimes equal t :• the 

upper limit of the first interval and the upper limit of the 

second interval will be the sum of lower limit of the second 

interval and class width. . For example, if the class width is 

10 and the lower limit of the first interval is 0, then the 

first two intervals will be 0-10 and 10-20.

In the above example, it is not clearly defined wb 

the value- 10 belongs to the first class-interval or to the 

sec-.nd class-interval. Therefore, in such situations, it is 

necessary to specify clearly whether the lower/upper limits are 

belonging to those class intervals or not. If the lower limit of 

one class belongs to that concerned class, then all the lower 

limits of the other classes also should belong to those 

respective classes. This is also true in case of upper limits. 

Such specification of class intervals is known as inclusive 

method. If the upper limits of all the class intervals are not 

belonging to the respective classes, then the class-intervals are 

formed with exclusive method.
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Instead of having ccnfusion regarding the jnclisiv or

exclusive method as in the above example, the class-intervals

may also be considered as fellows s

0-9 
10 - 19
20 - 29 and so on

Suppose one cf the values is 9.5. Here it is not cl-.nrly known 

.vheth.r this 9.5 will belong to the first clafs interval viz,

0-9 or to-the second (10-19). This type cf problem arises only 

when the values in the given data take any value on the real 

line (when the observation is a continuous variable). In such 

cases, we add half of the difforcncebetween the upper limit of 

one class and the lower limit of the succeeding class to the 

upper limit of each class. Similarly, we subtract half of the 

above difference from the lower limit of each class. These

r-sultant values are known as the upper and lower practical limit. 

of those classes. In the above example, the interval 0-9 will 

become as -0.5 9.5, because we are adding (10-9)/2 to 9

(upper limit) and subtracting (10-9)/2 from 0 (low.r limit). 

Therefore, -0.5 and 9.5 are the practical limits of the class 

0-9. Similarly, 9.5 and 19.5 are the practical limits cf the 

interval 10-19. Here, we consider all the values up to and 

including 9.5 to the first class and the values above 9.5 

(excluding 9.5) and upto 19.5 (including 19.5) to th^ second 

class and so on. These practical limits are also kn- wn as class 

boundaries.

In case of continuous data by class-limits we mean 

practical limits. Once the class intervals are specified then th 

last step in preparing the frequency table is to count the number 

cf values belonging to different class-intervals. The number 

of values belonging to the different class intervals are known

as the frequencies of the respective classes. Cc unting of
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observations will be dene by putting a tally mark corresponding 

to each observation against the appropriate class interval. 

Finally, count the total tally marks indicat-..1 against each 

class interval. These are the corresponding frequencies cf then

classes.

Examples Prepare a suitable frequency table for the 
following marks of 30 students.

72 49 63 72 11 83 93

38 23 19 26 17 44 67

29 14 39 53 57 62 56

68 76 43 91 1 15 42 17 29

Solut ion:

Step 1 : Consider the number cf classes, say 5. 

Step 2 : Calculate the Range.

In.the given example, Maximum value = 93

Minimum value = '1

Range =93-1 =92.

Step 3 : Calculation of class width.

Class width = ------- = 92/5 = 1 8.4 (- 19 ) . •No. of classes '

Step 4 : Determination of lower limits. Since the smallest 

value is 1, the lower limit cf the first class is taken as 0. 

(Generally, the lower limit of the first class is taken as eno 

unit below the smallest value). Hence, the lower limits of tin 

other classes are 0+19 = 1 9, 19+19 = 38, 38+19 = 57,

57 + 19 = 76 respectively.

Step 5 : Determination of upper limits.

The upper limit, of first class is 18 (one unit smaller than the 

lower limit of the second class). Similarly, the upper limits 

of the other classes are 18+19 = 37, 37+19 = 56, 56+19 - 75, 

75+19-94 respectively.
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Note; The upper limits can be considered as 19, 38, 57, 76, 95 

in the case of exclusive upper limits.

Step 6 ; Indication of classes ;

The different classes are Class
0-18 
19- 37 
38- 5 6 
57- 75 
76- 94

Step 7 : Putting the ’tally marks’

The tally marks corresponding to the given values are as indicated 

be lew:

Class Tally marks
0-18 1

19-37
38 - 56 in
57-75 x-bi H
76 - 94 UH

Step 8 : Obtaining the frequencies.

The frequencies corresponding to the tally marks are

Class Tally mark Frequency
0-18 lx 1 6

19 - 37 X 5
33 - 56 X. III 8
57-75 X II 7
76 - 94 I’ll 4

Step 9 ; Indication of the final frequency table.
Classi-— i Frequency

0- 18 6
19- 37 5
38- 56 8
57- 75 7
76- 94 4
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Cumulative Frequency Table;

From the frequency table obtained for the data given in the 

above example, we write the following table indicating the total 

frequencies of different classes.

Class Cumulative trequency
0-18 6

19-37 11
38 - 56 19
57 - 75 . 26
76 - 94 30

This table is known as cumulative frequency table. The values 
in the second column indicate the total number of students 

scoring the marks less than the upper limits of the respective 

classes. These values are known as the cumulative frequencies

cf the respective classes. Similarly we can think of the total*
frequencies corresponding to lower limits of the classes. For 

more details refer to Lesson 2.

3 yercises, s

1 . What is a frequency distribution? Also point out the 
basic principles to be observed in forming a frequency 
table?

2. Distinguish between the following :
a) Exclusive and inclusive intervals.
b) Ordinary and cumulative frequencies.

3. The following table gives the weight (to the nearest pound) 
of 20 soldiers. Construct a frequency table with 8 
classes.
163, 154, 165, 147, 135, 152, 168
151 , 180, 162, 149, 153, 146, 167
142, 148, 148, 1 70, 1 72, 168.



LESSON No. 2

DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF statistical DATA
z

2.0 Introduction;» ••

To simplify the complexity of statistical data and to 

draw the conclusions/ data can be presented by means of 

various types of pictures or diagrams. The main types of 

diagrams are

a) Line diagrams

b) Bar charts - Absolute or Percentage and sub-divided

c) Area diagrams

d) Pictograms

e) Pie diagrams

f) Cartograms

g) Histograms

h) Frequency Polygon

i) Frequency curve

j) Cumulative Frequency curve (Ogive) - less than, more 
than.

In the above mentioned diagrams, the last four are related 

to the frequency distributions.

2.1 Histograms: The data represented as a series of 

rectaagles. Class-intervals are shown on the x-axis and the 

frequencies in terms of the lengths of rectangles are on 

the y-Axis. There are as many rectangles as there are 

classed. The area of each rectangle represents the corres

ponding frequency of that class and the total area represents
I ' *

the total frequency.

With a suitable scale, mark all the class-intervals in 

the given frequency table on the x-axis, with the class-
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intervals as bases, draw rectangles with areas proportional 

to the frequencies of the class intervals. For equal class 

.ntervals, the heights of the rectangles will be proportional 

to the frequencies.

r cample 2.7s Draw histogram for the following data.

Marks Number of

0-20 >5

20-40 11

40-50 7

50-60 12

60-100 15

To draw the histogram corresponding to the given data, 

class-intervals should be represented on x-axis with suitable 

scale (say 1” = 20 units). Then erect rectangles on these 

class intervals such that the areas of these rectangles are 

proportional to the corresponding frequencies of those 

classes. For these, the length of each rectangle should be 

calculated and to be represented on the y-a^is. For 

example, the area of the first rectangle should be propor

tional to 5 units of frequency. But the base (class width) 

is one unit according to the scale considered. Therefore, 

the height of this rectangle can be considered as 1 unit on 

the v-axis so that the area of the rectangle is 1 square 

unit and this is proportional to the frequency of 5 units.

The lengths of other rectangles are as follows:

Length of rectangle corresponding to the interval 

20-40 = (ll/5)Xl/l =2.2 units

because the ratio of the frequencies of first and this class

is 11/5 and the corresponding ratio of class widths is 1/1
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The lengths cf other rectangles are

(7/5)X yi/2 2.8, (12/5)X W2 = 4.8, (15/5)XV2 = 1.5

The histogram corresponding to the given data is as below:

Fig. 2.1

While drawing the histogram, class 

class limits (or class boundaries) 

continuous class intervals will be

limits means the pratical 

and therefore, generallyi,
considered.

2.2 Frequency Polygon and Frequency Curves For a grouped data 

without class intervals, the frequency polygon is obtained 

by plotting points with ’.voscissa as the variate values and 

the ordinates as the corresponding frequencies and joining 

the plotted points by means of straight lines. For grouped 

data with' class intervals, the abscissa of the points arc the

mid-values of the class intervals.

The frequency curve can be obtained by drawing a smooth 

free hand curve through the vertices of the frequency polygon

Example 2.8s Draw the frequency polygon and the frequency 

curve of the data given in the previous example.

To draw the frequency polygon or frequency curve, it is 

necessary to calculate the midvalues of the class-intervals. 

Therefore, the mid-values corresponding to the given data

are as below:
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Mid Value NO ♦Of students (F.r\/qu onc__)

10

30

45

55

GO

15

11

: 7

12

15

The next step is to indicate these mid values on the x-axis 

with suitable scale and the corresponding frequencies to 

be considered as the ordinates. The five points are as 

indicated in the following figure.

«s-

10'

5

o 10 0-0 30 4-0 50 60 *70 Bo »oo
Mid Values

Fig. 2.2

Nov, by joining these points by straight line segments# we 

get frequency polygon and by joining the points by a free-hand 

curve, we get the frequency curve. But for all practical 

purposes, we join the end points with the jboints on the 

axis corresponding to the mid points of the preceding and 

succeeding class intervals to the first and last classintervals 

Here, we assume the width of the preceding class is equal to 

the first class and the width of the succeeding class as equal 

to the last class. The frequencies of these assumed classes
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are zero. The frequency polygon and the frequency curve 

for the given data in the above example are indicated below#

2.3 Cumulative Frequency Curves or Ogives: There are-two 

types of cumulative frequencies - ‘Less than’ cumulative- 

frequencies and ‘more than' cumulative frequencies. The less 

than cumulative frequency of any class is the number of 

observations having the values less than or equal to the 

upper limit of that class. Similarly, the more than cumulative 

frequency of any class is the number of observations having 

the values greater than the lower limit of that class.

Firstly, form the cumulative frequency table and then plot 

the points with upper limits of the classes as abscissa and 

the corresponding less than cumulative frequencies as 

ordinates. The points are to be joined by a free-hand smooth 

curve to get the less than cumulative frequency curve or 

the less than ogive. Here, the cumulative frequencies are 

the less than cumulative frequencies and therefore, the ogive 

known as less than ogive. Similarly, corresponding to the
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lower limits and more than cumulative frequencies, an ::giv^t
can be drawn and in that case, we call it as more than ogive 

or greater than ogive.

Example 2.9s Draw the less than and more than ogives for the 

following data.
’1

Marks Frequency

0-10 2

10-20 18-

20-30 19

30-40 35

40-50 40

The first step before drawing an ogive is to calculate the 

cumulative frequencies. For the given data# the cumulative 

frequencies are as follows?

Marks Frequency Less than cumu- More than cumu- 
lafelYsu frqqu.Q.ngy

0-10 • 2
•

2 114

10-20 13 20 112

20-30 19 39 94

30-40 35 74 75

40-50 40 114 40

Now the different points to draw less than ogive arc (10,2)

(20,20), (30,39', (40,74), '50,114)-

Similarly, the different points to draw more than ogive are 

(0,114), (10,112), (20,94) , -(30,75) and (40,40).
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by plotting these points on a graph sheet and joining in Jr' £-^z

Fig. 2.4

From the ogives, it is easy to find out the number of 

observations having the value greater than or less than any 

given value. Also, for any given number of observations,.it 

is possible to obtain the value so that the number of obser

vations greater than that value Or less than that value is 

the given number. In some particular situations, ogives are 

very helpful to get the required information directly.

Frequency polygon, frequency curve and ogive can also 

be drawn by considering the percentage frequencies and 

percentage cumulative frequencies instead of the absolute 

frequencies. In those cases, we call them as percentage 

frequency polygon, percentage frequency curve and percentage 

cumulative frequency curves (or ogives) respectively.

After presenting the data in the suitable forms, the next 

stages are comparing, analysing and interpreting the data.
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2 • 4 Con.paring, analysing, and. interpreting data;

After the statistical data is collected and presented 

in a systematic manner by moans of tables and charts, it 

must be summarised and condensed for the sake of comparison 

of the present data with the similar type of data. One of 

the ways of condensing the data is finding a measure of

central tendency or average. The averages will be discussed
z

in the next unit.

EXERCISES

1. The following numbers give the weights (in kg) f 30 

students of a class. Prepare a suitable frequency / 

considering 6 classes and draw the histogram, frequency ,

polygon, frequency curve and ogives separately for this

data.

42, 53, 56, 39, 42, 41, 66, 38, 45, 46, 31, 43, 52, 51, 51,36

38, 49, 48, 51, 59, 62, 54, 51, 40, 35, 32, 37, 41, 50

2. Discuss the need for and use of diagramatic representation

of statistical data and show its limitations.

3. Represent the following data by a suitable diagram so 

as to compare the expenditure by two families A and B.

Item of Expenditure Expenditure
Family A

in Rs. 
Family B

Food 460 520
Clothing 215 130
Fuel and lighting 88 80
Rent 240 190
I4i seel lane ous 160 130
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4. Suggest suitable diagram with proper reasons tJ
represent the data in the following cases.

a) Number and causes of termination of employment 
in a factory in a given year.

b) To compare the oxprrts of a certain itim hiring a 
period of

c) Taxes paid bv _ r ividual each year.

d) Radio licenses issued in a particular city compared 
to total licenses issued in the entire state.

e) Number of passes and failures in different classes 
of a secondary school.

11n-collection and tabulation of statistical data 
common sense is the chief requisite and experience/ 
the chief teacher'. Discuss.

6. Prepare a tabular form where you can give the distri
bution of population according to sex, six age groups,
f) ur occupations in three important cities.

7. Prepare a suitable questionnaire form, tabular form 
for consolidation/ method of collection in an investi
gation of the following problems.

a) Beggar problem in Bangalore city.

b) Cost of living and education among college students 
in Mysore city.

3. Briefly explain how you draw a pie diagram for a
given statistical data.

• • •



LESSON 3

MEASURES CF CENTRAL TENDENCY

- D.BASAVAYYA

3.0 Introduction:

In order to reduce the complexity of data and to make them 

comparable, it is essential that the various phenomena which re 

._ino compared are reduced to, one figure each, ^uch figures 

nrc called ’measures of central tendency’ or ’averages’. These 

are also known as measures of location. Average should give the 

gist and concise picture of the whole data. Therefore, an ideal
- I

(or good) average normally should satisfy the following

properties.

i) It should be rigidly defined.

ii) It should be based on all the observations.

iii) It should be easy to calculate and simple to follow.

iv) It should be capable of further algebraic treatment.

v) It should be effected least by sampling fluctuations.

vi) It should not be effected much by the extreme values.

Here, the average should be capable for further algebraic 

treatment means whenever an average is given that average snould 

be useful in calculating other values. For example, if the 

averages of two groups are given separately, sometimes, it is 

possible to obtain the average of the combined group in terms of 

the individual averages.

’ Average should be effected least by sampling fluctuation, 

which means that the calculated value of the average should not 

differ much from sample to sample.

There are many ways to consider the averages for any given 

data keeping in mind the properties of an ideal average. Some cf 

the averages or measures of central tendency arc discussed below.



3.1 Arithmetic Mean

Important properties of Arithmetic means

1 . The algebraic sum of the deviations of all the items from

their arithmetic mean is zero-

Proof: Case 1 : For raw data 
v\

We know that * —------ so that n x = "2-
.7| 1

Also note that
n __ _ . _ _
£x = x+ x+ .... + x = n x 
i=l

The deviation of from x = ( x^ - x )

Hence the sum of the algebraic deviations
VA __ __

= K(*;-5c) - 1^; - Zx - a x.--n.X = o 
i-i »-< U|

5, fix •-
Case 2: For a frequency distribution, we know that 

K
7 = so that Nx =

N

Sum of the algebraic deviations

? X J ; X; - X. -f-. X

- Vi x - x Xf; • ~ N X - x hd -O

2. The sum of the squares of the deviations of the observed

values is minimum when the deviations are taken frcm x. 

Let x-j , ^2’ •••••? t>e the observed values.

*n
Let S = 21 (xi ~ a^2

C- I
To prove that S is minimum when a = *x .

s = £ x, - 2 o. T xl- 4- w cA 
j -1 i~i



By Calculus, we know that S is minimum when 3^ _ q 
Set

■ As s.
But ~ 4- -^<1 -O

OCL < - ‘
A CL ~ ^rt ~ '2C

That is, when a = 3T, the sum of the squared deviations is

minimum.

3. If x\| is the arithmetic mean of the set of n^ items t;nd

x2 is the arithmetic mean of another set of n2 items, then the

arithmetic mean V of the two sets taken together is given .by

_ n1 + n2 *2 
x~ n,j + rio

__ sum of the n- observations
Proof: We know x- =-------------------- ------------------------

1 n1 

Sum of the n<j observations = n-j 5cj

Similarly, sum of the n2 observations = n2 x2

Hence, sum of all the n^+ no observations = n^'x-j+ n^x2 

n^ x *r n2x2
The mean of these n^+n2 observations - -----------------= x

n1 + n2

This result is true for any number of sets. That is the
r. •

arithmetic mean of the combined sets can be obtained in terms of 

the arithmetic means of the individual sets.

Arithmetic mean satisfies most of the properties of an 

ideal measure. But it is effected much by the end values. Also, 

arithmetic mean cannot be calculated when the grouped data is 

having an open class-interval and when the data are a qualitative 

data. Therefore, in these cases, another average ’Median’ .is 

used.
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3,2 Median;

Median is the value which exceeds and exceeded by the 

same number of observations or values.

If the n values in an ungrouped data are arranged in 

ascending (or descending) order of magnitude, the median is the 

riddle value (n+1/2th value) when n is odd; it is taken as the 

arithmetic mean of the two middle values if n is even though in th: 

case, any value between the two middle values will satisfy the 

def inition.

For example, the median of the following observations is 17 

because when they are arranged in ascending order cf magnitude 

the 6th value is 17 and the number of observations is 11.

17, 11, 23, 14, 18, 22, 27, 11, 16, 29, 10.

Similarly, the median of

18, 28, 45,72, 19, 65, 24, 26 is (26+28)/2 = 27 (because the 

central values are 26 and 28).

Median for a frequency distribution : bhen we have a frequency 

distribution, the above method does not hold good.
I . • ' •

Analytical method for finding median in case of frequencyI
data with class intervals; Here, we discuss the analytical method 

of obtaining median in case of frequency data with class-intervals 

by assuming that the items in each class are evenly spread in it,

By writing the cumulative frequencies correspond!ng to tne 

upper limits of the class intervals, we can easily find out

exactly where the cumulative frequency exceeds N/2 (when N is the■»
total frequency). If a cumulative frequency is equal to N/2, th 

corresponding upper limit of the class interval is the median. . f 

no cumulative frequency is equal to N/2, let c be the biggest 

cumulative frequency < N/2 and 1 be the corresponding upper limit
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of class interval. Let f be the frequency of the class v. ith 

lower limit 1; h is the length of this class and this if cnIL‘.'-J 

the median class.

The cumulative frecuency up to 1 - c.

The cumulative frequency up to meoian - N/2 (by definition).

The cumulative frecuency up to 1 h = ctf

The increase in cumulative frequency up to : :ecr’nn f ram 1 = N/2~c 

Hence, for an increase of i in cumulative frequency, the 

value increases by h.

Therefore, for an increase of c in cumulative frequency,

the value increases by (N/2^- c) x h

•
Hence, the value of the median 1 + c )x h, assuming

that in the class with lower limit 1, the f observations are

uniformly spaced. Therefore, the median will be calculated b'
’ • • . * • 

using the following analytical formula.

Median = i + z, ■£ x h

where 1 = lower limit of the median class.

f = frequency of the median class.
«■

h = width of the median class.

N = total frequency

c = the largest cumulative frequency which is < N/2.

An easy method of detaining the median is by drawing an

ogive and finding the value (x-coordinate) corresponding to

y = N/2. For this, first draw a parallel line to the x-axis

at the cumulative frequency equal to N/2 and then draw a

perpendicular to x-axis from the intersection point of this

parallel line and the cgive(with less than or more than cumula- 
* • 1 . *

tive frequency curve). The foot of the perpendicular on the
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nxis~x gives thu «.kc’ien. .-.Iso; median is the foot of the
i

perpendicular dravr- to the x-axis from the intersection of the 

less then end the more than cumulative frequency curve or ogives).

Example; Draw the less than end moi’o than ogives .for the 

following data1and obtain thi median.

Class ; . ,• Frequency• * 1 •-
0-10 •04,., .

10-20 06 ?

20 - 30 <1,.

.30 - 40- T » 1.5.-

40 - 50I , I ’ - 1.2 <
50 - 60. 06

.60 - 70 03

To draw the ogives, the first step is to calculate the le-‘i
and more than cumulative frequencies. The cumul~vivc frequer :-l/

for the given data are as given below:
------------ 1

Class
..

Frequency-•* - .
Less than

• cumulative • 
frequency

■
More than
cumulative
frequency

0 - 10 ‘' 04 59
1 0- 20 08 . i 12' 55
2 0- 30 11 • ! 23 47
30- 40 15 33 36

i 4 0-50 1.2 *9 z. I
50- 60 06 56 : 09
6 0-70 03 59 • 03

By considering the class limits on x-axis and the corresponding 

cumulative frequencies on y-axis, the ogives can be drawn ~s in 

the following figure .
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Low craw a perpendicular to the x—axis from the intersection 

o? the two oqives • The foot of this perpendicular on the

x-axis gives the median.

f. Here th,e f.oat.of th.e perpendicular'1 is 34.33 and therefore, 

median is, 34.33.

The accuracy of th*. median value^ obtained Jp; graphical 

method depends upon the skill of drawing of the ogives. Thpro^ 

fore, generally we may get only an approximate value to the 

median by graphical method.

An important -property of the median; The sum of th<-

absolute deviations of the values is minimum when the dcvi-vn~^rons
•are taken from the median.

Median is not affected by extreme values, it can bo 

calculated even for distributions with open-end classes.

Median is used while dealing with qualitative data which cannot 

be measured quantitatively but still can be arranged in

(ascending or descending order of magnitude.

But median is not based on all the observations end ,-icso ?
it is not possible to calculate in cases of frequency dis tri

butions where the-median class coincides with the open cias~ •-'•* i .1
any. In such cases, we consider another average known ac ’r
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3.3 Mode:

Mode is the value which occurs more frequently than others. 

For example, in the following ra/w data mode is equal to 18, 

because this value occurs more times than the ether values.

12, 17, 18, 22, 18, 15, 16, 17, 27, 18 T

In ungrouped data like this, mode can be obtained by more- 

inspection. Even in the case of grouped data without class 

intervals, mode can be calculated easily.

If there are two or more values occurring with the same 

maximum number of times, then all those values are the modes of 

that data. The distribution having only one mode is known as 

uni-modal distribution, having two modes is bi-modal distribu

tion and having more than two modes is known as multi-modal 

distribut ion.

In case of grouped data with class-intervals, mode is given 

by the following formula.

f ’ f1
Mode = 1 + x-y v—7----- x h2T-+ i-f

v/here 1 = the lower limit of the modal class (rno.dal . class 
means the class having the maximum frequency).

f = frequency of the modal class (or maximum frequency) 

f^ = frequency of the class proceeding the modal class. 

f2= frequency of the class succeeding the modal class, 

h = width cf the modal class.

The above formula can be used cnly when the width of the modal 

class is not greater than the width of any other class. This is 

important, because as otherwise, the frequency of a class can be 

increased by increasing the width and any class may become a 

modal class.
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Sometimes, it is possible that the given data may /uasccs t/.r- 
>(

more than two modes. Before calculating these modes, •• • . should 

make sure for the existence of two or more than two moecc.*

This can be seen by the ’method of grouping’.

Method of Grouping:

The different stepo involved in this method are as follows: 

Stop 1 : The given frequencies are grouped by twos, adding 

frequencies of classes 1 and 2; 3 and 4 and so on. Suppose 

there are 7 classes and hence 7 frequencies are given. Now 

these frequencies are grouped by twos adding the frequencies of 

classes 1 and 2; 3 and 4; 5 and 6. After the class 6, there

is only single class viz. the class 7. Hence, the frequency of 

this class 7 is left out of consideration. Generally, if the 

number of classes is odd the last class is left out of consider a

tion. These sums will be written in a separate column against 

the mid position of the two concerned frequencies.

Step 2 : The frequency of class 1 is left out. The remaining 

frequencies are grouped by twos, adding the frequencies of 

classes 2 and 3, 4 and 5, and so on. Vi/hile grouping like this, 

if we are left with a single class in the end as in step 1 , w? 

leave it out of consideration. These sums also are written in 

another column as in step 1»

Step 3 : The frequencies are grouped by threes, adding the 

frequencies of classes 1, 2 and 3? 4, 5 and 6 and so on. While 

grouping like this, if we are left with one class, or two classes 

in the end, they are left out of consideration. These sums will 

be written in a separate column like the sums in steps 1 and 2. 

Each sum will be written ^against the 2nd frequency of the three 

concerned frequencies for that sum.
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Step 4 • The frequency of class 1 is left out. The remaining
z *

frequencies are grouped by* threes, adding the frequencies of 

classes 2,3 and 4; 5,6 and 7 and so on. Here also, while group

ing, if we are left with one class or two classes in the end, 

they are left out of consideration. These sums also will be 

written in separate column as the sums in step 3.

Step 5 ; The frequencies of classes 1 and 2 are left out.

The remaining frequencies are grouped by three adding- the 

frequencies of 3,4 and 5; 6,7 and 8 and so on. These sums will 

be written in a separate column.

Step 6 : Similar to the earlier steps, sums of 4,5,.... '

frequencies will be obtained and written in separate columns. 

This procedure will be continued until we get at least two r’.’c'i 

sums in a column.

Step 7 : The table indicating those sums is known as ’grouping 

table*. After the preparation of this grouping table, another 

table, called ’analysis table’ is prepared.

Step 8 : Identify the maximum values in all the frequency 

columns and the corresponding classes responsible for those 

maximum frequencies.

Step 9 : Count the number of times each class interval is 

contributing to the maximum frequencies. The class contributing 

maximum number of times to the maximum frequencies is the modal 

class. If there are more than one such classes then all those 

classes are the modal classes and the distribution is known as 

multimodal distribution. The modes corresponding to each modal 

class will be calculated by using the formula.



example : Calculate the mode of the following, data.

rClass Frequency
10-20 08
20 - 30 12
30 - 40 12
40 - 50 09
50 - 60 07

Hera, the modal class is not unique and therefore, ve have to

verify whether both 20-30 and 30-40 are the modal classes cr r.r;. 
can

This verifi cation/be done as stated, earlier by the method of 

grouping. The grouping table for the given problem is rr. J

Class Frequency 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

10-20 8

20-30

30-40

©

©

20

©
© 32

40-50 9 16
50-60 7 L_______

Here, we stopped at column 4 only because the number of sums in 

that column is one.

The maximum frequency in each column is marked by encircling it. 

The analysis table for this grouping is given below .

Class Number of times contributing to max. frequency.

10-20 t •. .

20-30 11 (2)

30-40 111 ©

From the analysis table, it is observed that the class 30-40 is 

contributing 3 times to the maximum frequency and this number is 

more than the number of times that any other class contributing 

to the maximum frequencies. Hence, the modal class is only 

30-40 out not both. The maximum frequency corresponding to 2-<- 

is by chance, but not actually true.
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'Because the modal class for the given data is- 30-40, 

1 = 30, f = 12, f1 = 12, f2 = 9, h = 10,
f - f1

and mode = 1 + ——y—“'7-------- X hzi " 1 -j ~ 12

1 9 „ 1 o
=30 + -a — ----------- * 10

= 30

Sometimes, the mode will be calculated approximately by the 

following formula.

f2
Mode = 1 + -y—r----- x h

T1+r2

where 1 = lower limit of the modal class.

f^= frequency of the class preceeding the modal class.

frequency of the class succeeding the modal cla-s. 

h = width of the modal class.

Graphical method of calculation of mode : Mode can be calculat 

from the frequency curve of the given distribution. The x-valu 

corresponding to (the maximum frequency) the highest, ordinate 

of the frequency curve is the mode.

Example: Obtain the mode

distribution.

Class Frequency

40-50 14
50-60 16
6 0-.70 22
70-80 29
80-90 17
90-100 15

by graphical method for the following
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The frequency curve of rh? given data is given above.
The value of x corresponding to maximum point is 7b and therefore

mode of the given distribution is 75 approximately.
I

3•4 Empirical formula to calculate Mode:

Sometimes, the mode car. be obtained in terms of the values of 

arithmetic mean and median by using the following relation.

Mode = 3 (Median) - 2 (Arithmetic Mean)

This relationship is only observed relationship. There is no 

mathematical proof for this. The value obtained by this fcrmul? 

is only an approximate value.

It is not possible to obtain mode in the situations who;'*? 

modal class coincides with an open end class or the pr.ccedin. 

and succeeding classes and the modal class are r.ot hiving the e;r'c 

width to decide the maximum frequency correctly.

3•5 Geometric Mean:

Whenever we want to measure the rate of change, another 

type of average other than arithmetic mean, median or mode is used. 

One such average is ’Geometric Mean’ which is abbreviated as G.M. 

and indicated by G.

The geometric mean of n values is defined as the nth root of 

their product.

V nThe geometric mean of x1,x2,..«»xn is equal to (x-j , x^,..., xn)z

In a frequency distribution, if x^ ,x2>....,xk are the values and 

f1,f2,...., fR are the corresponding frequencies, then the 

geometric mean is given by G = ((x^ x^ ) (f^ times).
x2,...., x2 (f2 times)....//N = (x^1 x2^2............xk^k

K
where N = V f.= total frequency.

<-t 1
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Similarly, in the case of a frequency distribution with 

class intervals, G.M. is given by

-where , xo»..., x,, are the mid values of the class intervals 

and f1,f2>.••,fk are the respective frequencies of those classes 

and G is the geometric mean.

G = (x^...xn)z can also be written by taking logaritnm on 

both sides as

■n.
log G = (Yn) (log x^ +log x^ + ... + log xp) = (Yn) ioc x.

(2 J

Similarly,
G = (x, f1 x2 f2

can be written as

Thus we may define the geometric mean in the following way.

The logarithm of the geometric mean is equal to the arithmetic 

mean of the logarithms of the values.

For all calculations, we use this definition. All the v-.lues 

must be positive.

Example: • Calculate the geometric mean of the following values: 

9, 12, 16, 24.

In the given problem, the values are 9, 12, 16, 24. Therefore, 

these are x’s. We know,

JLog G = (Yn) (log x1 + log x2 + ... + log x )• • •

if there are n observations.
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Here, there are only four values and so the geometric mean G if 

given by

log G = (1/4) (log 9 + log 12 + log 16 + log 24 J 

= (1/4) (0.9542 + 1.0792 + 1.2041 + 1.3802)

= (I/4) x 4.61 77 = 1.1544

^ntilog of log G gives the value of G.

a itilog of log G = Antilog of 1.1544 = 14.2701.

i
Geometric mean of the given observations (or values) = 14.2701. 

Example: Find the geometric mean of the following distribution

Value of item Frequency

2 4
5 9
6 11
8 6

In the given problem, with the usual notation

x.j = 2, Xq = o, ^3= 4 ~ 8,

f1 =4, f2 = 9, fg = 11, f4 - 6.

We know the geometric mean G of a frequency distribution As 

given by
log G = ('§j(f 1 l°gx1 + f2logx2 + .... + fRlog xk)

« •. 1
Here, log G = (-3+9+11 “+6V + 91og5 + 11 logo + 61og8)

= (V30) (4x0.3010 + 9x0.6990) + 11x0.7782 + 

6x0.9031)

= 21.4738/30 - 0.7158 

G = antilog of 0.7158 = 5.1975
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Calculation of geometric mean of frequency distribution with 

class intervals:

The different steps involved in calculating the geometric mean 

of a frequency distribution'with class intervals are as follows:

Step 1 : Find the mid-value of each class interval.

Step 2 : Find the logarithm of each mid-value.

Step 3 : Find the products of the logarithms of the mid-values
and the corresponding frequencies.

Step 4 : Find the sum of the products of the logarithms of the 
mid-values and the corresponding frequencies.

Step 5 : Find the ratio of the sum at step 4 to the total 
f requency.

Step 6 : Calculate the antilog of ratio obtained at step 5.
This value is equal to the geometric mean.

Example: Calculate the geometric mean of the following

distribution.
I ■ -!

Class Frequency

20-30 12
30-40 10
40-50 14
60-80 1 1
80-90 10
90-1 00 8

The different calculations required to obtain the geometric 
mean of the given distribution are shown in the following table<

> Class Frequency Mid value(x^) Log Xl fjlog

20-30 12 25 1.3979 16.7753
30-40 10 35 1.5441 15.4407
40-50 14 45 1.6532 23.1450
60-80 11 70 1 .8451 20.2961
80-90 1 0 85 1 .9294 19.2942
90-1 00 8 95 1.9777 15.8218
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Here, f ^1°9 xi 11 0.7731

£ f. = 65 I i

log G = 1 10.7731 /65 = 1.7042

Hence, G = Antilog of t*. .7042) = 50.6059.

Propertie. .of Geometric Mean•
■I

1. If n-j items have a geometric mean G^ and no items have a 

geometric mean G2 and if G is the geometric mean of the combined 

group, then
loo G = n1log G1 + n2lo9 g2 

J n>j 7+ n2

Proof: Let n1 items be x1, x2,...., xn1

and the n2 items be y-|,y2,...., yn?.

Hence, log G^ = 0/n^ ) (log x-j + logx2 + ...+ log xn<j )

log G2 = (1/n2) (log y<j + log y2 + ... + log yn2)

or n^log G1 = log x^ + log x 2+ ... + log xq4

n2log G2 = log log y2 + ... + log yn2

adding these two equations and dividing by n^+ n2 we get

n-j logG>j +n2logG2 logx^ logx2+. .+logxn1+logy +logy2+. . .+iogyni
n1 + n2 n-j + n2

= log G (by definition)
n.log G. + nQlog Gn 

. log G = - 3-------- 3----- 2-------- 2
nv + n2
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2. The geometric mean of a set of ratios is the quotient of 

the geometric mean of the numerators by the geometric mean of 

the denominators.

Proof: Let a^/bp , an/bn be ^be n ratios.

The geometric mean of these ratios 

V n= (a /b • a 2 /o 2 •••• a n /l’ n)

(a^a2 .... an )/n 
(b1eb2 .... bbP^"

Geometric mean of_the numerators___
“ Geometric mean of the denominators

Geometric mean is very useful in the construction of index 

numbers and in calculation of population growth and the rate 

of interest.

3.6 Harmonic Mean:

Examine the following problem.

A cyclist pedals from his house to his school at a speed 

of 10 m.p.h. and back from the school to his housetat 15 m.p.h. 

Find the average speed.

Here, we have to find the average of two figures 10 and 

15. If we use arithmetic mean or median, we get 12.5 as average. 

But this is not the correct average. The actualaverage speed 

is 12 m.p.h.

Average speed = Total distance/Total time.

Assume that the distance from home to school is d. The 

total distance* = d+d. Total time = d/10 + d/15.

Hence, average speed = ^0^“=

1or
( yio+yi5)/2

12
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But this expression, is nothing but the reciprocal of the 

arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of 10 and 1b. So, in . rc'- 

of this type, we have to find average in the•above manner.

This type of average is known as Harmonic mean.

The harmonic mean of r. v?ii '3 is defined as th? reciprocal of the 

arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of these values.

Suppose the values are x-j,Xp,...., xn

Then the harmonic mean, H = 1

vC

I — I

frequency distribution

X - + X,

H =

For a

H =

where N is the total frequency, x^ and f are the mid value arc 

the frequency of the ith class respectively.

Example: Calculate the harmonic mean of the following values. 

16, 14, 10, 11, 17, 18.

To calculate the harmonic mean, first we should calculate the 

sum of the reciprocals of the given values.

In the given problem, sum of the reciprocals = 

yi6 + yi4 + yio + yi1 + yi7 + yi8 = 0.4392

Harmonic Mean = H = 6/(0.4392) = 13.6607
Y}

For all calculations, we first calculate the arithmetic mean of the 

reciprocals and then find the reciprocal of that arithmetic mean. 

This gives the harmonic mean.
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Example: Calculate the harmonic mean of the following distribution.

Class Frequency
15-25 18
25-35 10
35-40 15
45-60 9
60-80 11

The first step is to calculate the arithmetic mean of the 

reciprocals of the mid values.

The various calculations for this are shown in the following 

table.

Class Frequency(f) Mid value(x) yx f/x

15-25 18 20
--- —7———1

0.05
—-----------------

0.9

25-35 10 30 0.0333 0.3333

35-40 15 37.5 0.0267 0.4

45-60 9 52.5 0.01 90 0.1714 ;

60-80 11 70 0.0143 0.1571

1.9619

•7f./x. = 1.9619 
t

Arithmetic mean of the reciprocals =

= 1.9619/63 = 0.0311

Hence, harmonic mean, H = YA.M. = y(0.0311) = 32.1117.

3•7 Weighted Average:

In the calculation of simple average, each item of the 

series is considered equally important. But there may be cases 

where all items may not have equal importance, and some of them 

may be comparatively more important than others. An average 

which takes into account the relative importance of v arious
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items given in its c”lcuJation is called ’weighted average’.

The figures which indicat the relative importance of various 

items arc called ’weights’.

There are three types of weighted averages which we use 

generally. They are

i) weighted arithmetic mean

ii) weighted geometric mean

iii) weighted harmonic mean

To calculate the weighted arithmetic mean,

1. value of each given item is multiplied by the corres p<. pd; * 

weight. If x is the value of an item and w the corres pander, 

weight, then x and w are multiplied. All these products arc 

summed up. The sum.is denoted by ^_wx.

2. All these weights are summed up and the sum Is denoted by J w.

3. now the weighted mean is calculated using the formula.

"x = ‘Z. wx/ £w

where *x denotes the weighted arithmetic mean.

Example: In a certain examination consisting of four papers, a

student obtains the following marks. Calculate the weighted

arithmetic mean using the weights given belo :

Paper Percentage of marks 
obtained by the candidate

Ueiqhts

English 45 1

Maths 83 3

Physics 79 2

Chemistry 68 2
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In the given problem, x^ =45, 

v.'q = 1 , w2 = 3, w3 = 2, w4 = :

The weighted arithmetic mean =

= 1 x45 + 3x83 + 2x79 4- 2x68
1 + 3 + 2 + 2

The weighted arithmetic mean 

index numbers.

x2=83,x3 = 79, x4 = 68 and

2.

= 73.5

is used in the construction of

The weighted geometric mean for the given values \nd the 

given weights can be calculated in the same way as we calcu-at 

the geometric mean of the grouped distribution (vi>thout class 

intervals) by replacing the frequencies by the corresponding 

weights .

log G = 3E_ (^. td

Similarly, the weighted hamonic mean can be calculated as w>.* 

calculate the harmonic mean in case of grouped distribution by 

replacing the frequencies by the corresponding weights.

Hence H = ( T CO

3.8 Merits and Demerits of Different Averages;

The relative merits and demerits of the different averages are 

discussed below:

Merits of the arithmetic mean:

1. It is rigidly defined.

2. It is easy to understand and simple to calculate.

3. It is based on all the observations.

4. It is amenable to algebraic treatment.
*

5. Of all the averages, arithmetic mean is affected least by 
sampling fluctuations.

6. Mean is a stable average.
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Demerits of the Arithmetic Moan:

1. Arithmetic mean is affected very much by extreme values.

2. Arithmetic mean cannot be calculated if the extreme class is 
open.

3. Even if a single observation is missing, arithmetic mean 
cannot be calculated.

Merits of the Median:

1 . It is rigidly defined.

2. It is easily understood and simple to calculate. In some 
cases, it can be located merely by inspection.

3. It is not at all affected by extreme values. '

4. It can be calculated for distributions with open end classes

5. It can be calculated•in case of qualitative data where the 
qualification is not possible and when the relative position 
of the observations known.

6. This is the only average dealing with qualitative data.

Demerits of Median;

1 . In case of even number of observations, median cannot be 
determined exactly. VJe generally find it by taking the 
mean of two middle values.

2. It is not based on all the observations.

3. It is not amenable to algebraic treatment.

4. as compared to arithmetic mean, it is affected much by 
sampling fluctuations.

Merits of Mode :

1. Mode is readily comprehensible and easy to calculate.

2. Mode is not at all affected by extreme values. •

3. Mode can be conveniently located even if the frequency 
distribution has class intervals of unequal magnitude.

4. Calculation of mode is possible even in distributions with 
open-end classes.

5. Mode is the average to be used to find the fashion (i.e. 
most prevailing value ).
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Demerits of Mode:

1. Mode is ill-defined in the sense that there may he more than 
one mode or no mode at all times.

'. It is not based on all the observations.

It is not capable for further mathematical treatment.

As compared to mean, mode is affected much by sampling 
fluctuations.

Merits of Geometric Mean:

1*. It is rigidly defined.

2. It is based on all the observations.

3. It is suitable for further mathematical treatment.

4. It is not affected much by sampling fluctuations.

5. It gives comparatively more weight to small items.

6. This is the mean used to find the rate of growth and in the 
construction of index numbers.

Demerits of Geometric Mean;

1. Because of its abstract mathematical character, geometric mean 
is not easy to understand and to calculate for a non
mathematics student.

2. If any one of the values of observations is zero or negative, 
the geometric mean is zero and imaginary respectively.

Merits of Harmonic Mean:

1. Harmonic Mean is rigidly defined.

2. It is based on all the observations.

3. It is suitable for further mathematical treatment.

4. It is not affected much by sampling fluctuations.

5. It gives greater importance to small items.

6. It is the only average used to calculate average speeds 
regarding the time and distance.

Demerits of Harmonic Mean:

1. Harmonic mean is not easily understood and it ^ £ difficult 
to calculate.

2. It is useful only when small items have to be given a very high 
weightage•
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3.9 Selection of an average:

No single average is suitable for all practical 

purposes. Each one of the averages has its cwn merits and 

demerits and thus its own particular field cf importance and 

use. A judicious selection of the average depending on the 

nature of the data and the purpose of the enquiry is necessary 

for sound statistical analysis. Since the arithmetic mean 

satisfies most of the properties of an ideal average, it may 

be regarded as the best of all the averages.

Even though the averages of two similar data are same, 

still we cannot say that those data are identical. This point 

will be elaborated in the next lesson.

Exercises:

1 . Explain the meaning of central tendency.

2. What are the desirable properties of an ideal average?

3. What is the purpose of an average in statistical analysis?

4. Calculate the arithmetic mean of the marks obtained by 
100 students in an examination as indicated in the 
following table.

Marks 0-1 0 1 0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

Students 12 21 23 34 10
I_____

5. The mean wage of 150 men is Rs.9.5 per day and that of 
another 250 men is Rs.12.3 per day.- What is the mean 
wage of the 400 men considered together in one group?

6. The average weight for a group of 25 boys was calculat 
to be 78.4 lb.. It was later discovered that one wejgr ;

xwas misread as 69 lb instead of the correct value 16 
Calculate the correct average.
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7. Find the median of the following series:

Number of employees Number of factories
50-100 <
100- 150 43
151 - 200 18
201- 250 10
251- 300 4

.istribution.8.
Marks less than Frequency
10
20
30
40
50
60

5
9

17
29
45
60

9. Calculate the median from the following ’at 3.

Mid values of class Frequency
15 ro--------
25 36
35 42
45 16
55 31
65 15

10. The following table shows the distribution of 100
families according to their expenditure $ier week.. Number 
of families corresponding to expenditure group
Rs. (10-20) and Rs.(30--40) are missing from the table.
The median-and mode are given to be Rs.25 and Rs.24.74. 
Calculate the missing frequencies and the arithmetic 
mean of the data.

Expenditure 0-1 0 1 0-20 20-30 30-40 • 40-50

No.of families ------------ --------- -—.— 14
-r-

-
,,,1u 1

30
—------- -—,-

15
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1 1. You take a trip which entails travelling 900 miles by tr.^in 
at an average speed of 60 m.p.h., 300 miles by boat at '.n 
average of 25 m.p.h., 400 miles by plane by 350 m.p.h. aj. 
finally 15 miles by taxi at 45 m.p.h. What is your 
average speed for the entire distance?

12. From the table given below, find the mode.

Weekly
earnings 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90 90-95 95-1 00 1 00-1 Cc-

No. of 
employees 4 8 11 23 20 17 6

13. Calculate the geometric mean of the monthly income (in 
rupees) of 10 families asgiven below:
400, 1300, 1250, 450, 150, 1200, 1178, 220, 350, 320

14. An aeroplane flies .around a square, the sides of which 
measure 100 miles each. The aeroplane covers at a speed cf 
100 miles per hour the first side, at 200 miles per hour the 
second side, at 300 miles per hour the third side, and at 
400 miles per hour the fourth side, What .is the averagei
speed of the aeroplane around the square?

15. Calculate the weighted geometric mean of the following 
frequency table of index numbers of wholesale prices of 
different articles in India during 1976-77.

Articles Relative Price Weight
Food articles 488.5 30
Industrial raw materials 601 .9 18
Semi 'manufactures 502.3 20
Raw Manufactures 484.6 25
Miscellaneous 659.3

I

Answers:
4. 25.9 ; • 5. 11.25; 6.79.48; 7.123.76; 8. 5.
9. 36.90; 10. 21,20, 25.1; 11. 56.71 m.p.h. 12.
13. Rs.522.88; 14.192 m.p.h.; 15. 517.25.

'*****
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LESSON No. 4

MEASURES OF DISPERSION

4.0 Introductions

When we compare two similar types of data the measure 

of central tendency may be the same in bath cases, but still
I

we find some differences in the observations of those< For 

example, one set of observations is 3,5,7,11 and 14; the 

other set is 8,8,8,8 and 8. For these sets, the arithmetic

means are the same but there is a difference in their nature.

In the first set, the observations are varying from one 

another and in the second set all the observations are the
f

same. Therefore, the problem is how to study this type of 

difference. This type of difference is known as the 

'dispersion' or 'variation'. Here, dispersion means 'scattered 

ness'. There are different measures of dispersion which are 

discussed below.

4.1 R.ancre:

Range is the difference between the largest and the 

smallest observations (or values).

In the case of the following observations, range is<
70 because the largest value is 89 and the smallest value is

19..

21 47 89 60 71 46 19 33

In the case of frequency distribution with class- 

intervals the range is calculated as the difference of the 

lower limit of the first class and the upper limit of the 

last class (this is true when the class intervals are 

arranged in ascending order)•
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It is obvious that the range is depending upon the 

largest and the smallest values only. Therefore, this will 

not give any idea regarding the variation of other values. 

Another measure which is slightly better is Quartile 

Deviation.

4.2 Qu_art.il e Deviation:

Certain values can divide the given set of values 

into equal number of groups and the values which divide the 

given observations into equal parts are known as ‘quantiles*. 

Three values Can divide the given set of observations into 

4 equal parts. These three values are known as ’juartiles *. 

As already known, median will divide the observations into 

two equal parts. Also, we know the method of calculating 

median in case of any given data. Similarly, the three 

quartiles (denoted by Q1, Q?, Q3) can be calculated; here 

Qo is the same as median.

The first quartile, is the value which divides

the given observed values into two parts such that one-fourth

of the observations to have the values less than and the

remaining three-fourths observations to have values greater

than Q. •*1

The third quartile, Q^ is the value which divides the 

given observations into two parts such that three-rfourths 

of the observations to have the values smaller than Q^ and 

the remaining one-fourth of the observations to have the 

values greater than Q^.

Quartile deviation is half of the difference between

the third and first quartiles
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Q - □
Symbolically/ this is equal to , _3___ 1 . It ig

2

also known as semi-interquartile range, because is the

range of the quartiles.

To calculate the quartile deviation, it is necessary co 

calculate and Q •

Q , Q3 can be calculated after arranging the data in ascending

(or descending) order of magnitude. In this ascending order,

any value greater than N/4th value and less than (n/4 + l)th

value is and any value greater than 3N/4th value and

less than (3N/4 + l)th value is Q , where N is the total

number of values. Once, we get and values, we

calculate the quartile deviation as ^3~^1 
2

Example* If the data are

12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 29, 47, 55, 62 

Qx = 16, Q2 = 19, = 47 by definition.

Examples Calculate the quartile deviation for the following

data.

12, 18, 15, 16, 29, 47, 19, 55, 62

The first step in calculation is to arrange the observations 

in ascending order of magnitude. The order of the given

observations is

12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 29, 47, 55, 62, 33
• I * •

Here N = 10 and therefore is the value greater than 

(10/4)th value and less than (^ + l)th value.

^1 “ _ 25.5 (generally central value of these
(?l/4)th and

(£+1) th)
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3, = 47 + 55 
J • 2

quartile Deviation

51.

51-15.5 _ 35^
2 2 17.75

in the case of a frequency distribution, with class-intervals, 

-no W-H1 ke calculated by using the following formulae

lake median formula.

Q1 ~ 11 +Qn/4 “Cp/fjJ hi

where 1. = lower limit of the first quartile class
1 (here first quartile class is the class having

the (N/4)th value)

N = total frequency

f = Frequency ofthe first quartile class

C- = Cumulative frequency of the class preceeding the 
first quartile class

hx = width of the first quartile class.

Similarly,
Q3 = 13 + pc (3N/4) -C3)/f 3 3 h3

where 1^ = lower limit of the third quartile class
3 (Here, third quartile class is the class which

contains the 3N/4th value)

N = Total frequency

f = Frequency of the third quartile class

r = Cumulative frequency of the class preceeding the 
third quartile class

h3 = width of the third quartile class.

Sxample 3.18s Calculate the quartile deviation for the followir 
distribution.

Class Frequency

30-40 8
40-50 6
50-60 12
60-70 9
70-80 10
80-90 14
90-100 7
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To calculate the first and third quartiles, the classes to 

be identified where those quartiles lie. For tnis, the 

cumulative frequencies are to be obtained first.

The cumulative frequencies of the different classes 

are as shown below:
If

Class
J

Frequency Cumulative
frequency

30-40 8 8 ,

40-50 6 • 14
-----N/4(16.5)

26Qq 150-60 12
class

60-70 9
t

35

7 0-80 10 45
3N/4(49.5)

59Q3 (80-90| 14
class 90-100 7 66

Here N = 66 N/4 = 66/4 =16.5

3N/4 = 3 X 66/4 =49.5

The class in which 16.5th value lies is 50-60 and the class 

in which 49.5th value lies is 80-90. Therefore, the first 

quartile class is 50-60 and the third quartile class is 80-9') 

as indicated in the above table.

Hence, 12 = 50, = 12, = 14,- = 10

13 = 80, f3 = 14, c3 = 45, h3 = 10

Q1 " 11 + = 50+ ^(66/4-14)/12J X 10

= 50 + ((16.5-14)/l2) X 10 = 50 +(2.5/12) X 10 

= 50 + 25/12 = 50 + 2.083 = 52.083
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- 80+ ((3X66/4-45)/14) X 10 

= 80+ ((4.5/14))x 10

83.214

83.214 - 52.083 
------------- X-------------= 15.5655

*j ' 3 r ((3N/4-C3)/f3} h3 

- 30 + ((49.5-45)/l4_) X 10 

= SO + 45/14 = 80+3.214 =

0 —ox.uartile Deviation = 3 1 =
2

It is obvious that the quartile deviation is also not depending 

on all the observations as the first and third quartiles are 

not. Another measure of dispersion which depends v.ron all 

the observations is requiisd and one such measure is the 

‘mean deviation*.

4.3 Mean. Deviations

Mean deviation is the mean of the absolute deviations

of the values of observations about any arbitrary constant

value.

Suppose, the given values are x..,, x2,... x^. Then the 

mean deviation about a constant ‘A* is given by

(!.x1-a|+|x2-a|+.......... + |xn-A|)/n =

In the case of grouped data with class-intervals the mean 

deviation about a constant ‘A* is given by

£<£llxi~AI ■ 

f.1
•s

where k is the number of groups (or classes), x^ is the mid

value of the ith class and f. is the frequency of the ith class

Example 3.19; Calculate the mean deviation about 10 for the 

following data.

8, 2, 6, 4, 9, 15, 14, 18, 10, 14
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The first step in calculating the mean deviation is to fane 

out the deviations of the values, about the given coasts.:. 

In the given problem/ the constant is '10'. Therefore/ i.e 

deviations of the values are

| 8-101 z | 2-101 J 6-1C! , |-:-10| , | 9-101, |l5-10|,

|14-1O|,|18-1O|,|10-10| and |l4-10|

i.e. 2/8/ 4/6,1/5/4,8/0 and 1

Arithmetic mean of these deviations 2+8+4+6+1+5+4+8+0+4
10

= 42/10 =4.2

Mean deviation about 10 = 4.2

Example 3.20j Calculate the mean deviation about 15 for the 

following distribution.

Class Frequency

15-25 9
25-35 11
35-45 10
45-55 '3

To calculate the mean deviation, we have to calculate the

mid-values and their absolute deviations from 15. Then the 

products of these absolute deviations and the corresponding 

frequencies to be calculated. These calculations are shown ii 

the following table.

Class Frequency
- - -

Mid-value (x) |x-15| f|x-15|

15-25 9 20 5 45
25-35 11 30 15 165
35-45 10 40 25 250
45-55 8 50 35 280

38 740

The arithmetic mean of the deviations about '15*.
= 740/38 = 19.4737

The Mean deviation about ’ 1 £ • 19.4737
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For any data, mean deviation is least when measure/, fro 

the median. Mean deviation is als? 3 mown as the ' average 

deviation*. Mean deviation is not amenable for further

mathematical treatment. Another measure of disporsicn which 

is depending on all one r ".rvatiqns and is capo .c for 

further mathematical treatment is the standard deviation.

4.4 Standard Deviations

In the calculation of mean deviation, the signs of the

deviations were omitted so that the sum of deviations as a

positive number. By this operation, the mean deviation vd.ll 

not be useful for further mathematical treatment. Another 

measure can be considered by using the squares of deviations 

instead of considering the absolute deviations.

The mean of the squares of the deviations of the 

observations about any constant is known as Mean Square 

deviation about that constant. Mean square deviation about

the arithmetic mean is known as ‘Variance*.

The positive square root of mean square deviation is 

Known as root mean square deviation.

The positive square root of the variance is known as 

‘standard deviation* and is abbreviated by S.D. Standard
I

deviation is also defined as the root mean square deviation 

about the arithmetic mean.

Root mean square deviation is least when it is measured 

about arithmetic mean and therefore, the name standard 

deviation for the root mean square deviation in that case.

In other words, variance is the arithmetic mean of the 

squares of the deviations of the observations about their 

arithmetic mean. Standard deviation is denoted by cr and 

variance by <j~ •
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Standard deviation of the combined series? If n^,^ are the 

sizes? x^,xQ the means and ^1 , ^2 the standard deviations

of two series respectively, then the standard deviation 

of the combined series is given by

2
C* =

r»it<r, 2+d. n2( 0- 2Ci M?) + 3
where d1 = Xj - x, d? = x2 - x and x = + "2X2 

nl + n2

is the mean of the combined series.

Cf all the measures of dispersion standard deviation possess-?'.

most of the properties of an ideal measure of dispersion
< • .
and therefore, it is used as the best measure.

4.5 Coefficient of Dispersions

Whenever, we have to compare the variations in two data,

we first calculate the standard deviations of each data and the 

compare these standard deviations- if the standard deviation 

of the first data is more than the other, we say the variation 

is more in the first data when compared to the other. But 

this comparison is valid only when the units of measurement in

both the data are the same. Unless the units of measurement
• s

are the same, we cannot draw the conclusions regarding the
• 1 • 1 , #

variability on the basis of the magnitude of the measure 

of dispersion. Therefore, for direct valid comparisions, 

it is necessary to make the measures of dispersion indepen

dent of the units of measurements. For this reason, we 

modify the different measures of dispersion so as to give 

pure numbers i.e., numbers free from the units used. These 

modified measures are known as ‘coefficients of dispersion'-
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The different coefficients of dispersion based on differ-/..t 

measures of dispersion are listed below.

i) Maximum value - Minimum vaxue 
Maximum value + Minimum value

This is corresponding to the range.

ii)
This isz on quartile deviat. on.

________ Mean Deviation___________________
Average from which the mean deviation 
is calculated. *

iv) Standard Deviatijn__  _ C~
Mean —“

x

This is based on standard deviation.

We know that standard deviation is the best measure of 

dispersion. Therefore# coefficient of dispersion based on 

S.D. is the best value to use. But this value will be a 

fractional value as x is greater than <7- generally. For 

better comparison# we magnify this fractional value multi

plying by 100. This final value is known as the coefficient

of variation.

The coefficient of variation = -7""' X 100 = X 100Mean ~r—
x

This value can be used for the comparison of variation in
»

any given data# eventhough the units of measurements are

different.

Exercises;

1. What do you understand by dispersion ? Discuss the 

relative merits and demerits of various measures of 

dispersion.

Explain the method of calculating the standard deviation 

by short cut method.

2
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If u = x-~-^ prove that the standard deviation of tie
K

X values ie equal to K times of the standard deviati.o 

of u values.

Show that standard deviation is independent on the 

change of origin.

Calculate range/ quartile deviation/ mean deviation about 

rind standard deviation of the following distribution.

class Frequency

110-125 47
125-140 83
140-155 79
155-170 64
170-1S- 41
190-200 32

If n^,n? are the sizes the means and ^*1, J 2

the deviations of two series, then prove that the 

standard deviation of the combined series is given by

<r?"= _E <?*l2+dl)+n2(Cr2+d2G

where d^ = x^ - x, d^ = x2 - x

and x = nlxl + n2x2 is the mean of the combined series

Two cricketers scored the following runs in the several 

innings. Find who is the more consistent player.

Player A : 63, 78, 93, 45, 108, 92, 0
Player B : 78, 89, 94, 68, 100, 78, 89

An analysis of the monthly wages gives the following

results.

Firm A Firm B
No. of workers 500 600
Average monthly wages (=Jt) Rs. 186 Rs. 175
Variance of the distribu 81 100
tion of wages ( ;
State in which fir: , there is greater variability in 
individual wages 7
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9. Explain the main difference between standard deviation 

and coefficient of variation.

8

jvyrs •

f. Range = 90, Qx = 132.14, Q3 = 166.72 

M.D = 19.39, S.D a 23.25

7. S.D's are 33.97 and 10.16. Hence second player is 

consistent.

Firm^.
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CORRELATION
Prepared bys

Mr D Basavayya

5.1 Covariance 2

SJ far we considered the measures of individual data 

separately fJr comparison purposes. But sometimes/ we have 

to see the relation/ if any, of two or more than two data.

Tn such situations, we have to measure the variation of one 

data in relation to the variation in the other. Such 

measure of variation is known as the measure of covariation. 

This measure of covariation gives'the idea of dependency of

the data on the other. For example/ the study of the
J . .

relationship between the marks in Mathematics and the marks 

in language of the same set of students require the knowledge 

of covariation.

A measure of covariation is known as covariance or -

correlation.

With a change in the values of one of the two

variables, the values of the other variable also change.

Such a relationship between two variables is known as ’mutual 
1 J I • •

dependence’ and the variables are said to be 'mutually 

dependent'. The relationship between two variables need not 

always be the result of their mutual inter-dependence.

Changes in the values of one variable may be the cause of

changes in the values of the other variable; thus, there
• • ! *may be cause and effect relationship between the two variables 

Sometimes, two variables may not have any type of apparent 

relationship between themselves. Yet we can find that when 

the value of one variable increases, the value of the other 

variable also changes. This may be due to a third factor 

which causes both variables to change simultaneously.
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If with an increase in the value of one variable, 

the value of the other variable increases end if with a 

decrease in the value of one variable the value of the other 

variable also decreases, then wo say the correlation betwe.i 

those tv/- variables is positive. ror example, the velocity 

of a projectile and its ranc\ . If with an incr a-: • -.a theI
value of one variable, -?ic . w of the other v-''Is

.b.’cre.ises and if with decrease in the value of one variable, 

the value of the other variable increases, then we say the 

correlation between tnose two variables is negative. For 

example, the length of the pendulum and its period of 

oscillation. Whenever, the changes in one variable bring 

the proportional changes in the other, then we say the 

correlation between those variables is linear correlation,

otherwise, the correlation is non-linear or curve-linear

correlation. If only two variables are considered and if 

correlation exists between these two variables, the correlate ..a' 

is said to be 'simple*.

If we consider more than two variables, then the

association of one variable with the rest of the other variables 

i , called ’multiple correlation*• For example, demand of a 

commodity depends upon the price, income of the consumer, 

tast^ of the consumer, etc.

If we consider the relationship of two variables -among 

the several variables assuming the values of other related 

variables to remain constant, then that correlation is said 

to be 'partial'.

We restrict our discussion to the study of simple linear 

correlation. Sometimes, there may not be any'relationship
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association of one variable with the rest of the other variables 

is called 'multiple correlation'• For example, demand of a 

commodity depends upon the price, income of the consumer,

tast^ of the consumer, etc.

If we consider the relationship of two variables among 

the several variables assuming the values of other related 

variables to remain constant, then that correlation is said 

to be 'partial *.

We restrict our discussion to the study of simple linear 

correlation. Sometimes, there may not be any relationship
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between tw^ variables .and some tines one variable may be 

completely dependent jn the ether. We say in the first 

C’se there is no correlation and-in the second/ there 

is a perfect correlation.

Correlation can be studied oy any one of the following

methods•

1. Scatter diagram

2. Karl Pearson’s coefficient or correlation and

3. Rank correlation coefficient

5.2 Scatter Diagrams

The dependence or the relation between two sets 

of values can be seen by plotting the points corresponding 

to all the pairs of the values, say (x,y) on a graph by 

taking thevalues of one variable x on the x-axis and the 

values of the variable y on the y-axis. The graph of these 

points is known as the ‘scatter diagram’ or ‘dot diagram'
• 9

as it reveals the scatteredness of the values. The different 

possible scatter diagrams are given below:

tiA

t / * r *y • «» ■<

3>C

* *• * -!

• w

X. . 3C
6« 4-
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If the plotted points are scattered as in Fig. 6.1, then.

we say there is no correlation. If the dots are lying
J »• ;

around a straight line running from left to right in the
. /. 1-". g j? -..,, -,ij < iv • • i b. • i- ‘ •

upward direction (as in Fig. 6.2) then tne correlation1
between the two given variables is said to be positive.

. * ■ ■- j -If the dots are lying around a straight line running
'" '■ ' . t 0 .. j '. ii , : i. i.L . -i? - i 'i

from left to right in the doonward direction (as In Fig.6.3)

than the correlation is negative correlation. If the dots 
;■

in scatter diagram form a straight line running from left toV. ”•’ .O.£
right in the upward direction (as in Fig. 6.4) then the 

correlation is ‘perfect’ and ‘positive’. If the dots form -

straight line running from left to right in the downward
4 '» b '• • ‘i, --  .

direction (as in Fig. 6.5), then the correlation is 'perfect
/. bb-bb-M “

and negative,’ •
* J’ vv'f ‘

■
Study of correlation from scatter diagram is the 

• -<:b '•
simplest and the quickest method. This diagram reveals the 

nature of correlation but not the amount of correlation*. A
' 'J • ' A* • . ' • . ‘ V ’

better measure is the Karl 'Pearson’s coefficient of
' /-1'

correlation.

•v-;.
5.3 Karl Pearson's Correlation Coefficients

• ■ 7, ; m it i-"» ■
As we have stated the measure of covariation is the 

-1 •«j
covariance. If we represent the values of the first adt'-as

x,,/,.......... X and the corresponding values of the otheib set1 2 n
as v >v ............... y then the covariance between these sets is

given by
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(x±-x)(y±-y) 
n

where x” and "y are the arithmetic means of the two sets 

of values respectively. For comparison, it is necessary to 

make the measure independent of the units of measurement 

of the values. Therefore, a revised measure based on the 

covariance is obtained for comparison. This measure is 

knovr <.s -Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation or product 

moment correlation coefficient. ct is independent on the 

units of measurement.

The Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation, r is given by

r - ■ s x (Xi'M'i-y)

x uy

where x and y are the standard deviationstof x and y 

values respectively.

The above formula can also be written as

r = — 2Z xy- x yn j 1

Here r can take all the values between -1 and 1, including 

these values. If r takes the value 0 we say that there is 

no correlation and the two variables are independent. If 

r=l, the correlation is perfect positive correlation; if 

r~-l# the correlation is perfect negative correlation.

Example 6.1i Calculate the correlation coefficient for the 

following heights of fathers (X) and'their sons (Y) in inches.
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X 67 68 69 70 72 73

Y 65 .c8 72 72 69 71

.??luti ons

To calculate correlation coefficient/ r we use the following

f-.?;.uula.

1 *> •
r = h xiyi ■ x y

f~x °"y

where x is the mean of x values, y is the mean of y values, 

x and are the standard deviations~of x and y values

respectively.

But, we know, to calculate x, y, ^"x, ^y we need 

Z.X, 51 x , £y, y y . Therefore, the required

calculations are given below:

X Y __ x2 v2 xy

’67 : 65 4489 4225 4355
68 68 4624 4624 4624
69 72 4761 5184 4968
70 72 4900 5184 5040
72 69 5184 4761 4968
73 71 5329 5041 5183

Total>il9 417 29287 29019 29138

x = Zx/n = 419/6 = 69.8333

y = ^y/n = 417/6 » 69.5

^4881.1667 - 4876.6940 2.1149
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^“y = | s.y2/N - y2

= \4836.5 - 4830.25

= 2.5

- 4830.2529019/6

r
- crx T7.

29138/6 - (69.8333) (69.5) 

(2.1149) (2.5)

= 4856.3333 - 4853.4144
5.2873

= _ 0 55215.2873 u

The numerical work can often be simplified by using the values 

of the new variables

X = Y =<3 h

where A/ B, d, h are arbitrary. Then the correlation between 

X and Y is the same as correlation between x and y. That is, 

correlation coefficient is independent on change of origin 

and change of units used.

5,4...Rank Correlation Coefficients

Sometimes, the exact values of the observations may •. 

mt be available and in such cases the product moment corre 

lation coefficient cannot be calculated. But if we know 

the ranks (relative positions) of the observations, the 

correlation coefficient can be obtained in some other way. 

The correlation coefficient obtained on the basis of the 

ranks of observations is known as rank correlation

coefficient.
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Let (x^,y^) » • • • • • the ^.an.. j «*f n

individuals in two characteristics A and B respectively. 

Karl Pearson's correlation coefficient (Product moment 

correlation coefficient) between the ranks ' 3 and y^'. 

is called the rank correlation c efficient 1 at'-een A and B.

This method is given by Spearman and therefore, it is also 

known as spearman's rank correlation coefficient.

When ’s and y^'s are ranks, then x^’s and y^'s can 

take the values, 1,2,.......... n.

Hence,

x =? 5-x/n = (1+2+3+4+.. ,+n)/n = (n+2 )/2

V = 7-y/n = (1+2+3+.... ,+n)/n = (n+l)/2

i 5Lx2-x2 = i (l2+22+32+...+n2)- <(n-l)/2f 

= (n2-l)/l2

= i(l2+22+32+...n2)- ((n-l)/2) 2

= (n2-l)/12
l2+22+32 +..........+n2 ~ n(n-H) (2n+l)/6

Consider the difference of the ranks as <3^. 

That is, d± = x± - y±

2 cov (x,y)
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because Variance of x := = i
n

A 2
X (x.-x)

I -*•

Variance of y = T (y.,-y)“
1 1

and covariance of

= Cov (x,y) =

(x,y)
•n

i r
n i

(xi-x) (Yi-y)

F
•* - d. 2

n y r = crx2+C“y2 - 2r $ x

•
(■■■

, ■n i ?* /r ' n ^<xi -x)(y±-y)

•
0"x C~y

That is,

^x2+ ^~y2
r = 2

1
n

n
X d.

xcr

But,
^x = c\

A r = 1 -

A 2
< d. 
i = l 1
2n 2 x

M 2 . , 2 -x
1 - < SL di >/2n 0t_> , r~\

1 -

1
oX a 2

J----- rL

3o, r 1 -

n(n2-1)

V\ 9 X d.2
1

n(n2-l)

This formula is known as Spearman's rank correlation fonm^ 

where d^ is the difference of the ranks of ith pair j.e., 

Jx^ - yi|. This correlation coefficient denoted by £ +- .
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’.istinguish from the Karl Pearson's 

"an take any value between -1 and 1
I

like the product moment correlation

coefficient. This 

including those values 

coefficient.

Example 6.2: Eignt competitors in a musical test were rank; I 

by two judges X and Y in the following order.

Rank of X 1 6 t 5 ■ 3 3 2 4
»
•7

Rank of Y 4 2 3 5 1

k
!

7 8.
___

Using the rank correlation, discuss the common liking in 

music of the two judges.

Solutions First we calcv.lal e the rank correlation of the 

given ranks by the two judges by using Spearman's rank 

correlation formula
n %-

<O - 6 d.k = 1 -_______ i___ i
n(n2-l)

where d. is the difference of the ranks of the ith competitor
j

and n is the number of competitors. The required calculation

are as shown below.

Ranks by X(x) Ranks by Y(y) d-x-v

1
• i

4 ' - -3 9
6 2 4 16
5 3 2 4
8 5 3 9
3 1 2
2 6 -4 16
4 7 -3 9

7 •8 -1i
-------------------

1
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= 63
I -*■

9P - 1 - 6 V d. _ _.6_X.66
V. : ______ i—x - 1 - ,2

, 2 B(Q - 1)n(n -1)

= 1 - 408/(8 X 63) = 1 - 0.8095

= 0.1905

Therefore, we conclude that there is not much common liking 

in music of these two judges as £ is very small.

Sometimes, we may use rank correln-i >n coefficient instead 

of product moment correlation coefficient because of its 

easiness in calculation. In such cases, we first rank the 

x values and y values separately by giving rank ’1’ t; the 

largest value, rank '2’ to the next largest and so on.

Sometimes two or more values of x may have the same value.
z

In these cases, we give the average rank (average or the 

ranks that those observations are supposed to receive when 

they are different) to all ohe values. These ran.-., ere 

known as common ranks. Because of these common r uixs we make

some adjustment in the rank correlation coefficient by ndling 

tho factor m(m -1)/12 to d where m is the numonr of cimas 

« value is repeated. This correction factor is to be : 

for each repeated value.

Exercises a

1. Explain the concept of correlation.

2. What are the different types of corrclati ns ?

3. What are the different methods of measuring linear
correlation ? Briefly explain those methods*

4. Show that the product moment correlation cocf-'ici< n
r is independent of a change of origin and sc..:1a f
variables.
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5. Derive the rank correlation formula.

G. Explain the difference between the product moment 
correlation coefficient and the rank correlation 
coefficient.

7. rhw will you interpret the value of the correlation 
coefficient ?

r . Ten recruits were subjected to a selection test
ascertain their suitability for a certain course of 
•Graining. At the end of the training, they were jiven 
a proficient test. The marks secured by recruits in 
the selection test (x) and in the proficiency test (' ) 
are given below.

'Serial No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
X 15 12 17 11 13 22 9 14 21 16

1. r - . .

l Y 30 41 28 38 34 40 35 38 37

Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient 
and rank correlation coefficient. Explain why thej: 
coefficients differ.

9. The coefficient of rank correlation of the marks obtained
by 10 students in Mathematics and Statisti was found 
to be 0.8. It was later discovered that ,;he difference 
in ranks in two s -.bjects obtained by .na ^f the 
students was wrongly taken as 6 insteal of 3. Find the

-correct coefficient jf rank correlation.

Answers s

8. Product moment correlation coefficient = 0.0386

Rank correlation coefficient = 0.024

9. 0.83

• • • •



LESSON NO.6

- D.BASAVAYYa

REGRESSION

6.0 Introduction:

The teim ’regression’ was first used by Francis Galton 

(1822-1911), a British biometrician, who applied it to cert a4-' 

relations in the theory of heredity, but the term is now 

applied to relationship in general. In lesson 5, we introduced 

the concept of ’correlation' to study the degree of relatic.cnio 

between the variables. The study of the amount of

among related variables we call as regression* Regression ir 

applicable to situations in which one observed variable hoc 

an expected value that is assumed to be a function of other 

variables; the function usually has a specified form with 

unspecified parameters. For example, an investigator might 

assume under appropriate circumstances the expected scores 

on an examination is a linear function of the length of 

training period.

The regression relation is a one-way relation between 

variables in which the expected value of one random variable 

is related to non-random v ariables of the other- variables.

The expected value of the random variable is called dependent 

variable or the predictand or the regressand. !he non random 

variables are known as regression variables or independent 

variables or predictors or regressors.

The regression concerned with one dependent and only one 

independent variable is known- as simple regression. If the 

regression is based on more than one independent variable, then ?t 

is called multivariate reqression.
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Regression analysis attempts to lay down rules for predict- 

ing the dependent variable from that of the independent variables 

Mathematically, these rules will be given by expressing the 

dependent variable as a function of independent variables, 

for example, y = f(x1, x^ > xn). In simple regression, y=f(x) 

where x is the only independent variable. If this function 

f(x) is a linear function in x then the regression is called as 

simple linear regression; otherwise, it is multiple regression. 

Here we deal with simple linear regression.

6.1 Regression lines:

If the variables x and y are related we will find that the» • I • •
points in the scatter diagram will cluster round some curve called 

the ’curve of regression1. If the curve is a straight line, it 

is called the line of regression and there is said to be linear 

regression between the variables, otherwise, regression is said 

to be curvelinear.

>
The line of regression is the line which gives the best 

estimate to the value of the dependent variable for any specific 

value of the independent variable. Thus the line of regression is 

the line of ’best fit’ and is obtained by the principle of 

least squares.

When x and y are related variables, we will have two 

regression lines - one is when y is dependent variable and the 

other is when x is dependent variable. The two regression lines 

obtained by least square method are

y = y+ C (x - x ) - - - --------------(D

= x +-• f (y - y) (2)X
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'.•here x, y, <Tx. and ? are havin9 their usual meanings.

The equation (1) is called regression line of y on x and

k2) is regression line of x on y. The values £ and
__ t7x_

< 225 in these equations are known as regression coefficients
5*

and usually denoted by b and b respectively. I.hen V = + 1 

?• is obvious, these two equations are same and hence there is 

c ly one regression line.

6.2 Properties of Regression coeff icients:

i) Correlation coefficient, £ is the geometric mean between 

the regression coefficients.

Proof : b = P Ct 
Y CTx. 5 D*y 0-y

Multiplying these two, we get

yx • bxy € or - \\byx* bxy

ii) If one of the regression coefficient is greater than one, then 

the other must be less than one.

x 2-
Proof: toe know, b . b = £ . But (? £ 1 always. Therefore, y a a y
if one coefficient is greater than one, the other must be

less than one so that the products to be less than or equal to 1 

always.

iii) Arithmetic mean of the regression coefficients is greater
1 .*

than the correlation coefficient.

Proof: We have proved that the correlation coefficient is th;. 

geometric mean of the regression coefficients. But geor.etx ’ . ; 

is always less than or equal to arithmetic mean. Hence ~h 

property.
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iv) Regression coefficients are independent of ii cha-;c 

origin but not of scale.

Proofs Let u = —r—-- ” - £

This implies x = a + hu, .. - b + l:y where i , h and k are 

constants, as we know, correlation coefficient is indeper.de. 

of the change of origin and scale, correlation coefficient of 

u and v is same as of x and y. Also we know <7*~ = h ^u and ‘ 

cr- = k £~v. Therefore, the regression coefficients ,

corresponding to u and v are buv and b These are givenvu
by

nv - e
V) /-j G a. I

crl(u 07^ fk

~ p fk \ 22S.
' h > o-7

imilarly, (—

It is easy to note that these two coefficients are not 

based on a and b and hence they are independent on the chanac 

of origin but not of scale.

Examples Show that the angle between the two regression 1;* nes

r± j f <Tx.

0-^+ OT^

Proofs The regression lines are

y = y + 6% (x -x)
<rx

x = 7 + ? 22S (y - y)

• <r
Slopes of these lines are Q '2L and t respectively. If 0 

CTx V'-j'
is the acute angle between the two lines of regression, then

indeper.de


5 j

• •

ICVvv q c2? rv
<rk QGx _ e~lf<rx<Tt

1 4- £ GV ,
CTx, <?<j"x

't

*•" Icxav

q~k

^?+ <rf
t^C cr“x. O~

? V

)

e
If 0 is the abtuse angle, then,

$ - Ickazv 1 €^-< ( <ru cn,

.. ' ’ e
Exercises

1• Prove that the variables x and y are linearly related i? and 
only if Px^= 1 • Further, show that the slope of the regression 

line is positive or negative according as = +1 or = -1 .

2. Two variables x and y are known to be related to each other 

by the relation y = x/ (ax+b) where a and b are constants.

How is the theory of linear regression to be employed-to 

estimate the constants a and b from a set of n pairs of 

observations (x^> y^)^i =

3. Discuss the situations when two regression lines are 

i) perpendicular, ii) parallel and iii) same.

4. How large must £ be in order to reduce the error in 

predicting y to one-half its value for (J = 0?

5. Out of the two lines of regression given by x+2y-5 = 0 

and 2x+3y-8 = 0, which one is the regression line of x on y?



6. If the two regress, i3 lines are

3x+12y = 19, 3y+9x - 46? find i) the value of correlation 

coefficient, ii) the mean values and iii) standard deviations.

7. Tv/enty five pairs of values of variates x and y led to the 

following results : I
n = 25, yXi = 127, ZYi = 100, ^x? = 760,. £y? = 449 and

t •

XxiYi = 500. •

a subsequent scrutiny showed that two pairs of values were 

copied down as *

x y instead of X y
8 14 8 12

8 6 6 8

i) Obtain the correct value of the correlation coefficient an.

hence or otherwise, find the correct equations cf the two lineI •.
of regression.

• * i • • \

ii) Find the angle between the regression lines.’

Answers: 4. y^2 5. 2x+3y-8 = 0

6. 5- 7* ? = “°’3094? x = -0.64y + 7.56.

y = -0.15 x + 4.75

ii) 49°

*****



PROBABILITY

(Basic concepts, Terminology, Notations and Theorems)
- Badrinarayan N.3.

1. Introduction;

In nature, we come across phenomena of two types -

a) Deterministic phenomena and b) probabilistic or random 

phenomena.

In the former, the end result is predictable with complete 

reliability. As instance of this kind is - if a car is moving 

continuously at a constant speed of 50 kms, ai the end of 2 hours,

3 hours, etc. the distance travelled by the car is 100 kms, 150 kms 

and so on. The outcome viz. the distance travelled by the car at 

the end of a given period of time can be predicted even before the 

commencement of the journey.

In the latter phenomena however, the outcome cannot be 

predicted as the outcomes are many. In these cases, the chance 

factor operates and consequently the outcome cannot be assured.

To mention a few instances of this kind -

a) . tossing a coin. What will be the outcome? head or tail?

b) throwing a die numbered 1 to 6, what number shows up?

c) Vi/hen a family of two children is picked, what could be the 
sex of the children?

d) Wherva bulb is picked from a dozen bulbs and tested.^
Will the tested bulb light up?

e) When a passenger waits for a particular bus at the stop when
will he get his bus?

All' these are examples where the outcomes cannot be predicted.

Such phenomena and experiments are often described
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as Random phenomena and Uanc’orp experiments, and events which cither 

""rT~’-' -•• ^trttc-tn.r^Jiy rjOTr« ■-;/•_> !:nc‘Mw-,,’:?; d^u1:
occurs or do not occur arc called random events. Randomness is 

the central idea in probability theory.

History has on records that the chief contributors to the

theory of probability • were mathematicians of France, Germany

and England. - Pascal (1623-62) , P. F .Fcrmat ;(1 601-65) / ’Problem:; fa-T 
. .. U?6/> .

of PoxrrtV* -pos’ed by Chevalier-^de-Mbre to -thbse math-cmat.iciiansf . (.$ 

of his times. In turn while solving the problem, they laid the 

foundations of the theory of probability which is the backbone 

of modern theory of statistics. Other notable contributors in 

this field are :

James Berhoulli (1654-1705) - (the first treatise on Theory of 

Probability), be-Moivre (1667-1754) (’The Doctrine of Chances'
Si-

Laplace (1749-1827), Gauss (1777-1855). Later on the most

prominent mathematicians of 18th, 19th and 20th century. Ruler, 

Lagrange, Bayer, A.Markoff, Khintchine, Kolmorcoff, to mention 

only a few added to the field of probability.

Following are a few problems of daily life in which probability 

theory is used.

1. At'what intervals of ti.r. should <? c~r own..r. replace the>car

in order to minimize mair.cen?nca less.
.• -J* • f ■4 •

2. How many ticket counters^be kept op<n for entry to a circus so 

as to avoid long cues of customers and optimise the gains for the 

circus company?

3. How many telephone exchanges should be set up in a city so as fc. 

ensure best service at a given cost?

4. How to decide the quantity of rice sold at a retail outlet by

examining a sample from the outlet?
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5. What is the strength of a bridge so that its cost is 

reasonable, yet the risk of the bridge collapsing due to the 

floods is minimized?

2. Prerequisites:

1 . Language of sets.

2. Working knowledge of permutations and comtir tions

are essential for learning the probability theory at this level.



LESSON NO.1

Probability - Basic Terminology

Prepared by: Dr a B Badrinarayan
1.1 Random Experiments:

Suppose we know that a bus runs non stop nt a constant 

speed of 40 Kmh, we can predict with certainty that the bus will 

cover a distance of 120 Km in 3 hours. Likewise, if a stone is 

dropped from the top of a cliff we can predict. wiL.h certainty, 

the time taken by the stcnc tc reach the LotAo>.. ci the cliff.

On the other hand, if we take a basket full of eggs some 

of which only are good and pick up^an egg wn cannot predict with 

certainty that the egg is a good one. Likev'ise, the prediction 

of the outcome of tossing a coin or throwing a die cannot be made 

with certainty.

Experiments where the result can be predicted with

certainty are called deterministic while those whre where the

result cannot be predicted are called probabilistic or random

experiments. In the latter type of experiments, even if the

experiments are repeated under essentially identical conditions,
_,_ 1

the outcome of any experiment cannot be predicted with

certainty. In random experiment, the chance factor influences 

the outcome of the experiment. Some random experiments/ 

phenomena are
a) tossing one or more coins
b) throwing a die
c) drawing a card from a deck of well shuffled cards
d) drawing a ball from a bag of balls
e) .. Predicting the climate of the next day
f) ’ predicting the success of a candidate in an examination
g) Picking an electric bulb from a sample of bulbs
h) selecting a child from a group of children.
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(ii) Sample Space:r

A random experiment conducted-is called a trial.. Thus, 

tossing a coin, throwing a die, picking a card from a deck of 

cards are all trials.

When a coin is tossed, head may apnaar c' tail may appear. 

Both these are outcomes of the trial - tossing ' coin.,

If a six-faced die numbered to 1 to 6 is thrown, any of the 

numbers 1 to 6 may appear in a throw of -she die. These are the 

outcomes of the trial - throwing th-- die.,

In the experiment of tossing a coin, the possible outcomes 

are appearance of head or tail. The set of ell possible outcomes

. f a random experiment is called the sample space associated 

.:1th the random experiment.

The sample space is the totality of »all^ possible outcomes.

We denoted sample space by S.

a) For the experiment of tossing a coin, the sample space is
S = h, tj h = appearance of head and t appearance of tail*

b) For the experiment of tossing a coin -'repeatedly twice,

S = ^(h,h), (h,t), (t,h), (t,t)j

When in each pair, the first entry indicates the- outcomes of 

first toss and the second entry indicates the :utcome of the

second toss.

Thus (h,h) means first toss = head; second toss = head.

c) For the experiment of throwing a die numbered.1 to 6

1,2,3,4,5,6

d) For drawing a pair of marbles from a. bag containing 2 vhic...

and 3 red marbles.
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whef£ are the two white marbles ano ^3

are the three red marbles.

iii) Event

Consider a-random expcr’. c't. ? et m op the sample space

associated with the random experiment, a subset of the sample 

space S is called an event.

Illustrations:

1. Consider the experiment of tossing a coin.

The sample space S = £h,tj

The event E-j = ^h ; corresponds to the out come* hit ad appearing

E2 = [t \ - do - - tail appearing

E3 = S = /hftj' - do - * •■tail or head
L" J ’ appearing

and £4=0 corresponds to the outcome *• none of head or
* •' t-il appealing.

Each of these is an even Associated with the xperiment.

2. Consider the experiment of tossing a coin 4-w.co. The sample.- 
space S =^(h,h), (h,t), . (t,h). (t,t)j

The events associated with the experiment are
E-j =^(h,h)j = The appearance of heads bo..i times.

^2 “ ~ The appearance of 1 ?ic-c; f'ljcwed by tail.
Ez, = j (hrh) (t,b)j = The appearance c/* Identical faces 

(i.e. both heats •; r ’~oth tails)

Ez = S - The appearance of one face or ins other each time.

Let S be the sample space associated w'th random experiment, 

The elements of S have the follov.ing pro.-'rt.>-r.
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elementary events by

en’
..., en Jon the assumption that S is a finite

elements.

i) each element of S denotes a possible outcome of the experiment 

and ii) the outcome is one and only orte element of the set 

wherever the experiment is performed.

The elements of the sample space are called the elementary 

events.

Denoting the

e , e p,....,

s = [e1 ’ e2» 

set having n

n is called the order of 3 denoted O'.S) i.e. 0(s) = n.

V,:e reiterate that a) no two elementary events can occur

simultaneously, and b) exactly one of these must occur in a 
jungle trial; c) The elements events are. exhaustive i.e* they 
co rer all possible cases, and d) the sample space is the set 
of all el ante nt ary events,

iv) Various types of events
Let S = ^e-j , e9,.*.., enJ be the sample space associated 

with a random experiment. Recalling that an event A is a 

subset of the sample space S (i.e. ACS) we have the following 

classification of events.

a) Impossible and certain events

An event which would never occur is called an impossible event,

while an event which would always occur (i.e. which is bound t
' ’ v

occur) is called the certain event.

The impossible event corresponds to the null set 0 and the
i. •

certain event corresponds to S itself.

e.g. In the case of throwing a die numbered 1 to 6, the
sample space Sr^'l ,2,3,4,5,6 .

i) the event = the number appearing is 0 is an impossible- 
event = 0

ii) the event = the number appearing i’$ one of the numbers
1,2,3,4,5,6, . is a certain event - S-
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Note: Both the impossible and certain events are events (i.e.

subsets of S). In other words , jk C S and 5 CS.

b) Mutually exclusive events:(or disjoint events)

Two or more events are called mutually exclusive or 

disjoint events if no two events can occur sir.'.u..4; .neously i.e. in 

a single trial.

eg. 1. In tossing a coin the events - head appears and tail • 

appears are exclusive.

2. In throwing a die numbered 1 to 6, the appearance.of any two 

numbers from 1 • to 6 are exclusive events.

3. Drawing a red card and drawing a black card from a packet of 

cards are mutually exclusive.

c) Favourable Cases: A set of * elementary events are said to   e
be favourable to an event if the occurence cf any one of them 

implies the occurance of the event.

eg. 1. In throwing a die numbered 1 to 6f the occurence of any 

one of 2,4, and 6 is favourable to the event - an even number

occurs.

2. If a coin is tossed repeatedly twice, the occurence of two 

heads or two tails is favourable to the event - occurence of

the same face.

d) Subevent: Given an event A,- it is called a subevent of the 

event B if the occurence of A implies the occurence of B. 

eg. In throwing a die, the events occurence of 2, /occurence of

and occurence of 6 are each subevents of the event -
i

occurence of an even number.
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e) The ■ complement of an event: Let A be an event, then the 

event ’A does not occur* is called the complement (or negation) 

of the event A.denoted by a. Obviously .. and B both cannot 

occur and

eg. 1; In tossing a coin let A = £hf then a = £t. j

2. In throwing a die let a = the occurence of an odd number, 
then A = the occurence of an oven number.

f) Equally likely events: Outcomes of a trial are said to be

equally likely if taking into consideration all the relevant 
IT:

evidences, there is no reason to expect one -• to

other.

eg.1. In tossing a ten paise coin, the head and tail areI
equally likely events. 2. In throwing a die made of homogeneous 

material, the events of numbers 1 to 6 showing up are equally 

likely.

When the elementary events of an experiment are equally

likely, the experiment Is said to be fair or unbiased-  - .- - - ... - . - - _ - *
otherwise the experiment is called an unfair or biased experiment.

1 0.12: Probability of an event - definitions and properties: - 

Mathematical definition of probability:

The probability P(A) of an event A is the ratio of the number ’m* 

of favourable cases to A to the number ’n’ of all possible cases 

of a complete set of equally likely disjoint events.

Symbolically P(a) = m/n

Since

If the

events 

P(A) =

0 £ m <n, 0 < P(/.)£ 1 for any event Aj

sample space consists of n equally likely elementary

of which m are . favourable to a, then
No. of elementary events favourable to
No. of elementary events of the sample space
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cry' fYA,Lo(A) /o(S) = m/n.

Note; The above definition holds only when 3) the elementary 

events are equally likely, b) the sample sp^ce is finite.

■Statistical Definition of Probability:

If ’m’ is the number of occurence of an event a in a 

total number ’n* of identical trials, then m/n is called theI
relative frequency of the occurence of the event A. When n is

very large, the relative frequency of A differs very slightly

from the probability P(a).
Thus P(A) = // ( m/n ) .

?i co

In the lessons on probability, we use the mathematical 

definition of probability only.

Let a be an event. Then P(a) = m/n where m = 0(a) and 

n = 0(S).

Then the elementary events favourable to A are those elementary 

events which imply the non occurence of a.

Hence P(A) = The no. of elementary event'' fpvouxrixle to A
The no. of elementary events of the sample space./

• =/n-n)/ m = 1 - m/n = 1 - P(a)

(2)-

For the impossible event 0, p(^> ) = C since none of the 

elementary events is favourable to p .

Consequently P(S) = n/n = 1.

Thus! P ( <j>) = 0 and P(S) = 1 . (3)
— —

i.e. An event a is i) an impossible event, if and only if 

P(a) = 0 and ii) a certain event if and only it ?(.-) = 1.
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Solved Problems:

1 . A fair die marked 1 to 6 is tossed. Write the sample space 

S and the following events as subsets of S* Har.ce find their 

probabilities -

a) A = A multiple of 3 occurs

b) B = A prime number occurs

c) C = an even number occurs
S = £l,2,3,4,5,6j

A - £3,6} , B =£2,3,5,} C = 2,4,6

Since 0(S) = 6, 0(a) = 2, 0(B) = 3 and 0(C) = 3

?(A) = 0(A)/0(s) = 2/6 = 1/3

P(B) = O(B)/O(S) = 3/6 = 1/2

P(C) = 0(C)/0(S) = 3/6 = 1/2

2. A pair of fair coins is tossed. Find the sample spaces 

and express the events.

a) A - occurence of identical faces.

b) B = occurence of atlecst. one head •
t

c) C = occurence of one tail

d) D = occurence of- not more then one tail

Also find the probabilities of theseevents.

Putting h = head, t = tail and an outcome = (h,t) to mean head and 

tail
S = [(h,h), (h,t), (t,h), (t,t)j

A = £(h,h), (t,t)|

B = £(h,h), (t,h), (h,t)^

C = t, h), (h, t) *1
D =£(h,h), (t,h), (h,t)}
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P(a) = O(A)/O(S) = 2/4 = 1/2 

P(B) = 0(B)/0(S) = 3/4 ' ’•

P(C) = O(C)/O(S) = 2/4 - 1 /2

& P(D) = 0(D)/0(S): = 3/4

3. A bag has 3 red and 5 white ball,. Finci che probability

of drawing a) a red ball, b) a white ball denoting the red 

balls by and the white balls by Wj >

S = I > X / j \a/ Ly t |

If R = the event of drawing a red ball 

and -W - the event of drawing white ball 

R = | R>>
and ft = j I

Hence P(R) = 0(R)/0(s) = 3/8 

and P(W) = 0(ft)/0(S) = 5/8

4. Two fair di-ce are thrown. Find, the probability of the 

following events.

a) n = the sum of the numbers is 5.

b) B=the difference of the numbers is 1.

c) C = the product of the numbers is 6.

The sample space S consists of outcomes (?.,h) where a and b 

are the numbers shown up by the dice. $ consists of 6*~=36 

elements i.e. 0(s) = 36.

a) A = {(1,4), (4,1), (2,3), (3,2)/

Hence P(a) = 0(a)/0(S) = 4/36 = Y9

b) B={(1,2), (2,1), (3,2), (2,3), (3,4), (4,3.)., (4,5), (5,4),

(5,6), (6,5)J 0(B) = 10.

P(B) = 10/36 = 5/18.
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p(c) = 4/36 = y*.

5. A six-face die has one .red, two black and three white-faces.

Find the probabilities of the events i) a red face ii) a black 

face and iii) a white face - showing up.

There are 1 - red, 2-blnck and 3-V'hite faces.

Let the events be R, B and respectively.

Since there are six faces, 0(s) = 6. /.iso

0(R) = 1 , 0(B) = 2 and 0(V.) = 3. Hence P(R) = 1/6, P(B) = 2/6 = /3 

and P(w) = 3/6 = 1/2.

6. From among a group of 10 children of whom 4 are boys and 6 

are girls, 3 children are selected at random. Find the 

probability that the selection consists of a) 2 boys and 1 girl 

and b) only girls.

Let the event A = the selection has 2 boys and 1 girl, 

and B = the selection has only girls
(i.e. 3 girls and no bov)

5 consists of ^C3 elements i.e. 0(s) = ^C3

a) 2 boys can be selected out of 4 in ways and

1 girl................................ 6 in = 6 ways.

i.e. 0(a) = 6 X C2

P(A) = O(A)/O(S) = 6X4C2/10C3=

P(a) = 3/10.
z A

b) 3 girls can be selected out of 6 girls in ways

i.e. 0(B) = 6C3

,-ca = °c3 _ d--

0(3) =

1 0.c 3

(i)

3/10
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7. n card is drawn at random from a pack of 52 playing cards. 

Whet is the probability that the card is a) red, b) a king,

c) red king d) red or king.

Clcarlt 0(S) = 52.

a) There are 26 red cards. Let = the card is red.

Then P(A) = 26/52 = y2

b) There are 4 kings. Let B = the card is a king.

Then P(B) = 4/52 = yi3.

c) There are 2 red kings . Let C the card is a red king.

Then P(C) = 2/52 = y26

d) There are 26 red cards and 2 kings which are not red. Hence, 

there are 28 Cards which are red or kings.

Let D = the card is red or king. Hence P(D) = 28/52 = 7/13. .

8. A random experiment consists of tossing a fair coin. If the 

coin shows head, a lie numbered 1 to 6 is tossed and if the 

coin shows tail, it is tossed again. Find the probability of 

the following events -

a) A = head followed by an oven number. *

b) B = tail is repeated.

c) C = head followed by head.

d) D = tail followed by a prime number

Here S = £(h,1), (h,2), (h,3), (h,4),(h,5), (h,6), (t,h),
(V,t)J 0(S) = 8.

a) A = Ah,2), (h,4), (h,6)^ 0(a) = 3. P(a) = 3/8.

b) B = [(t,t)} 0(B) = 1 Hence P(B) = y8.

c) C = / Since, if head comes, a die is thrown. P(C) = 0.‘

d) D = (X3) > 0(D) = • rffy) = 0 '
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9. In a random experiment with sample space S, r. is a

subevent of B. Show that P(/v) < P(B).

Since h is a subevent of B, a C-B.

Hence 0(a) < 0(B).

0(rt)/0(s) S 0(3)/0(.S) orp(„) < P(B).
I

10. A four digit number is formed of the digit 1,2,4,5 with no 

repetitions. Find the chance that

a} the number is odd. b) the number i; divisible by 5 

c) the number is divisible by 3.

Let the events in (a), (bj and (c) be /»,3,C respectively.

a) In order that A may Occur, the unit place must have 1 or 5.

The first 3 places can be filled in 3! wavs while the last place
. : i

(i.e. unit place) can be filled in 2 ways. Hence the total 

number of odd nos. that can be formed = 3! x 2 = 2.I
Also 4! numbers can be formed so that 0(s) = 4! = 24.

P(a) = 0(A)/0(s) = 12/24 = y2

Since a number could be either odd or c-ven, the probability 

P(A) = 1/2.

b) In order that B may occur, the unit prace must have 5.

The remaining places can be filled in 3! ways. Hence the total 

number divisible by 5 = 3! = 6.

P(B) = O(B)/O(S) ='6/24 = 1/4.

c) Since the sum of given . * digits = 1-r2-:--'-+5 = 12 is•
divisible by 3, each numoer formed by these i^ r'i/isible by 3. 

Hence, the event C is a*certain event (i.e. the number formed is 

always divisible by 3). , So that P(D) = 1.
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Test- 

Assignment:

1. K fair coin is tossed twice. Find the probability that

a) one tail occurs.

b) atleast one head occurs.

c) different faces occur.

2. A fair coin is tossed thrice. Describe the sample space

and find the . probability of the events -

a) Ef. = getting two heads

b) Eg = getting two heads in succession.

c) Eg = getting at least one head.

3. A red and a green dice numbered 1 to 6 each are thrown. 

Describe the sample space and calculate the chance of the 

following events.

a) the sums of the numbers is 6.

b) the number on one is a multiple of the other.

c) the numbers are divisible by 2.

d) one number is prime and the other composite.

4. A family has two children. What is the chance that the 

family has a) children of the same sex, b) at least one girl, 

c) at most one girl.

5. A box has 3 silver coins and 5 gold coins. What is the 

probability of drawing a) a gold coin, b) a silver coin?

6. In the problem 5, if three coins are drawn, what is the

eMnct that t) ono coin is « gold coin, b) two coins art
gold coins and c) all the coins are alike?

7. From a pack of 52 playing cards, a card is drawn. What is 

the probability that the card is



LESSON 2
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L

Some Theorems on Probability - Total Probability, conditionaliota! FrooaDiiity, conditional
Probability and Independent Events

Let A and B be two events. Then we define the events -

1. AbB as the event of occurence of a or B, and

2. as the event of occurence of simultaneous occurence of

A and B.
AU-e/wbf -ngfakfrs •• A - A-v-S 

Eg. Consider the experiment of throwing-r die numbered 1 to 6.

Let A = the occurence of an even number

and B = the occurence of a mul+iple of 3 
Then A = 2,4,6 J, B .= ^3, i6^ and.

AbB = The occurence of an even number or a multiple of 3 *
AUB = b,3,4-, 6j

and A f] B = The occurence of both an even number and a multiple of 3
AAB={fe)

A

If A and B are mutually exclusive events (or disjoint 

events) then A ft B is an impossible event so that A /) B

In tossing a coin, if A = Head appearing and B = Tail 

appearing, then

A f\ B = the occurence of both head and tail simultaneously 

and it is an impossible event.

Thus a f\ B = 0 or A and B are mutually exclusive. ‘

Hence, A and B are mutually exclusive if and only if A B 

Then clearly, P (A C\ B) = 0 so that the statements -

a) A and B are mutually exclusive.

b) A f] • B = 0 and

c) P (A ft B) =. 0 are equivalent.

f. aa UaCc*.
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Events and Sets

We have defined an event as a subset of the sample space S, 

which is itself a set as well as an event. Thus the idea of 

probability theoT ■ concerning events can be expressed in the 

language of sets and in turn sets are interpreted as events. 

Further sets are represented by Venn diagrams so that the ideas 

of probability theory, tn-. language of sets anc’ Venn diagrams 

go hand .in hand.

SI.No. Probabi.!. ’”/ Theory Set Language Venn Diagram

1 .

2.

sample space . S -X e- 
t 1 O 9

An elementary event e
or outcome of an 
experiment

3. Event A ACS

Complementary event A 
to A

6. Event has not occured e

5. Event has occured e £ A

A or e f A

7. Impossible event /

8. Certain evOnt S

9. A is a subevent of B ACB

1 9. A and B are mutually
exclusive A^E = J?

' 1 . Event A or B a U B

i
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SI.No. Probability Theory Sot Language Venn diagram

12. Event A and B m /3 B
c

1 3. Event A but not B B

Algebra of, Events

S, being the sample space, ^,B,C, etc. being events, 

1 . commutative laws a) AUB = BUA b) aA B = B a

2. associative laws a) (AUB)UC = aU(BUC)

b) (a B)/l C = AO (0/1 C) •

3. Distributive laws a) a/\(BUC) = (a /} B) U (a./) C)

b) aU(B fl C) = (,-JJB) 0 (,-JJC)

4. Idempotent laws a) AUA = A b) ,vf>A = a
I

5. DeMorqan's laws a) AUB = '.a A B

b) n/lF = A U b”

6. For any event A, a) A U "a = S, b) .k /\77 = 0

7. For any event A, <£ S'.

addition Theorem (or Theo rem \of. total giobability):

Theorem 1; let A and B hs r,,‘TX11y exclusive events. Then, 

P (AUB) = PCv) i^P(B) .

Proofs Lot 0(/-J = a, 0(q) - b and D;S) = r

Then, since a and B are mutually ''xclvsive,

0(a U B) = 0(A) + 0(B) = ,-,+b

P(.,UB)=^f) = 5LJ.^gCi3l= 2xb=

so 'that| P(aUB) = P(a) + P(B).

Co_rs P(S) =P(aUA) = P(,i) + p(a) = 1 for my event.
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Theorem 2s For any two events A and B,

P(AUB) = P(h) + P(B) - P(aAB)

P ro of s

Let 0(A) = a, 0(B) = b and

0(A H B) = c and 0(S) = n.

Then O(AUB) = 0(a) + 0(B) ~0(,-. B?

= a + b c •

P(AUB) = = a±bx£ = a_ + fe.. _ .
0(5) n n n n

so that[p(AU3) = P(a) + P(R*’ - P(A_Zi bT[
-1 (* ■’

Cor.l . P(A /I B) < P(A) + P(B), since P(A /) > 0.

Cor,2. For mutually exclusive events h,B,I,u, etc.

P(a+B+C...) = P(A) + P(B) + P(C) +............

Worked Problems . .

1. Two events A and B have probabilities 0.3 and 0.6 respectively 

If A and B occur with probability 0.4, what is the probability 

that neither A nor B occurs?

P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B) - P(rtA B)

= 0.3 + 0.6 - 0.4 = 0.5

The event that neither A nor 3 occurs

= -A A B = A U B (by Le-Morgan’s lav;)'

P(aTu B) = 1 - P(a U 3) = 1 - 0.5 = 0.5 

The required probability 0-5. x

Example 2: If two dice are throve, •.••hat is the probability 

rhat the sum of the numbers pppcarirg i greater than 8?

If 5 denotes the sum of the numbers v.'e need to find P(S > 8).
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P(S >8) = P(S =9) + P(S=10) +P(S=11 ) + P(s=12)
S=9 corr. to the event £(3,6), (6,3), (4,5), (5',4) J"

P(S = 9) = 4/36 = Y9

5 = 10 corr. to £(4,6), (6,4), (5,5)}’

P(S=1O) = 3/36 =yi2

S=11 Corr. to £(5,6), (6,5)} P(S=11 )' =• 2/36 = y 18 

and S = 12 corr. to < (6,6)j P(2=12) = }'?6

p(s> 8) = y9 + yi2 + yia + ys6 = 4+3+2+1/26 = 10/36 = 5/18.

•I • •
Example 3* A coin is tossed twice. hhat is the probability 

that the coin shows up head atl.-ast once.'

P(A) = Prob, that head appears in the 1st toss P(A) = 1/2

6 P(B) = Prob, that head appears 'in the 2nd toss i'(B) = Y2 

Then A+B = the event that at least one head shows up.

If S is the sample space, then S = £ (h,h), (h,t), (t,h), (t,t)j

A=£(h,h), (h,t)j B={(h,h), (t,h)/ ...

and /.-A/¥C^h,h)^ P(a) = 2/4 = y2, P(B) = 2/4, = */2 

P(AB) = y4

P(a+B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(AB) = /2 + i/2 - y4 = 3/4

Independent Events: Two events A and B are said to be

independent if the happening of.-one event dots not affect the 

happening of the other event.

Example 1 : Consider the tossing of ?. coin twice. The outcome 

of the first toss has no influence on tu outcome of the second 

toss. Thus if A and B are the events h..ru i.- the first and 

second toss respectively, then /. and p s... independent events.

2. Consider the experiment of drawing a ball from a bag contain

ing 3 red and 5 blue bails.

Let the ball be drawn in succession twict.

h..ru
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If A is the event of drawing a red ball in th .. fiict draw and 

B is the event of drawing a red ball in the second draw.

A and B are independent if after the first draw, the ball drawn 

is put back into the bag. This is termed as an experiment with 

replacement.

On the other hand, if the ball drawn in th.- first draw is 

not put back, the events A and 3 are not independent. This, 

experiment is called an experiment without replacement.

Conditional Probability and the Multiplier ition Law of Probability 

Example 1: Consider the experiment of throwing a die numbered .
1 to 6. S = 1 > 2, 3,4,5,6y

Let M be the event that the outcome is an even number 2,4,6^

and B be the event that the outcome is a multiple of 3 = ^3,6 f

Clearly P(a) = 3/6 = y2 and P(B) = 2/6 = y3.

Suppose we calculate the probability of getting a multiple of 3
j • . "

and we are given that an even number has occured, the

probability of 3 given a is called the conditional probability 

of B given a and is denoted by P(B/A). Here since we are 
given A, A = 2,A,6\ has occured already.

Then the probability of B = 1/3

i.e. P(B/h) = y3 and since ?(B) - }'3< ?(3/,»5 - P(B)'= 1/3 

Incidentally, the two events and 3 inek pendent events.

Example 2: In the experiment let = 

outcome is on even number i.e. t
Let B = the event that the eutcor.s is 2.

the t v-'nt that the

t :-\A) ’ ’/2

Ti,.-. 1(3) = 76.

In this case, P(B/h) = The' probability B i’r:n <■ = y3 

Here, P(B/a) / P(B). The events m end sre ret independent.
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The Multiplication law - The theorem of compound probability

The probability of the simultaneous occurence of the events 

A and B is the product of the probability of a and the condi

tional probability of B given /that has already occured.

i.e. P(AB) = P(A) . P(B/A) , P(a) / 0.

Let n be the total number of exhaustive mutually exclusive

and equally likely events and m of them be favourable to A.

Out of these m comes let m^ be favourable to 3. 
m.

Then P(AB) = mj - - 1 m_
nn m

But m^/m = P(B/A) and P(a) = m/n. 

Hence, P(aB) = P(B/A). P(a) 

or .P(AB) = P(A) . P(B/A) 

Interchanging a and B,

P(BA) = P(B) . P(a/B) = ' P(^B) 

Hence P(AB) = P(A).P(B/A) = P(B). P(A/B)

Events A and B are independent if and only if 

P(B) = P(B/A) or P(A) = P(A/B)v These follow by definition of

independent events. Consequently,
• z •

A ahd B are independent if and only if 

P(AB) = P(a) . P(B)

If A and B are independent, then the following pairs of events are 

independent.

a) A, B b) 37, Band c) a, B

a) P(AB) = P(A) . P(3) = P(a) . P(B) B =•■ 3 

= P(a) (1 - P(B))

or P(AB) = P(A) - P(A) P(3)

P(A) = P(AB) + P(A) P(3)

But A = AB + AB where AB and aB are mutually exclusive.
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p(a).; P(A) = P(AB) + P(7.B)

Hence P(aB) + P(aB) = P(a)'P(&)

P(AB) « P(a) P(B)

so that A and B are independent.

b) and c) follow from (a) i.e. since a, B are independent. I
A, B are so. Similarly A and 3 are independent. Consequently, 

A and 3 are independent.

Worked Problems

1 . One card is drawn from a pack of 52 cards at random, In 

which of the following cases E and F are independent?

a) E = the card drawn . . is a spade.

F = the card drawn is an ace.

b) E = the card drawn...is black

F = the card drawn is a king.

c) E = the card drawn is a king or a queen 

F = the card drawn is aqueen-o-r a Jack

a) In a pack of 52 cards, there are 13 spades, 4 aces and one 

ace of spades.

P(E) = 13/52 = /4, P(F) - 4/52 = 713 

P(EF) = 752, Evidently P(dF) =• p(E) P(f )

Hence E and F arc independent.

b) In 'a pack of 52 cards, there are 26 olacK curds and 4 kings. 

Also, there are two black kings.

P(E) = 26/52 = 72, P(F) = 4/5-2 = 713 

P(EF) = 2/52 = 726 . Evidently. P(EF) - FU)

Hence E and F are independent events.
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c) In a pack of 52 cards, the.e are 4 kings and 4 queens.

P(E) = P(card is aJing) + P(card is a rueeh)

= 4/52 + 4/52 = 2/13

P(F) = Heard is- a queen) + P(card is a jack)

= 4/52 + 4/52 = 2/13

P(EF) = 0. Since E and F are mutually exclusive. Hence P(BF)=0 

P(E). P(F) + P(EF)

-Hence E and F are not independent events.

2. A coin is tossed thrice and all eight outcomes are assumed 

to be equally likely. In which of the cases below are E and F
• • < r* *

independent events?

i) E : The first throw is head.

F : The last throw is tail.

ii) E : The no. of heads is two.

F : The last throw is head.

iii)E : The number cheads is odd. .

F : The number of tails is odd.

S = £ (h h h), (h h t), (h t h), t t), (t h h), (t h t),

<t t h), (t t t) f. OkS) = 8
\ ? r .

i) P(E) = 4/8 = ys P(F)=4/8=y2-

P(EF) = 2/8 = y4 and P(E^) - /4 = ?(E) ;■(?)

Hence E and F are independent event-;* .

ii) P(E) = 3/8; P(F) = 4/8 = ;'2

P(EF) = 2/8 = 74 P(E).P(F) =• 3/8. ’/2' = 3,". 5 F/EF)

i.e. P(EF) 4 P(E) P(F)

E and F are not independent.

iii) P(E) = 4/3 = y2, p; (F) = 4/3 = )'2
• t

P(EF) = 0 since E and F are mutually exclusive. .

P(EF) / P(E).P(F) E and R are not independent..
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Independent Experiments: Two experiments are said to be 

independent if the occurence of an event E in the first experiment 

does not in any way affect the occurence of an event F in the 

second experiment. Otherwise, the experiments are said to be 

g©pendent.

An example

a) Consider the two experiments - throwing a die and tossing a 

coin. The first one has six equally likely outcomes and the 

second has two equally likely outcomes,

The sample space for the combined experiment, is

S = $1h, 2h, 3h, 4h, 5h, 6h, 1t, 2t, 3t, 4t, 5t, 6t J 

C(S) = 12.

Here, for instance, 1h means the- outcome 1 followed by head. 

Suppose E is the event ’the number occuring is even’ and 

F is the event ’tail appears'.
EF = { 2t, 4t, 6t ’ and P(EF) = 3/12 = y4

P(E) = 3/6 =y2 , P(F) = ’/2

and P(E) P(F) = P(E and F) = P(EF)

In general, if E and F are any two events it can be verified that 

P (E in the first experiment and F in the second experiment)

= P(E in the first experiment) X F(F in the second experiment) 

or P(EF) = P(E) F(F)

The experiments are independent experiments.

b) Suppose there are two boxes and the first box has 2 gold and 

1 silver coin while the second box has two silver coins.

■-et the first experiment be drawing a coin from the first box.

The second experiment be drawing a coin from the second box. 

Suppose that the event of drawing a coin from either box is 

equally likely.

The sample space for the combined experiment is 
—s > ? so, s o, s4 )
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When = gold coin, 

s. = silver coin

S2 = silver coin

and = silver coin

s4 = silver coin

in the first box

in the second box
}

The outcomes g1 , s.j , s2 iefer to drawing a coin from the 1st box 

while Sg? refer to drawing a coin from the second box.

Since the events of drawing a gold or .either silver coin are

equally likely P( ;g1 ) = P(s1 ) P(s2) = >6

Similarly, PCs^) - P(s4) = 1/4

Let E = the event of selecting the second box 

and F = the event of drawing a silver coin.

P(EF) = 2/6 + Y6 = 1/3
P(E) = P sp sj = /2 '

p(f) = p fSi»s2’s3’s4l = y6 + ye + y4 + y4 = y3 + y2 

P(F) = 5/6. = 5/6

while P(EF) = y3, P(E). P(F) = y2 . 5/6 = 5/12

and P(EF) / P(E). P(F)

Then the experiments here arc- dependent.

Solved Problems

1. Two dice are thrown, h = the event that the sum of the 

numbers is six and B = the event that the numbers are coprime. 

Describe the events A+B and ™B. Find P(m+B), P(aB). are the 

events A and B a) mutually exclusive? b) independent?

The sample space S for the experiment is given by
S =^(i,j) | i,j = 1,2,3,4,and 0(s) = 36.
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A — ^(1,5), (2,4), (3,3), (4,2)3 (5,1) ) and 0(h) = 5.

B = £,(1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (1,5), (1,6)

(2.1) , (2,3), (2,5), (3,1 ), .(3,2), (3,4), (3,5)

(4.1) , (4,3), (4,5), (5,1), (5,2), (5,3)3 (5,4), (,5,6)

(6,1), (6,5)j 0(B) = 23.

A+B = [(1,1), (1 ,?-), (1,3), (1,4), (1 ,5), (1,6),

(2,1 ), (2,3), (2,4), (2,5), (3,1), (3,2), (3,3),

(3,4), (3,5), (4,1), (4,2), (4,3), (*., o , (5,1), (5,2),

(5,3), (5,4), (5,6, )6,1 ), l(6,5)j . o(,.+b) = 26

AB == £(1 ,5), (5,1) ; 0(AB) = 2

pcA+B) = 0(A+b) - o( S) and P(AB) == 0(AB) -0(£) = 2/36 = y 1 8.

or P(A’B) = ' 26/36 = 13/18. or P(A) + P(B> - P(aB) = P(A+B)

p(A + B) = 5/36 + 23/36 - 2/36 = 26/36 = 13/18.

Since AB / 0, A and B are not mutually exclusive.

Though P(a) . P(B) = 5/36. 23/36 / (AB)

A and B are not independent.

2. Find the probability of 4 showing up at least once in tossing 

two f air dice.

Let A = The event 4 appearing on first die

and 3 = the event 4 appearing on sicond die.

P(a) = y6 = P(B)

a+B = the event 4 appearing at least once 

P (A+B) = P(a) + P(3) - ?(AP)-= K/.) +1(3) - PU).P(B)

since a and B independent.

P(A+B) = '/6 + /6 - /6 . 1/6 = 1/3 - 1/36 - 11’/36

Aliterj A+B (i,4), (4,i), i = 1,2,3,^,5,6’

0(/»+B) = 11 P(A+B) - 0(/.+3) 0(S) = 11/36
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3. ‘ A bag contains 4 gold coins and 2 silver coins while another 

bag contains 3 gold coins and 5 silver coins, n coin is taken 

from each bag. Find the probability that a) both are gold 

coins, b) both are silver coins and c)one is a gold coin and 

the other is a silver coin.

Let G.j = the event that a gold coin is drawn fion 1st bag.

Then G. = the event that a silver coin in drawn from the 1st bag.

Let Go* = the event of drawing a gold coin from the 2nd bag. 

and G2 = the event of drawing a silver coin from the 2nd bag.

P(G1)= 4/4+2 = 2/3 P(G1) = 2/4+2 = V3

P(G2) = 3/3+5 = 3/8 P(G2) = 5/3+5 = 5/8

a) Let E — that both the coins drawn are gold coins

= G-jG2. Since G.J32 are independent events.

P(E) = P(G.1G2) = P(Gt) P(G2) = 2/3 x 3/8 = 1/4

b) Let F = that both the coins are silver coins = G^G2 

P(F) = P(GLjGC>) = P^) P(G2) = 1/3 x 5/8 = 5/24

c) H = the event.that one coin is gold coin while the other coin 

is a silver coin = G^G2+ G^G^

P(H) = P(G.,ei2 + G^) = P(C;1) >(•£.) + iOTp F(C^)

= 2/3 x 5/8 + 1/3 X 3/8 (sine..- tip. ev«::t? ?*.. niA'islly exclusive)
w

= 13/24

4. A pair of fair die are thrown. ».hat th- probability

a) that the sum of the numbers appearing 'xu.-cc;’ 0/

b) that their sum does not exceed 6?

In this case S = j (a,b) | a,b =. 1,2,3,4,5,6 ) 0(b) = 36

) Let A = the sum cf the numbers exceeds 8.
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Then P(a) = P(sum=9) + P(sum=10) +p(sum=1l) + P(sum=12)

The event that the c urn = 9
= (3,6), (6,3), (4,5), (5,4)J p(sum=9) = 4/36

The event that the sum - 10 
.= |(4,6), (6,4) (5,5)j p(sum=1 0) = 3/36

The event that the sum = 11
a ; 1

= -)(5,6), (6,5) P(sum =1l) = 2/36
The event that the sum - 12 = -<‘(6,6)^ P(sum-12) -■ 1/36

P(sum > 8) = 4/36 + 3/36 + 2/36 +. 1/36 = 1 0/36 = 5/18

b) Let 8 - The event that the sum hoes not .'zC'-d 6.
f

Then P(B) = P(sum=2) + P(sum=3) 4- ?(sun-4) 4- P(svr?.--5).

The event (sum=2) = 1 > 1) »<" P(suir.=2) = '/36

The event (sum=3) =£(1,2), (2,1)^ P(sum=3) =2/36
The event (sum=4) = ^(1,3), (2,2)J (3,1) P(sum=4) = 3/36

The event (sum=5) = (1 ,4), (4,1 ), (2,3), (3,2)? P(sum=5) = 4/36

P(sum <6) = Y36 + 2/36 + 3/36 + 4/36 = 5/18

5. There are three groups .containing respectively 3 girls and

5 boys, 4 girls and 4 boys and 5 girls and 3 boys. One is

selected from each group at random', fthat is the probability 

that more girls are selected?

Group No. No. of girls No. of boys

I 3 5 •

XI 4 4

III 5 3

let £ = the event that more girls are selected. Then E is the 

• •rent that either all those selected are girls or tv-o girls arc 

selected.
The event of selecting a girl or a boy one group is independent 

of selection from the other group.
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Let A = All those selected are girls.

Then P(a) = 3/3+5 x 4/4+4 x 5/3+5 = 60/82 = 60/512 (i)

Let B = two girls are selected.

= girls from I & II and a boy from III 

+ girls from II & III and a boy from I 

+ girls from I & III and a boy from II •

P(B) = 3/8 x 4/8 x 3/3 + 5/8 x 4/8 x 5/8 + 3/8 x 4/8 x 5/8

= (36+100+60) /512 = 196/512 (ii)

Now E = A+B when A and Bare mutually exclusive.

P(E) = P(A)+P(B) = 60/512 + 196/512 = 256/512 =■, 1/2

6. A vessel has 4 cards 1 ,2,3,4 and another vessel has 6 cards 

numbered 2,4,6,7,8,9. One of the vessels is selected at random 

and a card is picked from it. Vijhat is the probability that
* I

the number of the card is a) 2 or 4 b) 3 c) 1 or .9?

a) The requiredevent can happen in the following mutually 

exclusive ways.

(I) First vessel is chosen and then a card is 'drawn.

(II.) Second vessel is chosen and then a card is drawn

Since the probability of choosing a vessel is /2, the

required probability = P(l) + P(II) =± 1/2 x 2/4 .+ 1/2 x 2/6 

< = 5/12

b) Required probability in this case

= probability of selecting the card • numbered 3

= 1/2 x /4 + /2 x 0 = 1/8 ( the second vessel has no card with
3) .

) Required probability in this case

=. V2 x 1/4 + 1/2 x 76 = 5/24
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7. The chances that A,B, and C solve a problem in mathematics 

are 0.5, 0.7 and 0.3 respectively. If they attempt to solve 

the problem, what is the probability that the problem is solved?

Let A = the event that a solves the problem.

B = the event that B solves the problem

and C = the event that C solves the problem.

These events are independent events.

Then P(a) = 0.5, P(B) = 0.7 and P(C) = 0.3.

If E = the event that the problem is solved,

then E = the event that atleast one of a,B,C, solved it.

Let F = the event that none of a,B, & C solves it.

Then F = A . B . C

P(F) = P(A) P(B) P(C)

• = (1-P(a)) (1-P(B)) (1-P(C))

• = 0.5 x 0.3 x 0.7 = 0.1 05

P(E) = the probability that the problem is solved.

= 1-P(F) = 1-0.105 = 0.895

8. Two events A and B have probabilities 0.3 and 0.6

respectively. The probability that both occur simultaneously 

is 0.2. What is the probability that neither A nor B occurs 

P(A) = 0.3, P(B) = 0.6 and P(AB)'- 0.2

The event that neither a nor 3 occurs = a B - C (say)

Then p(C) = P(A B) = P(A_+_B) = 1 P(a+'B)

But P(A+B) = P(A) + P(3) - P(AB)

= 0.3 + 0.6 - 0.2 = 0.7.

P(C) = 1-0.7 = 0.3
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9. Let P(A) = a, P(B) = b and P(AB) = c. Find the 

probability that neither a or B (not both) crccurs.

Let E = the event that only a occurs.

and F = the event that only 3 occurs.

Then A E + AB and 3 = F+AB

P(A) = P(E) + P(AB) and p(3) = p(F)*+ P(aB)

Since E, AB and F are mutually exclusive,

P(E) = a-c, ?(F) = b-c 

P(E+F) = (a-c) + (b-c) = a+b-2c

Hence the required probability = a+b-2c.

Baye's Theorem:

Let Hp H2,«.., Hp denote a disjoint partition of the 

outcome set whose union is the sample space S and 

p(H^) 4 0 (i=1,2,...,n). Then for any arbitrary event A of 

of the sample space S

PCH./a) = P(HP P(A/Hi) ,

22P(Hi)P(A/Hi)

Proof; Since Hi= (.i-1 ,2,... ,n) are disjoint partitions ofS, 

H1 U H2 U ... U Hn = S.

For any event A,

A = AAS = A/)(H1 U H2 U.... U Hn).
«

= (ArtH, ) U(A AH2)U. ..U(aA Hn) (3y distribution law)

By using the total probability theorem 

P(A) = P(AAHi) +p. \/)H2) + ... +

But by the multiplication law of probability

P(A/1 = PfHp. P(A/HA)

P(A)=P(H1 )P(A/H1 )+P(H2)r (z./H2)+. .. .fP(Hn)p(A,/Hn)
7>

or ?(A) =21 PmppU/Kj) (i)-
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P(AflHi)

P(Hi/rt) =
pO^Ma/h*)
—run—~

pCh-Ma/hJ
or P(H./A) = -1—=--------

1 • X. P(Hi)P (A/Hj

The formula derived above is also called Baye’s formula

W.orked problems;

1. Two urns I and II contain respective]/ 2 white and 1 black
. ‘ i

balls and 1 white and 5 black balls. Cne ball is transferred 

from the urn I to the urn II and then one ball is drawn from 

the latter. It happens to be white, What is the probability 

that the transferred ball was black?

Let H. = Drawing a white ball from urn I.f Ii: •- •

H2 = Drawing a black ball from urn I. 

and a = Drawing a white ball from urn II after the transfer.

P(H.,) = 2/3; P(H2) = y3 

and P(A/H.,) = 2/7; P(a/H2) = 77.

By Baye’s formula, the probability that transferred ball was

black given that the ball drawn from urn II was white. 
P(H2).P(A/H )

-P(h2/A) r P(H1)F (A/H1 )+i'(H^TP<A/H2l

= ...y3 . n,___________  y5
• 2/3.2/7 + 75777 " '

2. A bolt factory has 3 machines A, B and C manufacturing 

25%, 35% and 40% of the total bolts of the factory of their 

output, 5,4,2 percents ere defective bolt is drawn

at random and is found to be defective. ' What is the 

probability that the defective bolt v ?.s manufactured by the 

machine A?

Let H1, Hp, Hg denote the event that the selected bolt 

was from A.,B,C'respectively, and H the SveneCthat the bolt is 

defective.
Then F(Hz()=0.25, P(H2)0.35 and P(Hg) = 0.40.
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The probability of drawing a defective bolt from )-0w05.

P(H/H2) =0.04 and F(H/H3) = 0.02

The probability that the defective bolt selected nt random 

was from <>.

' . P’O^) PtH/H,) ____________________________
1 ' P(H1 )P(H/H1)+P.(H,,)i’(H/ii?)+r(K3)P( ,/H3)

by Baye’s formula.

PC^/H) = 0.25 X 0.05_ __ .
0.25x0.05'+0.35~x75‘. 04 + 0.40x07^2

125/345 = 25/69

3. In answering a multiple, choice test • : stuc nt either 

knows the answer or he gu.sses. Let p the probability that 

he kngws the answer and (1 -p) the probability xh :t he guesses. 

Assume that the student who guesses the answer will be • 

correct with a probability 1/m. kh?.t is the conditional 

probability that a student knew the answer if he answered it 

ccrrec+ly.

Let A = the evene that the student answers the question correctly
. I

and B = the ev?ne that the student know? the ,answer.

P(B//i)= the conditional probability th*t 1.knows the 
answer given that he answers it correctly.

i

Then by Baye's formula

P(m/B
F(B/z.)

' P(^/B).P(B)Ptr/Bf wwsrrfBT

=
1.p+ym(1 - p)
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4. A laboratory test is 95% effective in detecting a virus 

When it is present. However the test also gives a •

'false positive' result for 1% of the virus-free persons.

If 0.5% of a population actually has the virus, what is the

probability that a person has the virus given that his test
/

result is positive.

Let D = the evene that the tested person has the virus, 

and h = the evene that the t

Then the probability that a
*

test is positive = P(D/E) =

= P(D) P(E/D)_____________
P(E/D)P(D)+P(E/D)P(D)

= 0.95 x 0.005
T5.95xIT0DS+iy.'C5l7U'.'5'9'5 "

est result.is positive.

person has the virus given that his
r(DS) 

fTe) •

by Br.yc ’ s f c- r?y 1 u

0.324

Self Test and Assignment:

1 • For any two events and B prove 

P(AB) P(A) + P(B) - 1 .

2. Two dice are thrown. If each of the dice is numbered 1 to 6, 

find the probability that the form JLs

a) greater than 9 b) neither 8 nor 12.

3. A bag has 4 tickets numbered 1,2,3,4 and another bag has

6 tickets numbered 2,4,6,7,8,9. One of the bags is chosen at 

random and a ticket is drawn from it. What is. the probability 

that the ticket is numbered?

a) 2 or 4 b) 1 or 9 c)a multiple of 3.
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4. One shot is fired from each of the three guns. G^ , G2> Gg

denote the event of hitting the target by the 1st, the 2nd and

the 3rd guns respectively. If i (G^ )=0.5, ‘PfG^^.b and

P(G^)>0,8 and the events G1 ,G2,G3 are independent, find the

probability of hitting the target. /.Iso find the probability

that at least two hits are received by the target.
b of

5. Two cards are drawn from a packet/52 cards, at random.

What is the chance that both are aces if t he first card drawn 
£• ; -

is a) replaced, b) not replaced.

6. Given P(H1 +a2)=5/6, =4'3 , i ) - )'2, find P(A-, )

and P(;i2)«

7. p(A) = y4, P(B/a) = y2, i (a/B) = 74, v-'!'ich statement below

is true?

a)

b)

c)

A and B are mutually exclusive. 

P(A/B) = 3/4 

F(a/b) + P(B/m) =• 1 .

8. Let a and B be two events and F(.^) = 0.4, F;,,+B) = 0..7,

P(B) = p. Find p so that a) /. and B arc- mutually exclusive.i
b) and 3 are independent.

I i '' '
9. a man alternately tosses a coin and throws a dice beginning* • I
with a coin. What is' the probability that he g~ts a head before 

he gets a 5 or 6 on the dice?

10. .P(a) = Y2, P(B) = 3/4, P(aB) = )'4. Fir.c * G Find also

the probability th^t exactly ono of the tv'c events «» and B

occurs.

*. 1. A card is picked from a pack of 52 c :rdc ?t random, 

f; = the card picked is red.

S =• the card picked is a kino cr a queen, 

and K = the card dra n is c king.
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12. There are three candidates n, B and C, for the Irincipal’s

post of a college. Their chances of selection arc- in thez •
proportion 5:2:3 respectively. The probability that «.B,C

abolish coeducation in the college in the event of their becoming
i -i - •

the Principal of the college are 0.3, 0.5 and C.8 respectively.
• -i • j

What is the probability of coeducation being abolished? What is 

t e probability that is the Principal:if th' coeducation has • 

been abolished in the college?

i ’
13. Three sisters, Savitha, Vanith? and Kavitha wash dishes in

* . •
the family m the proportion .'4*3:3. The prbbz.tiJ ity of their • 

breaking a Gish while washinn are 0.02, 0.03 and 0.02 respectively 

If a dish has been broken, find the probability that .it w<js 

broken by a) Savitha b) Vanitha and c) Kavitha.

CL
14. In ' ? factory, three machines X,Y,Z produce a pi let's with 

equal capacity. The probabilities of producing directive' bullets

by them are 0.1, 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. bulJet produced by
■ j

the factory was taken at random was found to be defective. What

is the probability that it was produced by a) X m) Y c) Z.
i • • !

15. There are 3 cards identical in size. The first one isV » %
rc-d both sides, the second one is black, both sie'es and the third

' 1 . ■ I ' • • -j • ’1
one is red one side and black other side. The c-ards are mixed 

up and placed flat on a table. One is picked t random and its 

upper (visible) side was red. What is the pic.jab?’lity that the 

other side is black?

*4##



LESSON 3

Prepared by: Mr D 3asavayy<?

RANDOM VARIABLES AND 
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

3.0 Introductions

In the earlier lessons, the idea of a function/ subject 

;o certain postulates, which assigned weights called probabi- 

lities, to the points of the sample space, was introduced.

We then had a probability function which allowed us to compute 

probabilities for events. Now we deal with the concept of
i •

Random variable.

3.1 Random Variables'

Scientific theories o£tmodels are our way of depicting 

and explaining how observations come about. Such theories are 

simplified statements containing essential features and make 

for easier comprehension and communication. In statistics, we 

use a mathematical approach since we quantify our observations. 

Random variable is the result of such mathematical approach 

dealing with the probabilities assigning to different events of 

a random experiment. The set of possible outcomes for a random 

experiment can be described with the help of a real-valued 

variable by assigning a single value of this variable to each 

outcome. For a two coin tossing experiment, the outcomes art 

two tails, a tail and a head, a head and a tail, or two needs. 

The sample space can be represented as (TT, TH, HT, HL;. *’ r- 

wc express the outcomes by using the number of heads and s 
assigning the values (0, 1, 1, 2) respectively to those out

comes. Therefore,the outcomes of this experiment can b<-‘ 

denoted by the different values of the real-valued variable 

viz., 0,1,2.
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Any function or association that assigns a unique, reel

;±ue to each sample point is called a chance or random
/

fjr-<- lie. The assigned values are the values of the random

v.rieble.

l •
Random variables are symbolized by capital letters, 

uiOf't often X, and their values by lowercase letters. The out- 

come cf a random experiment determines a point i.e., the sample 

space, called the domain of the random variable, and the 

function transform each sample point to one of a set of real 

numbers. This set of real numbers is called the range of the

random variable. If the sample space is descrete, then the 

outcomes will be denoted by certain descrete values. The 

random variable associated with a discrete sample space is 

known as descrete random variable. Similarly the random 

variable associated with continuous sample space is known as

continuous random variable.

3.2 Probability function:

The association of probabilities with the various values
X

of a discrete random variable is done by reference to the 

probabilities in the sample space and through a system of 

relationships or a function is called a probability set function 

or, simply, a probability function.

Let the discrete random variable X assume the values 

X„ , X2....Xn * Then the system of relations can be written as
f V

P ( X = x± )=p±

This is read as ‘the probability that the random variaoJ.^. 

X takes the value x^ is The set of ordered pairs (xs ,p..)

constitutes a probability function witn numerical values to ba 

provided for the x^ 's and p..*s such that p^ 0 for alx i and

1
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A discrete probability function js a set of ordered p 

of values of a random variable and the correct on-*i / pro-; abi

lities .

For a two coin experiment, X sakes the values 0, 1, 2 
ll”\i:h .hj probabilities — ,7 respectively*

Sometimes probability function can be represented by a 

graph or a mathematical function. In case of above example 

the X values and the corresponding probabilities can be repre

sented with the help of the following graph.

-A

Suppose X assume the values 1 and 0 with the probabiliti 

7 mid 1-p respectively. This information can be given with . 

kelp of the following function p(x) defined as

p(x) -• px(l-p)1’x , x = 0, 1 .

This type of function which gives the probabilities of the 

different values assumed by a random variable is known as 

probability mass function or simply probability function. 

Therefore/ a function p(x) is said to be a probability function 

of random variable or a distribution if

i)

ii)

p(x) > 0 for all x 

X p(x) = 1
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Where p(x) denotes the probability of-the event chat the random 

variable X assume the value x.

^•3 Distribution functions

The law of probability distribution of a random variable 

is the rule used to find the probability of the event related 

to a random variables, f - r inscancez the probability tnat the 

variable assumes a certain value or falls in a certain value. 

The general form of the distribution law is distribution 

function, which is the probability that a random variable X 

assumes a value smaller than a given x i.e.,

F (x) = P (X x)

The distribution function F(x) for any random variable

possesses the following properties:

i) F(-«O ) = 0

ii) F(+°^> ) = 1

iii) F(x) does not decrease with an increase in x.

In case of discrete random variable 
K

P(x.) = Z p(x.)
K i-l 1

where xd,xo...........x, . ............are the values of the random variable.12 K
The graph of F(x) in descrete random variable case is generally 

as shown below:



It is seen from the above figure that the graph of F(x) in a 

'step function' having jump p(x^) at x = x^ and is const"at 

between each pair of values of x. It can also be proved chat

F(x±) - F(xi-1) = p(x±)

Therefore distribution function can also be used to indicate 

the distribution of the random variable instead of probab? i;.t; 

function.

Example;

A student is to match three historical events (Mahatma 

Gandhi's birth year, India's freedom, and first World War) 

with three years (1947, 1914, 1869) . If he guesses with no 

knowledge of the correct answers, what is the probability * 

distribution of the number of answers te gets correctly ?

Solutions Here the number of correct answers is the random

variable, say X. Therefore, X assumes the values C,l,2,3

because there are three events to match with only three years.

Suppose the events are E , E2, E^ and the corresponding correct

years are Y]/Y9*Y3* Student gets the correct answers when

he/she matches E- to Y., En to Y„ and En to Y„.
112 2 3 3
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*
All matchings are wrong only when he/she matches E.

'c. Y,.# E2 to Yy E3 to or E„ to Yy E2 to Yy E^ to Yy

3uo che total possible matchings are 6. Therefore/ the 
2 1 •'.^ability of all matchings to go wrong is 5 = *3 • That :s, 

1
L...J probability that X to take the value *0' is

• v 3, 1 <j?.milarJy X assumes the value 11* with probability

the value *2’ with 0 probability and the value '3* with

probability.

So the probability distribution of the correct answers 

in the given matching is

1. One cube with faces numberes l/2#3/4#5 and 6.is tossed

twice# and the recorded outcome consists of the ordered 

pair of numbers on the hiden faces at the first and

second tosses.

a) Let the random variable X take on the value 0 if the 

sum of the numbers in the ordered pair is even and 5 

if odd. What is the probability function for this

random variable ?

b) Let the random variable X takes on the value 2 if bote, 

numbers in the ordered pair are even# 1 if exactly one 

is even# and 0 -if neither is even. What is the proba

bility distribution of this random variable ?
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c) Let the random variable X be the number of divisors 

in the sum of the two faces. What is the probability 

function of X ?

2. Of six balls in a bag, two are known to be black. The 

balls are drawn one at a ti ne from the bag and observed 

until both black balls are drawn. If X is the number of 

trials (draws) required to get the two black balls, obtain 

the probability distribution of X.
I

3. Suppose that the random variable X has possible values

1,2,3,...........and P(x = j) = —«r- , j = 1,2,..............

i) Compute P (x is even)

ii) Compute P (x is divisible by 3). 
i-

4. The probability mass function of a random variable X i--

zero except at the points x = 0,1,2. At these points it 
□ 2

has the values p(0) = 3c , p(l) = 4C-10C and p(2) =

5C-1 for, some C > - 0.

i) Determine the value of C . 

ii) Compute P( 1 < X 2)

iii) Describe the distribution function and araw its graph

iv) Find the largest x such that F(x)

Answers2
X Prob
0 72
1 72

X ■?rob
0 74
1 72
2 74

X 1 Prob
2 r 1/15
3 2/15
4 3/15
5 4/15
6 5/15

3. i) | ii)

4. i) ~ ii) iV) 1



LESSON 4

- D.BASAVAYYA

DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS

4.0 Introduction: In the previous lesson, we discussed about 

’random variable’, ’probability function’, etc. Here we discuss 

some theoretical discrete distributions in which variables are 

distributed according to some definite law which can be 

expressed mathematically.

4.1 Bernoulli Distribution:

Suppose you want to study the probability of different events 

corresponding to tossing of a single coin experiment. Thertwo 

possible events|are getting a head or getting a tail. Define a 

random variable X assuming the values 1 and 0 corresponding to 

these two events viz., head and tail respectively, *f the 

probability of getting a head in tossing that coin is ’p* then the 

probability that the random variable to take *1’ is p and the 

probability th^t the random variable to take ’0’ is 1-p. Therefore

the distribution of the'random variable X becomes
i

X P-rnh
l P

0 1-p

Any experiment where there are only two possible outcomes viz.

success and failure is called as Bernoulli experiment. A single 

trial of a Bernoulli experiment is known as Bernoulli trial.

Corresponding to any Bernoulli Experiment, it is possible 

to define a random variable X as given above.

A random variable X which takes : two values 0 and 1 , with 

probabilityjq(s=1-p) and p respectively is called Bernoulli variate 

and is said\to have a Bernoulli distribution.
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4.2 Binomial Distribution:

Let a Bernoulli experiment be performed repeatedly and let 

the occurrence of an event in any trial be called a success and 

its non-occurrence a failure. Consider a series of n independent 

Bernoulli trials (n being finite), in which the probability p1 

of success in any trial is constant for each trial. Then q=1-p 

is the probability of failure in any trial. Let the random 

variable X is the number of successes in these trials.

The probability of x successes and consequently (n-x)

failures in n independent trials, in a specified order (say)
1

SS FF SSS ...FSFF( where S represents success and F failure) is 

given by compound probability as given below :

P(SSFF....FSFF) = P(S) P(S)P(F)P(F)....P(F) P(S) P(F) P(F)

= p.p.qq....q p q q

= pp....p qq....q (x p’s and (n-x) q#>s)
x ~n“x = p a

But x successes in n trials can occur in ( £ ) ways and the 

probability for each of these ways is px qn“x. Hence the 

probability of x successes in n trials in any order whatsoever 

is given by the addition of individual probabilities and is given 

by (£ )pxqn”x. The number of successes in n trials will be either 

0 or 1 or 2 ..ormin any experiment .

P(X = x)=i ( 2) pxqn~x

is true for all x = 0,1,2,....n.
n xThis function p(x) = ( ) p qn-x , x = 0,1,.,,. in is called

the probability mass function of the Binomial distribution, 

for the obvious reason that the probabilities of 0,1,2,... *n 

successes, viz. q , q p, (2 ' 3 P ,...., p are the 
successive terms of the binomial expansion (q+p)n. A random
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variable X is said to follow binomial distribution if its 

probability mass function is given by
P(X=x) = p(X) = C)-pV“X’ x = Q - 1-rp

The;values n and p of this distribution are known as- the para

meters of the distribution. The mean and variance of this 

distribution are np and npq.

Example: The probability of a man hitting a target is 1/'4, 

i) If he fires 7 times, what is the probability of his hitting 

the target at least twice? ii) How many times must he fire so 

that the probability of his hitting the target at least once is

greater than 2/3?
£ «-
i) Consider ‘firing once* as a Bernoulli trial. Firing 7 times 

is the Binomial experiment with 7 independent Bernoulli trials. 

If X is the number of hits in 7 trials, then the required 

probability of hitting the target at least twice = P(X>2).

know,

P (X > 2) = 1-p (X< 2)

= 1-. p(X=0) - p(x=1 )

and P(X=x) = ) px qn’x where n = 7, p = 1/4 and q
P(X = o) =(3/4)^

P(X=1) = (7 ) (y4) (3/4)b = 7 . ■2^- 

4'

1-p = 3/4

The required probability
= 1 - (3/4)7 - 7 . £f- = 

4'
4547
“ 81 92

ii) p = Y4, q = 3/4

We want to find n such that P(X »1)> 2/3 

or 1 - P (X< 1) > 2/3 

or 1 - P (X =0) > 2/3 

or 1 - qn > 2/3 when q = 3/4

(3/4)n< y3

n = 4
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Exercises:

1. A random variable X has a binomial distribution wi'h 

parameters n =4 and p = /3 •

1) Describe the probability mass function and sketch its graph. 

ii)Compute the probabilities P(1 X 4-2) *and P(1 X 2).

2. In a binomial distribution consisting of 5 independent 

trials, probabilities of 1 and 2 successes are 0.4096 and 

0.2048 respectively. Find the parameter p cf the distribution.

3. The probability of a man hitting a target is 1/3.

i) If he firos b times what is the probability of hitting the 

target at least twice?

ii) How many times must he fire so that the probability of 

hitting the target at least once is more than 90%?

4. The random variable X has a binomial distribution with n = 4 

p = 0.5. Find P { |X-2|^ 1 £ .

Answers:

1. ii) 8/27, 56/81. 2. 0.2 3. i) 131/243 ii) 6 4. 5/16y



linear programming
- G. RaVINDRA ..

Introduction:

Mathematical Programming constitutes one of the most 

important problem areas of Operational Research (OR().

It encompasses a wide variety of optimization problems. The 

basic problem of Mathematical Programming is co find the 

optimum (maximum or minimum) of a non-linear/linear function 

(called the objective function variously known as cost 

function, gain, measure of efficiency, return function, 

performance index, utility measure, etc. depending on the 

context) in a domain determined by a given system of non 

linear and /linear inequalities and equalities (called 

constraints.

Linear Programming (LP) is a Mathematical Programming problem 

where the objective function and the constraints are all (at 

least approximated) Linear functions of the unknown variables.

In practical terms, mathematical programming is concerned 

with the allocation of scarce resources - men, materials, 

machines and money (commonly known as the 4 M’s in OR) ~ 

for the manufacture of one or more products so that the 

products .meet certain specifications and some objective 

function (cost/profit) is minimized or maximized. Whenever 

the objective function is a linear function of the decision 

variables and the restrictions on the utilization or 

availability of resources are expressible as a system of 

linear equations or inequations, we have a Linear Programming
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Problem (LPP). For example, in the case of manufacturing a 

variety of products on a group of machines, the production 

problem is to determine the most efficient utilization of 

available machine capacities to meet the required demand.

The programming problem is to allocate the available machine 

resources to the various products so that the total production 

cost is minimum. To solve this problem, we need to know the 

unit production cost (cost for producing one item), unit 

production time, machine capacity and production requirements. 

This is a LPP (for more clarification see Section 3 on 

formulation of Linear Programming Problems for a similar 

example).

The standard technique of solving an LPP is by 

Simplex Method (due to George, B.Dantzig, 1947) which is 

quite complicated and is beyond the scope of this unit. 

However, LPP’s involving two variables can be solved 

graphically. Moreover, there arc- certain special types of 

LPP’s such as transportation and assignment problems which 

admit easier methods of solution. Recently, there have been 

some spectacular developments in the area of LP due to an 

Indian Narendra Karmakar of Bell Telephone Labs., U.S.A., 

where he is able to reach the solution of an LPP considerably 

faster than simplex method.

In this unit, we confine our attention to formulation 

of LPP’s and their solution by graphical method.
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LINEAR INEQUATIONS AND CONVEX SETS

Prepared by :
Dr.G.Ravinera 
Prof.in Mathematics

The restrictions on the utilization (demand) or 

availability of resources in a linear programming problem (LPP) 

are expressed as a system of linear equations or linear 

inequations, and the set of feasible solutions of an LPP is 

convex set. Though any LPP (in any number of variables) 

could be solved by the famous Simplex Algirithm, the LPP in 

two variables can be solved in an easier way by graphical method 

essentially identifying the intersection of graphs of various 

linear inequations and testing the objective function for 

maximum or minimum at the vertices of such a graph. The 

•graph of a linear inequation is essentially a convex set.

Thus the concept of Linear Inequations (and their graphs) and 

convex sets play an important role in the study and solution ef 

Linear Programming Problem (especially in the two variables case)

Linear Inequation

Consider the relation 2x= 4 in exactly one variable 

x on real number line. In this equation, the highes-t power 

of x is 1 and so it is a linear equation in one variable.

The graph of the equation is the set of all those points 

on x axis (Real line, R) satisfying the condition 2x=4.

Since there is exactly one point satisfying the condition 

namely x=2, the graph of the equation consists of just one 

point namely x=2 and it divides the x-axis into exactly two 

parts A and B, where A is the set of points on the axis 

satisfying 2x < 4 and B is the set of points on the axis
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satisfying 2x^,4, 2x < 4 and 2x>.4 are linear inequations in 

one variable and their graphs are respectively A and B, 

which are two opposite rays with end point x = 2.

The following illustrates the graphs of equation 

2x=4 and inequations 2x^4 and 2x 4.

Bs x£ 2 x=2 A : x 2

----- ---- ----- _--- ----- ---- _------- ^r_------ - y
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

In general, ax= b, where a and b are real numbers, is 

a linear equation in one variable and its graph is just the 

point x = b/a on x-axis (real line). Also, the point x = b/a 

is common to the rays ax < b and ax >zb.

Consider another relation 2x+3y = 6 in two variables. 

This is a linear equation in two variables. The graph of 

the equation is the set of all the points (x,y) in-the 

cartesian plane (i.e. R or xy-plane) which satisfy the 

equation 2x+3y = 6. (3,0) and (0,2) are respectively the

points of x-axis and y-axis satisfying 2x+3y = 6. Thus the 

graph of 2x+3y = 6 intersects the x-axis and y-axis respectively 

at (3,0) and (0,2). We know that the equation of the line 

passing through (3,o) and (0,2) is 2x+3y = 6. Thus, the graph 

of 2x+3y = 6 is essentially the straight line which intersects 

x-axis and y-axis respectively at (3,0) and (0,2). Further, 

the graph of 2x+3y = 6 is the common edge of the two regions C 

and D where C is the set of points satisfying the inequation 

2x+3y / 6 and D is the set of points satisfying the inequation 

2x+3y 6. C and D are called the graphs of 2x+3y <6 and
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2x+3y >z 6 respectively. More precisely, we observe that the 

xy-plane has the following partitions.

1. The set of points satisfying 2x+3y < 6.

2. The set of points satisfying 2x+3y = 6.

3. The set of points satisfying 2x+3y > 6.

Thus, if (x,y) is a point in the xy-plane, ther it 

belongs to either i) the graph of 2x+3y 6.

or ii)the-graph of 2x+3y = 6. 

or lii)the graph of 2x + 3y> 6.

**
This is the basic philosophy in identifying the graph 

of an inequation. We illustrate the same as follows :

Suppose we wish to-identify the graph of the inequation 

2x+3y< 6. In the following figure, L represents the graph of 

the line 2x+3y = 6. The graph of 2x+3y < 6 could be either A

or B (but not a portion of both). T/e have to mark which one of 

them is^-tfie exact graph corresponding to the inequation.

a

/
/

Here A and B are mutually disjoint. Choo‘se a point which

does not belong to L. (0,0) is one such point. The point (0,0)
* • •.satisfies the inequation 2x+3y< 6. Hence A is the graph of

the inequation.
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AUL is the graph of the inequation 2x+3y 4. 6. Suppose we 

wish to identify the graph 2x+3y > 6. Since (0,0) which is in 

A does not satisfy the inequation, A-< Cannot be the graph of the 

inequation. Therefore, 3 is the graph of the inequation.

Also B U L is the graph of the inequation 2x+3y6.

In 'general, the graph of the linear equation ax+by = c 

(in two variables)- is the set of points on the Jine intersecting 

x-axis at (c/a, 0) and y-axis at (0, c/b). Further, the graph 

divides the xy-plane into two parts E and F, one of which is the 

graph of ax+by c and the other is the graph of ax+by C.

If a point in E (which is not on L) satisfies ax+by < C, then 

E is the graph of the inequation ax+by <_ C and F is the graph 

of the inequation ax+by C. Otherwise, E is the graph of the 

inequation ax+by > C and F is the graph of the inequation 

ax+by<^ C.

Consider the linear equation ax+by+cz = d in three variable's. 

The graph of this is a plane in the space R and is common to the 

two parts A and B where A is a set of points (x,y,z) in R 

satisfying ax+by+cz d and B is the set of the points (x,y,z)

satisfying ax+by+cz d. a and B are called half planes.

In general, the graph of a^+ a£x2 * •••• + anxn = 

called Hyper plane in the space R11 (i.e., n-dimensional 

Euclidean space) giving rise to two parts A and B where A is the 

set of points (x^,x^,...»xn) in Rn such that

a-j x^ + a^X2 + .... + anxn b and B is the set of points such that 

a1x1 + a2x2+..........+ anxn b* A and B are Half spaces.
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In what follows, we shall mainly confine our discussion 

to equations and inequations in two variables only.

Example: Identify the intersection of graphs of the following

linear inequations : x + y 1 , Y 4 5, x < 6,

7;: + 9y 63, x, y >> 0.

In the following figure, we have drawn arrow marks along the 

line L-j representing x+y = 1 in such a way that the pointers of 

the arrows lie in the graph (region) of x+y 1. The same is 

repeated for the rest of the inequations. The intersection of the 

graphs of these ineciuations is identified as that region which 

includes pointers corresponding to all the lines , L2» L9,

L^9 X and Y. The region enclosed by the polygon ABCDEF is such a 

region and hence it is the required graph satisfying all the six 

inequations simultaneously. Note that thq region Y enclosed by 

EFG is not the required region as no pointer corresponding to 

Y does not lie on it.
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Convex Sets

Examine the following figures.

fcj Net derive?*

The figure (a) is distinctly different from the other three.

In the figure, the linear segment joining any two points is

entirely within it, while, the regions (b), (c) and (d) do not
*

have the same property. For example, in (b) the line segment 

joining X and Y is not entirely in it, in(c) the line segment

PQ is not in it and in (d) the line segment joining R and S is 

not entirely in it. Note that the dotted portion of the lines 

in (b), (c), (d) are not inside the regions. The figures like 

that of (a) are of special significance in the solution of LPP’s 

and they are said to be convex. Speaking more precisely, a set 

of points C in the xy-plane (or Rn in general) is called a convex 

set if the line segment joining any two of its points is entirely 

contained in C.

Examples of Convex Sets:

i) xy-plane is a convex set.

ii) Circular region in xy-plane is convex but a circle is not 
convex. (by a circle, here we mean the set of points in 
xy-plane each of which is equidistant from a given point 
in the plane).
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iii)

iv)

v)

Sphere, cube, cone, ellipsoid, paraboloid, 
are convex sets in R^.

3
Torus is not a convex set in R .

3
Hyperboloid is not a convex set in R .

etc.

vi) The graphs of the inequations ax+by 4- c and 
ax+byc are convex i.e. half planes are convex.

vii) Half spaces in Rn are comvex..

Now suppose A and B are any two sets with a given property p. 

The intersection of A and B may or may not have the property p? 

though it is part of the both. For example, if A and B are 

triangular regions in xy-plane their intersection is not 

necessarily a triangular region in the xy-plane. Similarly, 

if A and B are two sets in xy plane which are * not convex1, 

their intersection need not have the same property, that is, it 

could be convex. The following figures illustrate this.

T
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If A and B are convex, will the intersection of A and B also 

be convex? We will verify whether this is true or false.

Let C be the’intersection of A and B. Let P and Q be any 

two points in C. Let L be the line segment joining P and C. 

Since A is convex, the points of L are contained in a. Since B 

is convex, the points of L are also contained in it. Thus the 

points of L are in both and B. That is, the line segment 

joining any two points P and Q is entirely in C. This implies 

that C is a convex set. That is, the intersection of A and B 

is a convex set. We list the interesting result as

FACT: The intersection of any number of convex sets is also con

vex.

Justification for this essentially follows from the above 

arguments, replacing sets A Snd B by any number of sets.

We now look for another way of defining convex sets which often 

helps in proving results concerning convex sets.

We know from coordinate geometry that (x,y) is a point

on a line segment joining the points (x1,y1 ) and (x2,yn)

if and only if x = (1 -1) x-, + tx2 and y = (1-t) y1 + ty2,where

0 t 1. Justification for the statement follows by

considering the similar, trianges p^Qp and P1P2O2 anc! their

implication viz.

P1Q QP___
P1^2 Q2P2



Let X = (x,y), X, = fx^y,), X2 = (x2.y2), t1 = 1-t, t,2 = t. 

Using these symbols, the above statement can be restated as 

follows: X is a point on the line segment joining X-j and X2 if 

and only if i

X = t1 X1 + t2* X2 such *1 + *2 =1» tp to>0.

(Since X = (x,y) - ((1-t) x1 + tx2» (1-t) y1 + ty2)

= ((1-t) x1 , (1—t)y1) + (tx2, ty2) = (1-t) (xpyp + 

t (x2,y2) = (1 —t) X^ + tX2)« The point X so expressed is

said to be a convex combination of the points X-j and X2 in 

xy-plane.

A convex combination of points X^ , X2,.........., XR in xy-

plane (or Rn in general) is a point X = t^X^ + t2X2 + ....

+ tRXn where t^’s are non-negative real numbers and, 

ti + t2 + .... + tR = 1.

As seen already, a point X = (x<| ,y^ ) belongs to the line segment 

joining X^ = (xpy^ ) and X2 = (x2,y2)fif and only if X is a 

convex combination of X^ and X2» Thus, a convex set can also 

be defined as follows :

A set C in xy-plane (or Rn) is a convex set if convex 

combination of any two points in C is also in it.
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In fact, for a given convex set C any convex combination 

of any number of points in C is also in C.

iNot every point in C is .a convex combination of some 

points in C. For example, consider the triangle ABC in xy-plane. 

(The following figure). There are no two distinct points in 

the triangle such that th^ine segment joining them contains A. 

That is, A is not an ‘intermediate* point of any line segment 

in the triangle. Though A is a point on the line segment AB, it 

is not an intermediate point but one of the extreme points.

Thus, A is not a convex combination of any other two distinct 

points in the triangle. Similarly, the points B and C have the 

same property. But any other point in the triangle is an 

intermediate point of same line segment in C. That is any point 

in the triangle other than a, B and C is a convex combination 

of some other two distinct points. The points A,B,C are 

extreme points in comparison with other points in the triangle.

A point X in a convex set is called an extreme point if X 

cannot be expressed as a convex combination of any other t wo 

distinct points in C.
Note that in the above example, the vertices A,B and C are the 

only extreme points of the triangle.

Examples:

1. The end points of a line segment are extreme points.

2. Vertices or corners of a cube in R are extreme points.

3. Every point on the boundary of a circular region is an 
extreme point.

4. All the interior points of a circular region are not 
extreme points.

5. No point of a xy-plane is extreme in the plane.

6. The extreme points of a polygonal region are its vertices.
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7. Any point in xy-plane is an extreme point of the 
singleton set containing the point.

8. The point of intersection of two line segments is 
not an extreme point of the line segments.

The extreme points play a very significant role in the

solution of a LPP. In fact, the objective function of a LP?

attains its optimum at atjleast one of the extreme points of 
1

its feasible region which is always convex.

1. Which of the given points belong to the graph of the 

given inequations?

i) x +y < 5 (0,0) ; (3,2)

ii) x -y > 6 (4,3) ; (11,4)

iii) 3x+y^ 2 (0,0) ; (0,4)

2. State whether the solution set of the following system

of linear inequations is a null set or not.

i) x 0 and x 2.

ii) x <; 2 and x ? 2.

iii) y > 1 and y > -1

3. State true or false.

i) The line y = 10x+50 separates the xy-plane in two 
half planes.

ii) A half plane is the graph of an inequation.

iii) The graph of a linear inequation is a convex set.

iv) The union of two convex sets in xy-plane is also a 
convex set in xy-plane.

v) The intersection of two convex sets in xy-plane is a 
convex set in xy-plane.

2vi) If A and B are two sets in R which are not convex, then
2their intersection is also not convex m R .
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vii) Vertices of a cube are extreme points.

viii) If m is the number of linear inequations in two varir.nies 
and if the intersection of their graphs is a polygonal 
region with n sides then m = n.

ix) If a point (x,y) in xy-plane is a convex combination 
of two points (r>s) and (p,q) in the plane, then it 
lies on the line joining the two points (p,q) and (r,s).

x) The converse of the above statement is generally not valid

xi) The intersection of two convex sets could possibly be 
disjoint union of two convex sets.

xii) Union of two convex sets is convex.

xiii) Every point in a convex set is a convex combination 
of two other points in it.

4. Find two points in xy-plane that satisfy each of the 
following.

i) y = 5x
ii) y < 5x
iii) y > 5x

5. Mark the region which represents the graph of followinc
inequations.

a) x < 3
b) y > 3
c) 2x + 4y = 8
d ) x + y 4

6. State whether the region representing the following is 
bounded or unbounded.
x 0;. y 0 and x+y 4 8.

7. Let ABCD is a square in the first quadrant of xy-plane.
i) If x + y = 1 is the equation of the side AB, find the 

equations of the sides, BC, CD and DA.

ii) Write the inequations whose intersection is the interior 
of the square.
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8. Let ABCDEF be a regular hexagon with length of each of its 
sides equal to 1unit. Write the ineouations whose intersect* 
tion is the given hexagon.

9. Prove or disprove j
2 2 2i) The circle x+y = a (a is a given real number) is a 

convex set.

ii) Every point on the boundary of a circular region is an 
extreme point.

iii) If G is the graph satisfying m linear inequations 
simultaneously, then G is a polygonal region having m sides.

* 2
iv) A set consisting of single element of R is a convex set in

R2. . •

10. Find the linear constraints for which the shaded region in 
the following figure is the solution set.



LESSON .2

Formulation of Linear Programming Problems

Prepared by
Dr.G.Ravindra, Professor in Mathematics

A large class of problems can be formulated as LP models.

While formulating an LP model it is worth-while to remenber 

the following 3-way rule suggested by Dantzing.

i) Identify the unknown activities to be determined and 

represent them by suitable algebraic symbols. Identify 

the inputs and outputs associated with each activity.

ii) Identify the restrictions (constraints) in the problem 

and express (at least approximate) them as■linear 

algebraic equations/ineguations.

iii') Identify the objective function and express it as a 

linear function of the urknow variables.

Proper definitions of the variables (step (i) ) is a key 

step and will largely facilitate the rest of the work.

Let us illustrate the formulation by a few examples.

Example: Suppose we are concerned with a problem encountered 

by a man who sells oranges and apples in a running train. He 

has only Rs.120 with him and he decided to buy at least 5 kgs 

of each item. One kg of apple costs Rs. 10 and 1 kg of orange 

.costs Rs. 5. He can carry to the train only a maximum load of 

15 kgs which his bag would hold. He excepts a profit of 

Rs. 2 per kg from apples and Rs. 1/kg from oranges. How much 

each of these two items should he buy (if he is wise enough)
r

so as to get a maximum profit?.
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Here, the ultimate goal or objective of the fruit seller 

is to get the maximum profit in his business, i.e., he wants 

to maximise his profit. To achieve this, he.can not purchase 

the items at random. The problem is to find out in what 

combinations should he buy apples and oranges so that the 

profit is maximum. Let us try to find out the possible combi

nations. The man can buy a total of 15 kgs of apples and 

oranges. Can he buy 15 kgs of oranges ? Of course, not, 

because he has to buy at least 5 kgs of apples, i.e., he can 

buy a maximum of 10 kgs of oranges. Can he buy 15 kgs of 

apples ? He cannot because he should buy at least 5 kgs of 

oranges, i.e. he can buy a maximum of 10 kgs of apples.. He 

can purchase oranges from 5 kgs to 10 kgs and so also apples. 

We can list all the possible combinations of his purchase of 

apples and oranges and calculate the profit in each case.

See the table below.

PURCHASE (in kgs) COST PROFIT "

Orange Apple Orange 
Rs. 5

Apple
Rs.10

Total Orange
Re.l

Apples 
Rs .2

Total

5 10 25.00 100.00 125.00 Not possible

6 9 30.00 90.00 120.00 6.00 18.00 24.00

7 8 35.00 80.00 115.00 7.00 16.00 23.00

8 7 40.00 70.00 110.00 8.00 14.00 22.00

9 6 45.00 60.00 105.00 9.00 12.00 21.00

10 5 50.00 50.00 100.00 10.00 10.00 20.00

Look at the last column. The maximum profit is Rs.24

He gets this profit when he purchases 6 kgs of oranges and 

9 kgs of apples.
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This is the solution of the problem which maximises or 

optimises the profit. So we call it.an optimal solution of 

the problem.
I

Optimal solution = 9 kgs of apples and 6 kgs of oranges.

Optimum profit = Rs• 24.

After investigating the next example, where we maximise the 

profit as in this example, we will be able to see if we can 

arrive at the optimal solution by trial and error method.

Before that lei us formulate the above example in Mathematical 

terms (see Dantzig’s 3-way rule).

i) Definition of variables

Let x be the number of Kgs of oranges and y be the 

number of Kg s of apples, bought.

ii) Constraints t Since one cannot buy negative number of——

oranges or apples it is clear that x 0 and y 0. <

Since one kg of orange costs Rs.5, x Kgs of orange 

will cost Rs.5x. Similarly, y kgs of apple costs Rs.lOy. 

Therefore, the total' cost will be 5x + lOy. Since he has only 

Rs.120 with him we have,

5x + 10 y 120.

^ince he has decided to buy at least 5 kgs of each item,

x >/ 5, and y 5.

As he cannot carry more than 15 kgs,

x + y < 15
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ii i) The ob i e c ti ve function:

Since he expects a profit of Rs.2 per kg from 

apples and Re.l per kg from oranges, his total profit 

would be x+2y which has to be maximised. The L.P. model 

isj Maximise Z - x+2y subject to x 5, y 5,

5x+10y 120, x+y 15; and x,y ;> 0. In this problem,

the non-negativity restrictions are not necessary in view 

of the constraints x,y 5.

Example: A company sells two different types of radios- 

3 band types and 2 band types. Company has a profit of 

Rs.50 for each of the former type and Rs.30 for each of the 

second type. The production process has a capacity of 

80,000 man hours in total. It takes 10 man hours labour to 

assemble 3-band type and 8 man hours for 2 band type. It is 

expected that a maximum of 6000 numbers of the former type 

and a maximum of 8000 of latter type can be sold out. How 

many of each type should be produced so as to maximise the 

profit ?

In this problem, the company aims at getting the 

maximum profit, i.e., profit is to be maximised. The 

problem is to find out in what combination should he produce 

3-band radios and 2-band radios in order to achieve this 

objective. We know that the company gets more profit from 

the 3-band radios. Naturally, we can think of a possibility 

where all the radios produced are 3-band type. This could 

not be done since the maximum number of 3-band type radios 

should be six thousand. The other possibility is to think 

of another way. The man hours needed to produce a 2 band 

radio is smaller compared to 3-band radios. In that case,
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he should increase the number of 2_band radios/ which should 

not exceed 8000. ..Naturally/ a third question arises - can 

the company produce 6000/ 3 band radios and 8000/ 2-band 

radios. In that case# we have to take into consideration the 

man hours available. The man hours required for producing 

8000/ 2-band radios is 8 x 8000 = 64000. The total man hours 

required to produce 6/000, 3-band type and 8000, 2-band 

’vpe is 124000 which is greater than the man hours available. 

From the above discussion, we found that the number o-f

3-band radios can extend from 0 to 6000 and that of 2-band 

radios from 0 to 8000. To get a solution for"this problem, 

we have to enumerate all the cases from 0 to 6000 and 0 to 

8000, which evidently is laborious. Therefore, we have to 

find out an easier method to solve such problems.

We will now think of evolving an easy method to 

solve such problems. 3efore entering into the details of 

this method, let us explain the problem mathematically.

In other words, let us try to write the LP formulation of the 

problem.

In the above problem, what we are expected to find is 

the number of 3-band radios and 2-band radios to be produced 

so as to get the maximum profit. Let us assume that the 

number of 3-band radios produced is 'x'i and tne number of 

2 band radios produced is ’y1.

Number of 3-band radios = x ,

Number of 2-band radios = y

Once we know the number of each type of radios, we 

can calculate the total profit of the company. Profit

from a 3-band radio is Rs.50 and the profit from a 2-band
« ’ ‘ 1

radio is Rs.30
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The objective of the company is to get the maximum 

profit i.e. 50xt30y should be maximum. We call this the 

objective function of the problem. Now the problem reduces 

to finding the maximum value of 50x - 30 y. in other words, 

we have to maximise. 5Ox ±__30y.

What are the conditions to be satisfied?

We know that 'x' and 1y* are the numbers of radios produced. 

So we can say that x and y cannot be negative. Mathemati

cally# we put it as

x > 0 and y >, 0

x is the number of 3-band radio. The maximum number of 3 

band radios produced is 6000.

i.e. x 6000

Similarly y <♦ 8000

The total man hours available is only 80000. Man 

hours required to produce one 3-band radio is 10.

Man hours required for x radios = 10 x X 

= 10 X

In a similar way# man hours needed for 

y# 2 band radios = 8y

The total man hours should not exceed 80000 

i.e.# lOx + 8y 80000

Thus the restrictions or conditions to be satisfied are

1. X > 0

2. y 0

3. x < 6000

4. y $ 8000

5. 10x+8y §0000
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These condition's are generally called gonstraints of the 

problem. The first two viz., x^O and y 0 are called 

non-negativity restrictions. Each of these constraints 

is an inequation of degree 1. Hence, they are called 

linear constraints.

The mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows:

Maximise 5Ox + 30y

subject to x 0 

Y £ 0

x <. 6000

y << 8000

and lOx + 8y $ 80000

Here the objective function as well as the constraints are 

all linear (first degree).

A Typical LR model :

Suppose a company with two resources (labour and 

material) wishes to produce two kinds of.items A and B.

Let

t9 units of time (hours or minutes) be respectively 

time required to produce one unit of A and B, 

m^ and m2 be th« amount of unit material (in'Kg or pounds
I

or any unit of weight) respectively required for one unit 

of A and and Rs. p^ and Rs. p2 profit per unit of A an<'

B. Suppose the daily availability of manpower (labour) 

is T hours and the supply of raw material is restricted 

to M KGs per day. The problem of the company is :

How many items of kind A and how many items of kind

B be produced every day, so that the total profit is maximum?
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This kind of problem is generally known as Product-Mix

Problem»

The entire information of the problem can be stored 

in matrix (tabular) form as followss

Resources

Kinds of Items

Su pplv/avai1abilityAii - B

Labour(hours/unit)
•

*1 T

Material (Kgs/unit) ml M

Profit (Rs/unit) Pl p2
1

Inview of the 3-way rule suggested earlier we have

Step 1: Let

x = Daily1 production of kind A 

y = Daily production of kind B

Step 2s Contraint corresponding to the first rows 

t1x+t2y 4 T

Constraint corresponding to second rows 

m1x+m2y M.

Non negativity conditions:

y o.

Step 3 s

The third row corresponds to the objective function

and is given by%
Z = P1x+P2y.

Thus the mathematical formulation of the problem is: 

(Xj - Find numbers x.y which will maximise

Z = pxx+p2y
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subject to the constraints

tlX+t2y T 

m1x^2y £ M

and x, y 0.

Note that in the mathematical formulation (I) above we deal/ •
only with numbers, equations, inequations and the given 

situation (that is company’s problem) is no larger under

consideration.

The above typical problem can be adopted in mar.y real 

life situations and thus a teacher can find a problem of 

linear programing according to the nature of the students 

(urban, rural etc.) For example if the ‘company’ is an 

industry like "ORKAY” a could be taken as Idly mix and B 

could be taken as Dosa mix. The relevant information 

concerning resources and profit (possibly in terms of cost 

price and selling price) can be obtained in the form of a 

matrix. Such matrix will help in identification of the 

problem as well as in its mathematical formulation. If 

we consider a comfy in kitchen appliance,

A could be considered as a pressure cooker

B could be considered as pressure pan.

If we want to have a farmers problem, we can take A and B 

respectively to be areas of a given field for production 

of wheat .’•nd gram. The resource corresponding to material

could fertilizer. Here we will have an extra contraint

viz., x+y a where a is the area of the given field.

Note that there could be any number of resources (and 

hence constraints) depending upon the situations.
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Linear P£.2< Model

A mathematical model is a symbolic representation of 

a real situation. The process of mathematical modeling is 

depicted in the following figure

In example 1 the real situation is ‘selling of 

oranges and apples’. In example 2 the real problem 

(situation) is ’to evolve a selling policy of two kinds of 

radiode1 and in the product mix problem the real situation 

is ‘productive scheduling*. In all these problems mathematical 

formulation is mathematical model. The mathematical models 

in the above example consist of objective function and 

constraints which are expressed quantitatively or mathemati

cally as functions of decision variables ‘Mathematical 

conclusion1 and ‘Real conclusion1 constitute the solution 

of a linear programming problem, which we would be dealing

with in the next section.
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Exercises

1. A company makes two kinds of leather belts a, 3.

Belt A is of higher quality and belt B is of lower quality. 

The respective profits are Rs. 4 and Rs. 3 per belt.

Each belt of type A requires twice as much time as a belt 

of type 3/ and, if all belts were of type 3/ the company/ 

could make 1000 per day. The supply of leather is 

sufficient for only 800 belts per day (both A and 3 

combined). Belt A requires a fancy buckle and only 400 

per day are available. There are only 700 buckles a day

are available for belt B. Formulate this a linear

programming model.

2. Give an example of a real situation (other than 

those mentioned in this lesson) whose mathematical model

is a linear programming model.
1

3. Give an example of a mathematical model which is not 

a linear programming model.

4. An Advertising Company.wishes to plan an advertising 

campaign in tnree different media - television, radio 

and magazines. The purpose of the advertising company 

is to reach as many potential customers as possible^

Results of the market study are given below:

Television . Radio 4agazine

1 Day time Prime time
Rs • Rs. Rs. Rs •

Cost of an advertising 
unit

40,000 75,000 30,000 15,000

Number of potential 
customers reached per 
unit

400/000 900,000 500,000 200,000

Number of women custo
mers reached per unit 300,000 400,000 200/000 100/000
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The company does not want to spend more than Rs.800,000 on
i

advertising. It further requires that (i) atleast 2 million

exposures take place among women (2) advertising on television

be limited to Rs.500,000 (3) atleast 3 advertising units be• * * • 1
bought on d^y time television and two units during prime 

time; and (4) the number of advertising units on radio and 

magazine should each be between 5 and 10. Find different types 

of advertising units which minimize the total number of 

potential customers reached is maximum.

(Note: The problem involves four decision variables)

5. Write the constraints associated with the solution.space 

shown in the following figure and identify all redundant 

constraints .



LESSON 3

Prepared by
Dr. G. Ravindra, Professor in Mathematics.

Solution Linear Programming Problem by Graphical Method

Let us consider another example of an optimisation 

problem. We can examine whether this is a linear programming 

problem by formulating a mathematical model of the problem.

We can also try to find the solution of the problem by 

graphical method.

Example 3s A contractor has 30 men and 40 women working under 

him. He has contracted to move at least 700 bags of cement 

to a work site. Due to the peculiar nature of the work site 

he could employ at the maximum of 50 workers at a time. A 

man will carry 25 bags in a day and a woman will carry 20 

bags in a day. A man demands Rs. 45 a day and a woman demands 

Rs. 35 a day as their wages. In what ratio should the 

contractor employ men and women so that the cost of moving

the cement to the work site is minimum?
✓

Now the mathematical model of the problem ist

Minimise Z = 45X.+ 35 y

subject to the conditions

x 0

y > 0

x 30

y 40

x + y 50

and 5x + 4y > 140

(x and y are respectively the number of men and women employed 

and z is the total wage for them)
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The above problem is an optimisation problem. The 

objective function as well as the constraints are linear. 

Hence, it is a LPP.

The next step is to find a value for x and a value 

for y such that 45x + 35y is minimum subject to the conditions 

laid down in the problem.

We first draw the graph of the inequations and see 

how the graph will give the solution of the problem.
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The intersection of the graphs of the inequations is 

the region of the polygon ABCDEF, called the feasible, region 

Any point p (x,y) in the feasible region is a feasible- 

solution of the LPP. The coordinates of such a point will 

satisfy all the inequations. Let us consider a point 

p (20/20) in this region. We can easily verify that it 

satisfies all inequations. So we can consider the x-
I

coordinate of P as a value of x and y - coordinate of P as 

a value of y. i.e./ x = 20 (x- coordinate of P) and Y = 20 

(Y-coordinate of P) is a feasible solution of the LPP.

If we select another point say D (10,40) in the recion, 

x = 10 and y = 40 is another feasible solution of the problem. 

We know that there are infinite number of points in the 

region ABCDEF. The coordinates of each point will give 

a feasible solution of the problem, i.e., the number of 

feasible solutions are infinite. The problem is to decide 

which one of these is optimal. For this, we make Use of the 

following key result.

THEOREM 1: If there exists an optimal solution to 
a LPP, the objective function of the 
LPP always attains its optimum (mini
mum or maxiraumpt atieast one of the 
comers (extreme .. oints) of the feasible 
region.

Proofs We prove the validity of the theorem for two variables 

( coordinates)and in fact the same arguments can be extended to

prove tlje theorem for any number of variables.

Let K be the set of feasible solutions of a linear 

programming problem. Let (x^/y^), (x2,y2)...., (*n,yn) be 

the extreme points (corners), of the feasible region 

corresponding to K. Let Z (x,y) = C^x + C2y be the objective 

function of the linear programming problem.
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Suppose for x = x and y = y the objective function attains o o
its minimum.

That is, Z (x ,y ) = C1 x + Co y is the minimum value of 

the objective function. Let m = Z (X3/'YO)*

If (x ,y ) is one of the extreme points (corners) of the o o
region representing K, the theorem is true. Therefore, we

assume that (x y ) is not an extreme point. Hence, by the o, o
definition of extreme point, (x^,y^) can bo expressed as a 

convex combination of extreme points of K.

That is,

(x0'Yo) = t1(x1,y1) + t2(x2,y2) + .................. +tn(xn'*n) (D

where t^ + = 1 and t^ 0.

This implies that

rn = 2 (x^y.,) = t1Z(x1>y1) + t2z(x2,y2) +............... +tnz(xn'yn)

Suppose Z (xr,yp) be minimum among 

Z (x1,y1),............... .. Z(xn,yn) so that

Z (xi,y±) > Z(xr,yr), 1 i n (2)

Now (1) and (2) together imply that

m txz (xr,yr) + t2Z(xr#yr^+............... +tnZ(xr#yr^

(Since t^’s are non negative).

That is,

m > <ti+t2 +............... +tn) Z(xr'yP

or m Z (xr,yr) (since tx + t2 +.......... +tR = 1) (3)

By definition of minimum

m Z (x,y) for every (x,y) in K and in particular 

m $. Z (xr,yr) (4)
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(3) and (4) together imply that

m = 3 (x^,yr) where (xr/Yr) is an extreme point.

Thus 3 (the objective function) attains its minimum at an 

extreme point of the feasibility region.

Remark

1 1Let for x ■= x and y = y , z (x,y) (the objective

function) attain its maximum. Then by definition of maximum/

1 1 1 1 z z(xzy) for every xzy in K (where zx = z (x zy ))

^-3 -z(xzy)

-z1 is the minimum value of -z(xzy)

That isz -z = min (-z (xzy) )

or - (max z(xzy) ) = min (-z (xzy) )

or max z (xzy) = -min (-z (xzy) )

Thus minimization problem can be converted to maximization 

problems by considering negative of the objective function 

z(xzy). And accordingly/ the above theorem is true in the 

case of maximisation problems also.

In view of the above theorem/ it is sufficient to 

concentrate our attention only on the corner points of 

the polygon A3CDEF. Evaluating the objective function at 

each of the vertices of aBCDEF and selecting the minimum 

of these values, we get the minimum value of the objective 

function. The coordinates of the corresponding vertices 

will constitute an optimal solution. The details are shown 

in the table gigen belowj
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Corner Point Value of the objective function
(vertex) z = 45x + 35y

A (28,0) 45x28 + 35x0 = 1260

B (30,0) 45x30 + 35x0 s 1350

C (30,20) 45x30 h 35x2 0 = 2050

D (10,40) 45x10 + 35x40 = 1850

E (0,40) 45x0 + 35x40 ss 1400

F (0,35) 45x0 + 35x35 — 1225

Thus, it is clear that when the contractor employes 35 women 

and no men the cost of moving cement to work-spot is minimum 

and the minimum cost is Rs. 1775. Now let us solve a maximi

sation problem by graphical method.

£xampleA

A manufacturer produces nuts and bolts for an industrial

machinery. It takes one hour of work on machine A and 3 hours

on machine B to produce a package of nuts while it takes 3 hours

on machine A and 1 hour on machine B to produce a package of bolts. 
He earns a profit of Rs.3 per packege of
nuts and Re. 1.50 per package of bolts. How many packages of 

each should be produced each day so as to maximise his profit 

if he operates his machines for at the most 12 hours a day?

The problem is to maximise the profit. Let us assume 

that the number of packages of nuts produced is x and the 

number of packages of bolts is y.

The LP formulation is of the problem is as follows:

Maximise 3x +

x + 3y 12 

3x+ y ^12 

x 0, y 0

1.50 y - Objective function subject to 

(constraints due to machine A) 

(constraints due to machine B)

(non negativity restrictions)
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The next step is to draw the graph of the inequations.

of all the graphs of all inequations.

The feasible region is the region of the polygon OABC. 

We know that the maximum value of the function will be at any

one of the vertices 0, A, B, or C.

Proceeding as before, we construct the following table.

Corner Point Value of 2 = 3x + 1,5v

0 !(0,3) 0

a|(4,0) 12

B (3,3) 16.50

C (0,4) 6
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Therefore/ the function 3x + ?. 1.50y attains its 

maximum at B (3,3) i.e. when x = 3 and y = 3 and the maximum 

value is 16.50.

The procedures that we follow in solving a LPP (in 

two variables) by graphical method is summarised below:

1. Mark the feasible region. (This is the intersection 

of the graphs of constraints and non-negativity 

restrictions).

2. Evaluate the objective function at each of the corner 

points of the feasible region and pick out the point 

which gives the minimum (maximum) value for the 

objective function as the case may be.

Theorem 1 holds true if there exists an optimal solution 

to a LPP. There may be cases where the objective function 

has no finite optimal value. For example, .

Maximise Z = x + 2y

subject to x + y 1 

y 4

x 0, y : > 0

The shaded region in the following figure is the 

feasible region of the problem. Note that the feasible region 

is not a polygonal region, but is unbounded.
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In this case, moving farther away from the origin 

increases the value of the objective function Z = x+2y and 

the maximum value of Z would tend to +°O i.e., Z has no

finite maximum. Whenever a LPP has no finite optimal value 

(maximum or minimum), we say that it has an unbounded solution 

Further, there could be a linear programming problem such

that it has no feasible solution. For example,

Maximise 2 = 4x + 3y «
subject to x+y 1

2x + 3y 6

x 0, y 0

The shaded region A and B in the following figure 

indicate the graphs of the inequation x+y £ 1 and the graph

''f the inequation 2x + 3y 4. 6 respectively.



The following LPP has or does not have a feasible solu

tion depending upon the value of L. Consider the LPPj

Maximise 2 = x

subject to x+y $. L

-x+y -1

x 0/ y > 0.

If L = 1/ the feasible region of the problem consists of 

just one point (1,0) (See figure shown below).
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""QaA^^C. .j t

2 3 4- 5 C
X x

If L = 72/7the feasible region is empty since there are no 

points satisfying the non-negativity restrictions.

In fact/ for all values of L 1 the feasible region corres 

ponding to the given constraints is empty..

The above fact can also be verified analytically.

For L < 1/ suppose there exists a point (x^ yp satisfying 

the constraints of the problem.
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That is < 1,- since L is strictly less than 1

-*1 + yl -1

and x1 0, yx 0

! *tL
The first two inequalities imply (by adding them), that 

2yx < 0.,

In other words, y < 0 which contradicts the fact that

yx > o.

Thus we conclude that there is no point (x,y) which satisfies 

the given constraints whenever L < 1.

If L = 2, the feasible region is the shaded region ABC of
• • X t. *

the figure which is non empty.
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From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the feasible 

region is non-empty for all values of L 1.

If L = 1, it consists of just one point. If L > 1 

it consists of infinitely many points.

We can verify this analytically also. 

Given constraints are

x+y < L

-x+y < -1

* £ 0/ Y > 0

First two inequalities (by adding them) 

imply that

2y < L-l or L-l 2y

This implies that

L-l 0, (since y > 0)

In other words, L > 1

If L > 1, choose non negative numbers x^ and y^ such that

2 xx = L+l 

and 2 y^ = L-l 

(This is possible since L-l' 0)

These equations imply that

2x^ + 2y^ = 2L and -2x^ + 2y1 = -2

That is, + y1 = L and -x.^ + y^. = -1 Obviously, such 

x^ and y^ satisfy the given constraints.

Thus we conclude that there exist numbers x=x^ 

and y=y^ satisfying the given constraints if and only if 

L £ 1. '
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Consider the same example as above except for the change in 

the sense of optimisation, i.e.

Minimise 2 = x

subject to x + y 4 L

-x + y 4.-1

x > 0; y 0

Find the optimum value of the L?P as a function of L for 

all values of L > 1 using graphical method.

• We have already seen that the feasible region is non 

empty if and only if L 1 • The feasible region for any 

value of L > 1 will look like the shaded region ABC of the

and -x+y = -1.
L+l _ 'id

i • e •, x = ""2/ y ” 2
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Now,

the value of

The value of

The value of

Since L 1/

Also, since L

Thus, we have

Z at

Z at

Z at

L+l

B = 1

C = L

2 and so

1, 2L £ L+l and so L >

Therefore, max

That is maximum

at C.

value of Z is L,

L } = L

and Z attains the maximum

1 L

Exercises

1. Choose the most appropriate answer.

i) The set of feasible solutions of a linear programming 
problem is
a) conves b) not a convex set
c) convex or concave d) bounded and convex

ii) The minimum number of inequations needed to find a 
feasible region in a linear programming problem
a) 1, b) 2, c) 3, d) 4

iii) The maximum value of the objective function of a linear 
programming problem always occurs

a) exactly at one vertex of the feasibility region.
b) every where in the feasibility region.

*«
c) at all the vertices of the feasibility region.
d) at some vertices of the feasibility region.

iv) The feasible region of a linear programming problem 
intersects

a) first quadrant 
c) third quadrant

b) second quadrant
c) fourth quadrant
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v) A factory has an auto lathe which when used to produce 
screws af larger size produces 400 items per week and 
when used to produce screws of smaller size produces
300 items per week. Supply of rods used in making these 
screws limits the total production of both types per 
week to 380 items in all. The factory makes a profit of 
25 paise per large Bcrew and 10 paise per small screw, 
riow much of each type should be produced to get a 
maximum profit ?
(Ans s (90/ 300) )

vi) Using graphical method 
maximise Z = 3x + 4y 

subject to 4x + 2y 4 SC

2x + 5y < 180 

x 0/ y 0/

(Anss x = 2.5; y = 35 maximum value = 147.5)

vii. Using graphical method/ 
minimise Z = 4x + 2y 
subject to x + 2y 2

3x + y 3
4x + 3y 6
x 0/ y 0r .

(Ans: x = .6/ y = 1.2 minimum value = 4.8)

viii. Consider the following problems 

Maximize Z = 6x^-2x2

subject to x1~x2 1; 3x1~x2 6; x^x? 0.

Show graphically that at tne optimal solution the variables 
Xl/X2 can ke increased indefinitely/ while the value of 
the objective function remains constant.

ix. Consider the following LPP:

Maximize Z = 4x+4y
subject to 2x + 7y < 21 ; 7x + 2y 4 49; x#y 0.

Find the optimal solution (x*y) graphically.
What are the ranges of variation of the coefficients of 
the objective function that will keep (>?zy^ optimal ?

x. Consider the following problem.
Maximize Z = 3x+2y subject to 2x + y 2, 3x + 4y ^>12/ X/y->0
Show graphically that the problem has no feasible extreme 
points. What can one conclude concerning the solution of 
the problem.
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1.1 INTRODUCTIONs
I

Numerical Methods are tha methods or procedures that 

explains how to find apprcxv. ce solution of problems from 

a given numerical data. These procedures use only basic 

arithmetic operations like cddition, subtraction, multipli

cation, division and exponentiation and certain other logical 

operations such as algebraic comparisions unlike other 

methods where we use complicated techniques like differenti

ation and integration. This is because the procedures are 

so designed for the execution on a modern high speed digital 

computer.

The numerical data used in solving the problems of 

every day life are usually not exact, , and the numbers- 

expressing such data are therefore not exact. Not only the • 

data, sometimes the methods and processes by which the
t

desired result is to be found are also approximate. The 

numerical data is not exact because of one or many of the 

following reasons.
1

(1) The imperfections in the instrument such as faulty 

graduation marks, warping of a wooden yardstick due to 

moisture, precision of the instrument.

(2) Personal errors arised due to personal bias or 

judgement; lack of knowledge of the use of instruments.

(3) Theoretical errors arised due to the use of the

instruments other than those for which the instrument is

designed or calibrated.
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(4) Accidental errors over which the observer has 

no control.

So all numerical calculations are approximate and so 

we study whet are approximate numbers.

i
1 «• 2 Approximate Numbers:

Approximate numbers will arise from measurement/ from

estimates, from rounding exact numbers or from computations • .
5 1with exact numbers. The rational numbers and 0.83-j 

are both exact but the natural numbers .83 is an approximate 

number for £, The irrational number y/lO is an exact 

number/ but the rational number 3-rl6 is an approximation of 

the irrational number

Since approximate number implies the existence of an 

exact number, we naturally wish to know how "good" or how 

"close", ‘ The approximation is. This we read in the next

two sections.

1.3 Significant figures^

A significant figure is any one of the digits 1,2,3,

.......... ; 9 and 0 is a sig.ificant figure except when it is

used to fix the decimal point or to fill the places of 

unknown or discarded digits.

It can be split it into the following ways;

1) All non zero figures are always significant wherever

used.

2) Zeros occuring between non-zero figures are always 

significant.
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Terminal zeros following the decimal point are always 

significant.

In a number less than 1, zeros immediately following 

the decimal point are not significant.

48.3 all are significant figures

46.05 all are significant figures

.002 two is the only significant figure

0.20 two & zero are significant figures.

1.4 Rounding off numbers:

To round off a number to n significant figures 

discard all digits to the right of the nth place.

If the digit in the (n+l)th place is less than 5 leave 
the nth digit unchanged. If the digit in (n+l)th 
/ place is greater than 5 add 1 to the nth digit. If the

di “it in the n+l th place is equal to 5 leave the nth digit 

unaltered if it is an even number, but increase it by 1 if

it i s an odd number.

We follow the abovel rule, to reduce the errors to a• \ .e
minimum.

No.s Rounded to 4 significant figures

65.634 65.63

65.63618 65.64

65.63501 65.64

65.68501 65.68

• • •
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The solution of Numerical Algebraic Equations

I
2.1 Introduction; Finding the roots of an algebraic equation 

is one of the challenging, interesting and is fascinating

to many since a long time. We have a well defined formula*
to find the roots of any quadrative equation and beyond this 

we donot have definite formula that helps to solve any 

equation. Well; though there is a method to solve a cubic 

equation it is not that simple. There are methods to solve 

when the equations are of particular type say reciprocal 

equations etc., but no general method occurs beyond the 

degree 3.

• Here we will discuss some methods in the following
i

sections•

2.2 Equation s If n is a positive integer, and a.,, a , a ,

.......... .. aR are constants and aQ 0 ; an expression of

the form

n , n-1 ,aQ x + a-jX + .... + an

is called a polynomial in x of n th degree.

The equation obtained by putting the polynomial equal to

zero is called an algebraic equation.

n . n-1^ , _ na^x + a.x +.......... + a_ - 0o l n

of nth degree.

2.3 R?ot ; Any value of x for which the polynomial f(x) 

vanishes is called a root of the equation

f(x) = 0
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The solution of Numerical Algebraic Equations

2.1* Introduction: Finding the roots of an algebraic equation 

is one of the challenging, interesting and is fascinating 

to many since a long time. We have a well defined formula 

to find the roots of any quadrative equation and beyond this 

we donot have definite formula that helps to solve any 

equation. Well; though there is a method to solve a cubic 

equation it is not that simple. There are methods to solve 

when the equations are of particulars type say reciprocal

equations etc., but no general method occurs beyond the
*■

degree 3.

Here we will discuss some methods in the following
i '■

sections•
3 '* ■ i *

1 I • •
2.2 Equation : If n is a positive integer, and a.,, ai# a^,

.......... .. an are constants and aQ 0 ; an expression of

the form

ao xn + a1xn * + .... + an

is called a polynomial in x of n th degree.
i

The equation obtained by putting the polynomial equal to

zero is called an algebraic equation.

n . n-1, , _ nx + a-x +.......... + a„ = 0o l nt t ' .i h

of nth degree.

2.3 Root : Any value of x for which the polynomial f(x) 

vanishes is called a root of the equation

f(x) = 0
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Relation, between the roots and coefficients of ecru at ip ns:

Let the equation be

ll
n , n-1 ,ax + a„x + o • •no • + -an = °

If *1' *2............... n are the roots of this equation/

then we have

i
2.5 Here we give some results which are useful in the coming

sections:

1) f(x) defined above is a continuous function in 

x for all values of x.
i

2) Every equation f(x) = 0 of the n th degree has n 

and only n roots

3) In an “equation with real coefficients/ imaginary 

roots occur in pairs.

4) In an equation with rational coefficients 

irrational roots occur in pairs.

2.6 Finding an approximate value of the roots (Initial 

approximati on)

All the methods in this chapter required one or two 

approximate values of a root (initial values) to begin 

with/ which can be found in one of the following ways;
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2.1 Introductions Finding the roots of an algebraic equation 

is one of the challenging, interesting and is fascinating

to many since a long time. We have a well defined formula
I

to find the roots of any quadrative equation and beyond this 

we donot have definite formula that helps to solve any 

equation. Well; though there is a method to $.olve a cubic 

equation it is not that simple. There are methods to solve 

when the equations are of particular type say reciprocal 

equations etc., but no general method occurs beyond the* 

degree 3.

Here we will discuss some methods in the following

sections•
2.2 Equation s If n is a positive integer, and a., a , a ,* •. * ' A £
.......... .. aR are constants and aQ> } 0 ; an expression of

the form

n , n-1aQ x + axx + .... + an

is called a polynomial In x of n th degree.

The equation obtained by putting the polynomial equal to 

zero is called an algebraic equation.

a3 xn + a1xn“1+.......... + an = €

of nth degree.

2.3 Root 2 Any value of x for which the polynomial f(x) 

vanishes is called a root of the equation

f(x) = 0
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2.4 ion between the roots and coefficients of oguatij>ns_g

Let the equation be
n n-1 Lax + a x + ...........+ a = 0o l n

If are the roots of this equation/

then we have

y. o> v = 
<->

A. A’ =
I J

c<jL...4n = (-$)n %
ao

2.5 Here we give some results which are useful in the coming

sections s
■ J

1) f(x) defined above is a continuous function in 

x for all values of x.

2) . Every equation f(x) = 0 of the n th degree has n

and only n roots

3) • In an equation with real coefficients, imaginary

roots occur in pairs.

4) In an equation with rational coefficients 

irrational roots occur in pairs.

2.6 Finding an approximate value of the roots (Initial 

approximati on)

All the methods in this chapter required one or two 

approximate values of a root (initial values) to begin 

with, which can be found in one of the following ways:



2.6.1 Given f(x) = 0 ;

We go on substitute at random successive values for 

x till for two successive values of x, f(x) changes

sign.

This is based on the following theorem s

If f(x) is continuous from x = a to x = b .and 

if,f(a) and f(b) have opposite signs, then there is 

atleast one real root between a and b.

2.6.2 Let f(x) = aoxn + a1xn‘“1 +...........+ an = 0

The largest root may frequently be approximated by 

the root of the linear equation.

ax + a- = 0 o 1
or by the root larger in absolute value of the 

guadrative equation

aox + alX + a2 = 0

The smallest root may similarly be approximated by 

the root of the equation

an-lx + % = 0

or by the smaller root in absolute value of the
t .. j . * ‘ a•r ; x ■

quadratic equation.

a ~ x + a . x + a = 0 n-2 n-1 n
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2.7 BISECTION METHOD 
OR

HALF INTERVAL METHOD

The method has been explained in the text book.

But here we give an algorithm.

Step 1 s Find out two values and x^ for the roots of 

tne given equation so that f(x) have opposite signs

i.e., f(x^) f(x^) 0

Step 2 •'Compute x r = xi + xu 
" ~2~

If this x is accurate enough to meet your 

requirement/ go to step 4.

Step 3 : If f(x^) f(xr)^ 0z then the root lies in

and set x = xr and to go step 2.|xl' xr 
L_ —J
If £(xp £(xr)> 0 ; then the root lies in

ond set xn = x and go‘to stup 2 i rL- x0
If f(x^) f(xr)*= 0 ; then the root is equal to xi 

and go to step 4.

• Step 4 s is one of the root of the equation.

Since each application of the iterative scheme reduces 

the length of the interval in x, by half, known to contain

7^. Wherea% is the root of the equal on, this procedure is 

called the half interval method.

2.7.1 To find the number of iterations or •operations to 
carryout_to get the root within a prescribed

tolerance s -
Let 1 a , b,*l be the initial interval in which theL 3

root lies , and £ be the prescribed tolerance and so
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where n is the number of 
iterations

taking logarithms on both sides

log b -ao o
2n

log JP.

i .e., log (bo - \>} log 2n log £

i .e •, lag (b^ - a0) — log C 4. n log n

i .e., n log 2 log .T-!t

n log Ibo “ ao')
\, ; )F

l3g2

2.8 i Newton - Raphson Method :

We give here a method which is different from the

text book.

2.8.1

Let y = f(x) be the equation whose roots are to bew.-.-
J *

found. Let be one of the root, be the approximate 

value of the root and h denote the correction which must 

be applied to give the exact value of toe root, so that

f(xQ+h) = f(^ ) = 0 — (1)

By Taylor’s theorem

f (xQ+h) = f(xQ) + h f1(xQ) t h2 fxl(xj) • • • • •
1
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2
By neglecting the higher order terms from h ; and by (1)

0 = f(x^) + h f (x^)

-f(x3)

fX(x3)

If x^ = xQ + h

, . f(x )then x- = x -___ o_1 q

* f (x )Similarly x^ = x^ + h = x^_____1-
\ . r • f1(x1)

I *• »

X = n
f(x .) n-1
fX(x •.) 

n-1

xn+1 ■ % -
£'(xn)

2.8.2 To find the square root of a number by Newton 

Raphson method s -

Let K be the number whose square rjot is to be found

i.e. Let 4V = X

Squaring on both sidds

2i.e. x - k = 0

If we solve the equation we will get the square r ot 

of the given number k.

Let f(x) = x2-k 

f1 (x) = 2x
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By applying the Newton Raphson method

n+1 * - 2LJX_zJi
2«n

x 2 , „ n + K
2xn

± f*
2_ n

JV— for n = 0,1,2,..........+
n -

2.8.3 To find the reciprocals of numbers without division 

by Newton Raphson method.

For a given number k > 0, we want to find the value of
I Z
k (we are not considering K = 0, because in that 

1 1
case ~ o ‘ undefined and k 0 ?

i.e., k = —ve i.e. * = — f \ so we
- U K )

can add - sign to + and hence it is unnecessary.)

K
Let x =

l.e. — =x
1/ (1/k)

/we are not considering x - — 
■», K

f(x) = x - ~

= 0 in which case

and f (x) becomes 1

X , = x -fx - 1 \
n 1 n _ X 7

1 •?
7* * J

i.e. - - K = 0

Let f(x) = I - K
X

f1 (x)
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Substituting f(x) and fX(x) in Newton Raphson*s formula

X = X - f(xn}
Xn+1 n -l-*3-

f (x ) n

'n+l
1 -k

= xn - xn
l

A
xn + X x 2 n<-L _ b)

.A

x + x - K x 2 n n n

= 2xn - k x 2 n n

= x (2 - k x ) for n = 0,1,2,n n *
' I .

2.8.4. By Newton Raphson method, we get the root m a few

iterations than the methods we discussed earlier.
as

But it is not always guaranteed that/the iteratims 

increases it gives convergent root. It depends :n 

the initial value chosen. So here we give the 

bounds between which the initial value should lie 

so that it gives a convergent root in the case of 

finding the reciprocal of a number by Newton 

Raphson Method.

We have x 1 =» x„ (2-kx ).n+l -n n

Let F(x) = x (2-kx) k>

= 2x-kx2
- 1 C F1(x) 1

i.e. -1 < 2 (1-kx) 1
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-1 <, 2 (1-kx) 2 (1-kx) <

- i, <1 - 1 - kx c. ~

- kx
i--

— KX Z i-
Z.

3 7kx•>z—
kx

kx C
2-

x C <

x z
•v

2 K.

i.e., ^-zx<3_

k is a positive integer

0 x < .fk < k~

ie., 0 x 2 k”

In order to get a convergent root it is better if we choose
I *

the initial value of x between.0 and 2/k.

As an example for the notes given above in 2.0.4, is 

given below s

if f(x> = \ 4*-* for x r
1 ' x <. r

and x = r-h ; then x„ = r+h
1 i

and successive approximations will move back and forth 

between the two values.
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Remarks The method will fail at any time when f1(xn)=0 

for some n. Then in that case, choose a new 

starting value.

Assignment and. Self Test

(1) Rind a root of the equation given below by Bisection

method, false position method and Newton Raphson method.

1. x =---------- ■

2. x = (5-x)i/J

3. x3-x-4 = 0

. x4-x-10 = 0 

5. x3-100 = 0

6. -0.874x2-rl.75x+2.627 = 0

7. t3-4x2 - it + 4 = 0

8. x3-2x-5 = 0

9. x3-5: >3 = 0

Find the square root of the following by Newton-Raphson' 

method to four significant figures.

1) 3 2) 5 93) 7 (4) 11

Find the reciprocals of the. following numbers ijy Newton 

Raphson method without actual division.

( ) 3 (2) 6 . (c) e

• • •
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4.1 Introductions

Given a polynomial we can able t • write the values 

y for a given value of x. But in scientific applications 

generally we get the tabulated data. From the tabulated data 

we fit a polynomial using finite differences. Such poly

nomials are called inter-polating polynomials. There are 

several interpolation formulae like Newton's gregory forward 

and backward formulas, Bessel *s,SterlJng's formula* etc., which

are very much useful in numerical differentiation and 

Integration. Here in the following section we derive Newton- 

Cotes Integration formula, so that we can deduce the Simpson's

i rule'

etc.,

Simpson's rule, trapezoidal rule, Vveddle's rule

4.1.1. Newton-Cotes integration formulas

Let x_),x1,x2,.......... ,xn are the n+1 evenly spaced base

points from which an interpolating polynomial of degree n 

has been obtained with the help of the functional values at 

the base points. (Here we assume the polynomial. For an 

understanding of interpolating polynomials, readers can refer 

the book Numerical Analysis by SCARBOROUGH). Let a be the

ower limits of integration coincides with the base point x . 

jet b, the upper limit of integration, be arbitrary for the

joment.
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Then
J f(x) dx =

=: X'-to
K

x = x + h0

dx = h.ax

A

upper limit

Pn(x)dx

- r»

Let this be equal to .

x - t. v.r

•o

- k 5^ it <Xc'1 A A VZ°^ V iV)
•V<u-n u-v> l + • - 3 4

X Li X X— \y4' xc') +i_ a ix.o') v Ci-’ - i_ A(
UsL V 2 | z?4 <V) -t' J

V/YJa £. ■
All the terms vanish at the lower limit and so

f C 4a ±=L kV« 4-VM>>*«L *4(OcO4(£ -ip)3x*
o 2— <

A £ 4 vx.,^ -v • 3 i

fc b
If the upper limit b is chosen to coincide with One of the 

base points so that b = xm (say) then

o( x -x _m 2.
h '

x +mh-xo o

= mh w —r- = m.h

i.e. assumes the integral value m,

i.e

3y giving various values to we get various formulas

. by putting <X = 1 ; we get trapezoidal rule, 

by putting ZC = 2 /we get Simpson's |rd rule.
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3 ? weby putting q< = 3 ? we get Simpson's gth rule, 

by putting = 6 ; we get Weddle's rule and so on

4•1•2* trapezoidal RULE•

Put = m = X in I

[ f(x) dx = h Vjc(x^) +
f(xj

lly

^(S.) + f/Xj-i-h) - f(x?)~^ 

j_2+(xo) T f(x3+h) -f(x3) 

^f(x3) + f(xo+hn

f<x0) + where xx =x

i- + f(x2^}

1 t(xn-P + f<xnn

h
2

h
2

C f(x) dx =

f(x) dx =

a = x

i t • (

1

Adding all--these integrals we get

r
\ 'f(x) dx = ky ’|f(x3) + 2f(x1) + 2f(x2) +..........;-2f(xr
3 — L L ->

•Vo1 + Xr)J

. = ff(x0) + 2 f(xx) + f(x.J + ....+f(xp_1)^

This is called the trapezoidal rule.

Notes If we increase the number: of intervals then then 

trapezoidal rule gives a better value.
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4.1.3 SIMPSON'S -i- rd RULE

Let .^ = m = z in I (derived in 4.1.1. then b = x ; a •- x

j f(x>dx = h ^2f(xQ) /\> f(xQ) f (x? 1

V
= h

= h

L J 'i. v,

2_ L'
j2 f(x3) +2 z\ f(xj + i,2'f(xJ |

i2f(xp + 2 fCxp-f (xQ) h.^f(x2)-2f(x1)+f (x,J I !V I 1 U J J

I Illy

= h V 2f(xJ)+2f(x1)-2f(x3) + ^ f(x,)_£ f(xx) 
L 3 3

■c _ *—•
= \ 6f(x1) + f(x2)-2f(x1) +

L -I

= Vx f>xj) + 4f(xx)+f(x2) I

f(x) dx = j , f(x)dx

O( > h

= ^f(x2) + 4f(x3) +f(x4)

f f(x)dx = V f(xn_2) + 4(xn_x) + f(xM
3 b-

Adding all the above

3^^
we get

I
f(xJ dx = k r3 L 3 4ff(xP+f(x3)+...X.,-

+f(x ,)7 
n-1 j+2 $ f(x2) + f(x4)i-............+f(xn_?)l

♦ «»„>3 ■
. . 1

This formula is known as Simpson's —rd rule.



Notes The interval of integration should contain an

even number of steps -C width h.

4,14 By means of an example we explain how to choose the
I

interval h so that the value obtained by Trapezoidal

rule is r orrect to any number of given places.

Ex: Predict how tightly values of f(x) must be pack-’’ 

(what interval h) for the trapezoidal r”le itself to

achieve a correct result to four places

Ans: Given f(x) =

f\x) =

fU(x) =

Max. f 1(x)

for x - (1/2)

Truncation error - (b-a) b2
12 ' fU(x)

Max

(Reader can get it 
from any standard 
book on Numerical 
Analysis)

■ - (2)

- < .00005 (given in problem)

i.e., h2 .0003

i.e., h
" 100
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Evaluate the following integrals by using trapezoidal rule 
1

and Simpson's -jrd rule.

1.

2.

3«

4.

5.

6.

2x +7x-5) dx

J J*-

j dx

»»*G
J

Sin h x
«G
f3 4J x dx

-3
dx 
1+x

dx

dx

5

X

X

7. Predict how many values of f(x), or how small an

interval h will be needed to for Trapezoidal rule to

produce log 2 connect to four places, 
e

• • •


